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Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. ç 1746(2), KAREN B. BLOOM declares as follows:

1. I am one of the attorneys for Respondent Puget Sound Energy, Inc. ("PSE"),

have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein, and am competent to testify thereto.

2. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of Order Denying

Frontier Communications Northwest Inc.'s ("Frontier") Motion to Dismiss or, Alternatively,

Stay dated September II,20I5, ín Puget Sound Energy, Inc. v. Frontier Communications

Northwest, -fuc., Superior Court of the State of Washington for King County, Cause No. 15-

2-03142-2 SEA ("King County Superior Court Case").

3. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of Frontier's Motion

to Dismiss or, Alternatively Stay in the King County Superior Court Case.



4. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of Order Granting

Puget Sound Energy, Inc.'s Motion to Compel Discovery dated September 1,2015, in the

King County Superior Court Case.

5. At the time that Frontier and PSE negotiated the Agreement in 2002, Frontier

owned approximately 130,000 distribution poles in its relevant territory. Attached hereto as

Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of Frontier's 2002"Computation of Annual Rate for

Poles Owned by Verizon Northwest Inc. in the State of V/ashington for the Contract Year

2002,'reflecting Frontier's calculation of its ownership of 130,838 distribution poles (see

A(e)).

6. Frontier submitted its rate calculation to PSE in August 2002 reflecting

distribution poles counted by Frontier as whole poles. See Exhibit D.

7. Frontier continued to send PSE an annual bill for ten more years (2003 to

20l2),each time counting these same fractionally-owned distribution poles as whole poles

for purposes of coming up with its own rate. PSE promptly paid Frontier's bill each year

and provided its own bill to Frontier, which Frontier promptly paid until 2013.

8. Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of Frontier's

September 23,2004,letter informing PSE it had decided to change its pole count method

and start counting its jointly-owned poles to account for Frontier's fractional ownership, or

as "equivalent poles."

9 . Attached hereto as Exhibit F is a true and correct copy of a July 19, 2005 ,

letter from Frontier agreeing not to change its distribution pole count method and to

continue to use "whole poles."

10. In April 2013, Frontier notified PSE that it had determined that Frontier had

"underbilled" PSE for ten years by applying the whole pole method to the rate formula. PSE
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disagreed and issued its 2013 annual bill to Frontier in October 2013, 'with full payment due

in November 2013.

1 1. Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of PSE's Complaint

for Breach of Contract and Declaration in the King County Superior Court Case dated

February 6,2015.

12. Frontier never attempted to invoke the regulatory authority of the V/UTC

when PSE proposed mediation and instead fully participated in the parties' joint mediation

efforts.

1 3 . Attached hereto as Exhibit H is a true and correct copy of Frontier's Answer,

Affirmative Defenses and Counterclaim in the King County Superior Court Case dated

March 6,2015.

14. Frontier has actively engaged in the King County Superior Court Case,

including responding to and serving discovery requests, producing alarge volume of

documents, and engaging in numerous discovery meet and confer conferences to resolve

discovery disputes.

15. Attached hereto as Exhibit I is a true and correct copy of Frontier's Reply in

Support of Motion to Dismiss or, Alternatively Stay in the King County Superior Court

Case.

16. Attached hereto as Exhibit J is a true and correct copy of the WUTC's

CR-102 Proposed Rules, Chapter 480-54 WAC "Attachment to Transmission Facilities"

(Iuly 24,2015).

I CERTIFY UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the United States

of America that the foregoing is true and correct.
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Docket UE-151344
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

CAROL KNESS states as follows:

1. I am a litigation secretary at Perkins Coie LLP, one of the attorneys of record

for Puget Sound Energy, Inc., have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein and am

competent to testify thereto.

2. Onthe l8th day of September,2015,I made affangements forthe original of

the foregoing Declaration of Karen Brunton Bloom in Support of Puget Sound Energy,

Inc.'s Response to Frontier Communications Northwest, Inc.'s Motion for Summary

Determination to be electronicatly filed with the WUTC by email delivering a true and

correct copy to records@utc.wa. gov.

3. On the same day, I made arrangements for the original of the foregoing io be

forwarded via overnight mail to:

Executive Director and Secretary
Washington State Utilities & Transportation Commission
P.O. Box 47250
1300 S. Evergreen Park Drive S.W.
Olympia, WA 98504-7250

4. On the same day, I made arrangements for a true and correct copy of the

same document to be delivered via email and U.S. Mails as follows:

For Frontier Communications Northwest, Inc.

George Thomson
Associate General Counsel
Frontier Communications Northwest Inc.
1800 - 41st Street
Everett, WA 98203
George.thomson@ ftr. com
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PUGET SOUND ENERGY, INC., A

Washington cotporation,

Plaintiff,

v

TIIE HONORABLE CAROL SCHAPIRA

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
FOR KING COUNTY

No. 15-2-03142-2SEA

IFreFæED] ORDERDENYING
FRoNTIER COMMUNICATION S

NORTHWEST INC.'S MOTION TO
DISMISS OR, ALTERNATIVELY, STAY

FRONTIER COMMUNICATIONS
NORTHWEST, [NC., a Washington
corporation,

Defendant.

THIS MATTER came before the Court on Frontier Communications Northwest

Inc.,s Motion to Dismiss or, Altematively, Stay, The Court having considered Frontier's

motion and all papers filed in support of and in opposition to the motion, and being fully

advised in the premises, NOW, TI{EREFORE'

ffiORDERDENYING
FRONTIER'S MOTION TO DISMISS OR,

ALTERNATIVELY, STAY. 1

LEGALI2?560555. I

Perkins Coie luP
1201 Third Avenue, Suite 4900

Seattle, WA 98101'3099
Phone: 206.359.8000
Fax: 206.359,9000
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED PlaintiffFrontier Communications Northwest Inc.'s

Motion to Dismiss or , Stay is DENIED.

DATED: 2015.

Schapira
Superior Court Judge

Presented by:

By s/ James F. Williams.,WSBA11236lS
James F. Williams ',

Karen Brunton Bloom, WSBA #41109
J W i II iamslaìperkiuscoie.com
K B I oonl@.perkinsco ie.coni
ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF

IPROPOSEDI ORDER DENYING
FRONTIER'S MOTION TO DISM
ALTERNATIVELY, STAY - 2

LEGALI 27560555. I

Perkins Coie ur,p

l20l Third Avenue, Suite 4900

.Seattle, WA 98101-3099
Phone: 206.359,8000

Fæc 206.359.9000
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Honorable Carol A. Schapira
Hearing Date/Time:

September 11,2015 at 9:00 a.m.
Oral Argument Requested

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KING

PUGET SOUND ENERGY, INC.,

Plaintiff,
No. 15-2-03142-2SEA

v
DEFENDANT FRONTIER
COMMUNICATIONS NORTHWEST
INC.'S MOTION TO DISMISS OR,
ALTERNATIVELY, STAYFRONTIER COMMUNICATIONS

NORTHWEST,INC.,
Defendant. ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED

I. Introduction and Relief Requested

This dispute regarding utility pole attachment rates belongs before the Washington

Utilities and Transportation Commission ("WUTC"). Plaintiff Puget Sound Energy, Inc.

("PSE"), a utility company, alleges that Frontier Communications Northwest Inc.

("Frontier"), a telephone operating company, owes fees pursuant to a Pole Attachment

Agreement between the parties. That Agreement allows both parties to attach equipment to

each others' utility poles, for a fee. The parties dispute how that fce should be calculated.

This dispute falls squarely within the authority of the'WUTC, which is charged with

"regulatfing] in the public interest the rates, terms, and conditions for [utility pole]

attachments." RCW 80.54.020. Indeed, the parties explicitly recognized the WUTC's

jurisdiction over their Agreement. Respectfully, the WUTC has primary jurisdiction over this

FRONTIER'S MOTION TO DISMISS
OR, ALTERNATIVELY, STAY. 1

K&LGATES LLP
ONE SW COLIJMBIA ST , SIJITE I9OO

PORTLAND, OREGON 97258
TELEPHONE: (503) 228-3200
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dispute, and the Court should thus dismiss or stay this lawsuit.

The primary jurisdiction doctrine recognizes that administrative agencies with

specialized expertise and responsibility over complex regulatory schemes may be better suited

than courts to resolve certain disputes, Thus, courts defer decision-making to agencies when

(i) the administrative agency has authority to resolve the issues before the court, (ii) the

agency has special competence over all or some of the controversy, and (iii) danger exists that

judicial action would conflict with the agency's regulatory scheme. D.J' Hopkins, Inc. v. GTE

Nw., Inc.,89 Wash. App. 1, 8,947 P,2d 1220 (1997). Those three factors are easily satisfied

here.

First,the WUTC has statutory authority to resolve the parties' dispute over pole

attachment fees. Under its general powers and duties, the WUTC "full . . ' [r]egulate . ' . the

rates, services, facilities, and practices of all persons engaging within this state in the business

of supplying any utility service or commodity to the public for compensation'" RCV/

S0.01.040(3) (emphasis supplied). The WUTC expressly regulates both PSE, a utility

company, and Frontier, a telephone operating company. Furthermore, the WUTC is

legislatively mandated to regulate "the rates, terms, and conditions for [pole] attachments by

licensees or utilities." RC'W 80.54.020. This dispute is thus directly within the WUTC's

mandate because it involves a disagreement over the rates, terms, and conditions of the

parties' Pole Attachment Agreement.

Second,the WUTC has special competence to resolve disputes related to the fairness

of pole attachment fees. The Washington legislature has recognized the WUTC's expertise

by tasking the age¡cy with determining the reasonableness of pole attachment "rates, terms,

and conditions.,, RCW 80.54.030. The WUTC Commissioners themselves bring years of

prior industry experience to bear in resolving rate disputes. The WUTC's experience is

crucial to properly balance, as required by statute, both the parties' interests and "the interest

of customers" when setting reasonable attachment ntes. Id. Indeed, determining "[w]hat is

FRONTIER'S MOTION TO DISMISS
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fair to the company, and at the same time fair to the people and businesses it serves, is what

the commission must decide many times over."l In addition, the WUTC is currently in a rule-

making cycle regarding the specifrc issues in this case. See WUTC Pole Attachment

Rulemaking, Docket U-I4062L ' Give.r the'WUTC's experience and familiarity with its own

regulatory scheme, "the agency's expertise should be applied to determine whether the fees

are 'reasonable' and 'just."' See Barahona v. T-Mobile US, únc.,628 F. Supp. 2d 1268' l27l

(W.D. Wash. 2009) (deferring to the FCC's expertise).

Third, declining jurisdiction over this matter will avoid the possibility of the Court's

judgment in this lawsuit conflicting with the WUTC's enforcement of its regulatory scheme'

Litigating this dispute as an ordinary breach of contract claim, as PSE intends, would ignore

the legislative criteria that the WUTC must follow in determining a "just and reasonable rate"

for pole attachments. RCW 80.54,040. Furthermore, as noted supra, the WUTC is in the

process of adopting additional pole attachment rules directly addressing the core issue in this

dispute: the faimess of a party being treated as owning an entire utility pole for purposes of

rate calculations when, in fact, it only owns a portion of the utility pole, thereby artificially

lowering the net cost per pole in rate calculations. See Third Draft Rules Goveming Access to

Utility Poles, Ducts, and Conduits, Docket U-140621(March 24,2015).t After accepting

rounds of comments from a variety of interested parties (including comments from both PSE

and Frontier), and drafting multiple revisions, the current draft of proposed rules clarifies that

"poles" in attachment agreements should be calculated based on proportional ownership' ^lee

id. at g 480-54-020(11). Regardless of how the WUTC ultimately settles this issue, however,

there is a real risk that the Court's judgment here could confliot with the WUTC's final rules

I Declaration of Stephanie E. L, McCleery in Support of Pefe_ndant's Motion to Dismiss or,

Alternatively, Stay the Lawsuit ("McCleery Decl.l'), fl 4, Ex' B (About the Commission).

2 McCleery Decl. fl 5, Ex. C.

3 McCleery Decl. !f 8, Ex. F.
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or with the WUTC's decision in the Formal Complaint currently pending between the parties

on the same issues. McCleery Decl. fl 3, Ex. A.

Fínally,the parties explicitly recognized the jurisdiction of the WUTC over their Pole

Attachment Agreement. Compl' Ex. A, $ 6'1'2.

For these reasons, and the reasons explained below, Frontier respectfully requests that

the Court dismiss or stay this action to allow the WUTC to resolve this dispute within its

regulatory framework.

IL Statement of Facts

A. The Parties and the Pole Attachment Agreement

pSE is a'Washington electric utility company that provides retail electric service.

Compl. nZ. ltowns utility poles throughout its service territory that it uses to distribute

electricity to customerc. Id.

Frontier is a Washington telecommunications company that provides telephone and

other communications services to customers throughout Washington. Id. T 3. It also owns

utility poles throughout its service territory. Id. Frontier wholly owns some of its poles, but

jointly owns roughly 70,000 poles with a local utility company (in this instance, the

Snohomish County public Utility District No. 1). Defendant Frontier's AnstMer, Affirmative

Defenses, and Counterclaims to Plaintiff s Complaint ("Counterclaims") tf 10'

In August of 200Z,pSE and Verizon Northwest, Inc. ("Verizon")4 entered into a Pole

Attachment Agreement that allowed each party to altach equipment to the other party's utility

poles. compl. ,]f 5. In exchange, the parties charge each other a rental rate. Id' fl 6' The

rental rate is calculatecl, in paú, based on thc number of "distribution poles" a party owns' 1d'

1[ 8.

4 on July
Verizon N
Inc.

FRONTIER'S MOTION TO DISMISS
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B. The Parties' Rate DisPute

In April 2013, Frontier discovered that the parties had been miscalculating the number

of distribution poles that Frontier owns, leading to over a half-million dollar windfall for PSE.

Id.\\9, 17. Frontier fractionally owns over 70,000 poles jointly with Snohomish County

public Utility District No. L Counterclaims fl 10. For those 70,000 poles, Frontier owns only

45 percent of each pole. Id. Yet Verizon, Frontier, and PSE had mistakenly treated those

poles under the Pole Attachment Agreement as being fully owned by Frontier' ,Id. This error

resulted in pSE paying a significantly lower pole attachment rental rate than it should have -

tothetuneof$624,472. 1d.ffi10-11. FrontiernotifiedPSEofthisunder-billing. Id.l12.

After several discussions with PSE about this billing issue, Frontier offset approximately half

of the total amount PSE had been under-charged from subsequent payments to PSE. /d.

C. This Lawsuit

pSE filed this lawsuit on February 8, 2015, asserting two claims for breach of contract,

one claim for anticipatory breach, and one claim for declaratory judgment. It disagrees with

Frontier's interpretation of the term "distribution poles." Compl. T l2' It contends that the

70,000 utility poles that Frontier fractionally owns should be treated as if they are whollv

owned by Frontier. See id.

While the parties engaged in mediation and discussed possible resolution of this

matter, Frontier reserved its rights by filing its Answer, Affirmative Defenses, and

Counterclaims on March 6,2015. After denying liability, Frontier asserted its own claims for

declaratory judgment and attorneys' fees. At its core, the Counterclaims seek a court decree

that the term ,,distribution poles" in the Pole Attachment Agreemcnt should be interpreted to

account for a party's fractional ownership of utility poles. Counterclaims fl 3'

On June Zg,2015,Frontier filed a formal Complaint against PSE regarding the dispute

between the parties at issue in this suit. McCleery Decl.'tf 3, Ex. A, "Frontier's Formal

Complaint Against Puget Sound Energy," June 29,2015 '

FRONTIER'S MOTION TO DISMISS
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The parties' settlement efforts have been unsuccessful, and Frontier now seeks to

dismiss or stay this action so that the parties' rate dispute can properly proceed before the

WUTC.

III. Issue Presented

Under the doctrine of primary jurisdiction, the Court should dismiss or stay the action

if an administrative agency has the authority and expertise to resolve the dispute, and if there

is a risk of inconsistent decisions. Here, the 'WUTC has express authority and expertise in

"regulat[ing] . . . the rates, terms, and conditions for [utility pole] attachments," RCW

80.54.020, and the Court's decision on the merits could conflict with current WUTC

rulemaking and future WUTC decisions. Should this Court defer to the WUTC and dismiss

or, alternatively, stay this action on the basis of primary jurisdiction?

IV. Evidence Relied UPon

Frontier relies upon the Complaint, the Counterclaims, the Declaration of Stephanie E.

L. McCleery in support of this Motion, and the exhibits thereto.

V. Argument

The doctrine of "primary jurisdiction" is "predicated on an attitude ofjudicial self-

restraint and is applied when the court feels that the dispute should be handled by an

administrative agency created by the legislature to deal with such problems." Kerr v. Dep't of

Game,l4 Wash. App. 427,429,542P.2d 467 (1975) (citation and internal quotations

omitted). Courts "usually defer to agency jurisdiction if enforcement of a private claim

involves a factual question requiring expertise that the courts do not have or involves an area

where a uniform detennination is desirable." D.J. Hopkins, Inc. v. GTE Nw,, Inc',89 Wash'

App. 1, 7,g47 P.2d l22O (lgg7)(citation and internal quotations omitted)'

Three factors govem the application of the primary-jurisdiction doctrine: (i) "[t]he

administrative agency has the authority to resolve the issues that would be referred to it by the

court,', (ii) "[t]he agency must have special competence over all or some part of the

FRONTIER'S MOTION TO DISMISS
OR, ALTERNATIVELY, STAY - 6
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controversy which renders the agency better able than the court to resolve the issues," and (iii)

,,[t]he claim before the court must involve issues that fall within the scope of a pervasive

regulatory scheme so that a danger exists that judicial action would conflict with the

regulatory scheme." Id. at 8. Each of those factors is present here, favoring dismissal or a

stay.

A. The WUTC has authority to resolve the parties' pole attachment rate dispute

The WUTC is unquestionably authorized to resolve utility rate disputes involving pole

attachments. The WUTC's regulatory framework is codified in Title 80 of the Revised Code.

Within that framework, the Washington legislature gave the WUTC general authority to

regulate "the rates, services, facilities, and practices of all persons engaging within

[Washington] in the business of supplying any utility service or commodity to the public for

compensation." RCW 80.01.040(3). PSE is an "electric utility" that "transmit[s] and

distribut[es] electricity to customers," and Frontier "provides telephone and other services to

customers in Washington." Compl.'1TT 2-3. Both entities thus supply utility services or

commodities to the public for compensation, and the WUTC expressly regulates both.

McCleery Decl. flfl 6,7,Ðxs. D, E (listing PSE and Frontier as WUTC-regulated entities).

Accordingly, the WUTC has authority to regulate "the rates, services, facilities, and practices"

of both entities. RCW 80.01.040(3).

Aside from the general regulatory scheme through which the WUTC regulates utility

rates, the legislature dedicated an entire chapter of the Revised Code to giving the WUTC

specif,rc authority over pole attachment issues. RCW 80.54 ("Attachments to Transmission

Facilities',). Under this Chapter, the WUTC has "the authority to regulate , . . the rates, terms,

and conditions for attachments by licensees or utilities." RCW 80.54.020. The WUTC is

empowered to hold hearings to determine whether "the rates, terms, or conditions demanded,

exacted, charged, or collected by any utility in connection with attachments are unjust,

unreasonable, or that the rates or charges are insufftcient to yield a reasonable compensation

FRONTIER'S MOTION TO DISMISS
OR, ALTERNATIVELY, STAY - 7
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for the attachment." RCW 80.54.030. If it makes such a finding, the WUTC then issues an

order determining "the just, reasonable, or sufficient rates, terms, and conditions." Id.

In an analogous case, a federal judge granted the defendant's motion to stay a similar

contract dispute arising from pole attachments, in deference to Oregon's equivalent of the

wuTC. verizon Nw., Inc. v. Portland Gen. Elec. co., No. crv. 03-1286-MO, 2004 WL

97615, at*7 (D. Or. Jan. 13,2004)j There, like here, a state statute gave the public utilities

commission authority to regulate "the rates, terms, and conditions for pole attachments." Id.

Based on this statutory mandate, the court concluded that "determining the appropriateness of

the alleged amounts due under the agreement's rental formula presents an issue within the

decision-making authority conferred on the [public utilities commission]'" Id.

As in the Verizon case, the WUTC's authority over pole attachment rates and

conditions covers the parties' dispute here. As framed by both parties, this dispute concems

the reasonableness and fairness of a rate calculation formula that does not account for

fractionally owned utility poles. See Compl. flfl 9-10; Counterclaims fl 9' PSE's proffered

calculation would cost Frontier several hundred thousands of dollars. Determining which

calculation method is just and reasonable falls plainly within the WUTC's authority' RCV/

80.54.030.

B. The rilUTC has special competence to resolve the parties' pole attachment rate

dispute

The WUTC has unique substantive competence to resolve this dispute' In its own

words, determining fair rates in light of the WUTC's complex regulatory scheme "is what the

commission must decide many times over." McCleery Decl. fl 4, Ex. B' Where, like here,

,,an agency is charged with responsibility for regulating a complex industry, it is much better

equipped than the courts, 'by specialization, by insight gained through experience, and by

more flexible procedure,' to gather the relevant facts that underlie a particular claim involving

s A copy of this decision is attached hereto as Exhibit I
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that industry ." Indus. Commc'ns Sys., Inc. v. Pac' Tel' & Tet, Co', 505 F'2d I 52, 157 (9th Cir'

1974) (quoting Far E. Conference v. (Jnited Stotes,342 U.S. 570,575 (1952).

As explained above, the WUTC has been statutorily charged with determining fair and

reasonable rates for pole attachments. RCW 80.54.020; 80.54.030; 80.54'040' Thus,

regulation of pole attachment rates and terms are matters that the 'Washington legislature has

placed within the unique competence of the WUTC. See Barahona v' T-Mobile US, lnc.,628

F. Supp. Zd 1268,1271 (W.D. Wash. 2009) (deferring to the specialized experience of the

FCC, which regulates pole attachment rates in the absence of state preemption by, in

Washington, the'WUTC)'

The WUTC's expertise and special insight into the matters at issue in this case is

illustrated by a review of the legislature's "criteria for just and reasonable [pole attachment]

rate[s].,, RCW 80.54.040. Among the myriad factors that must be considered in order to

ensure a fair rate are: "not less than all the additional costs of procuring and maintaining pole

attachments," not "more than the actual capital and operating expenses, including just

compensation, of the utility attributable to that portion of the pole, duct, or conduit used for

the pole attachment, including a share of the required support and clearance space, in

proportion to the space used for the pole attachment, as compared to all other uses made of

the subject facilities, and uses which remain available to the owner or owners of the subject

facilities.,' Id. Theregulatory scheme at issue in this case is a classic example of a "complex

industry,, for which the WUTC is better equipped "to gather the relevant facts that underlie a

particular claim involving that industry." Indus. Commc'ns Sys', Inc' 505 F '2d at 157 '

The WUTC's recent rulemaking cfforts concerning pole attachment rates further

underscore its expertise. Since early 20l4,the WUTC has engaged in comprehensive

rulemaking covering all aspects of utility pole access. McCleery Decl' fl 5, Ex' C' As

relevant here, the WUTC's third (and current) draft of the proposed rules has a section

specifically dedicated to pole attachment tates. See McCleery Decl' ti 8, Ex' F (Third Draft
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Rules Governing Access to Utility Poles, Ducts, and Conduits, Docket U-I40621 (Match24,

2015)). Relying on its unique expertise, the WUTC has drafted rules that explain what

constitutes "[1] fair, reasonable, and sufficient rate for attachments," and actually set a

specific formula for determining such a rate taking into account the effect of partial ownership

of poles. See id. at 480-54-060. The WUTC's depth of experience with these types of issues

counsels strongly in favor of dismissal or a stay.

The individual commissioners themselves also possess a breadth of relevant industry

Commissioner David Danner has been with the WUTC since 2005, serving as its

executive director since 2005, secretary since 2008, and a Commissioner since

2013. Prior to that, he served as executive policy advisor to Washington Governor

Gary Locke on, among other issues, energy and telecommunications' He \ryas a

telecommunications attorney in private practice, and counsel to the Washington

State Energy and Utilities Committee.6

commissioner Ann Rendahl has served as commissioner since Decembet 2014'

She previously served as Director of Policy and Legislation for the WUTC. Prior

to that, she served as the Director of Administrative Law Division, as an

administrative law judge for the WUTC, and as an assistant attorney general

representing the Utilities and Transportation Division'7

Commissioner Philip Jones was appointed to the ÌWUTC in March 2005' He

served as president of the National Association of Regulatory Commissioners

(Ì\{ARUC), and is a member of NARUC',s Critical Infrastructure,

Telecommunications and Washington Action Committees. He also serves on the

Advisory Council of the Electric Power Research Institute'8

o
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Ín Dioxin/organochlorine ctr. v. Dep't of Ecology, the washington supreme court affirmecl

dismissal on primary jurisdiction grounds where the Pollution Control Hearings Board

6 McCleery Decl. fl 9, Ex. G (WUTC biography of Commissioner David W. Danner)

7 Id.n 10, Ex. H (WUTC biography of commissioner Ann Rendahl).

8 Id.n 11, Ex. I (WUTC biography of commissioner Philip B. Jones).
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(,,pCHB") consisted of members "qualified by experience or training in pertinent matters

pertaining to the environment." 1 19 
'Wash. 2d761,775-76;837 P.2d 1007 (1992)' It also

observed that pCHB members "acquire additional expertise in performing their statutory

duties.,, Here, the Commissioners are knowledgeable and experienced leaders in the utilities

field, and are uniquely qualified to resolve the parties' dispute in harmony with the WUTC's

complex regulatory framework . See id.; Barahona,628 F. Supp' 2d at l27l (deferring action

to the FCC because "the agency's expertise should be applied to determine whether the fees

are 'reasonable' and 'just."')'

C. Absent dismissal or a stay, a real danger exists that this Court's decisÍon would

conflict with the WUTC's pervasive regulatory scheme

A critical purpose of the primary jurisdiction doctrine is "to avoid the possibility of

conflicting rulings by courts and agencies concerning issues within the agency's special

competence ." Davel Commc'ns, Inc. v. Qwest Corp.,460 F.3d 1075, 1090 (9th Cir' 2006)'

,,When a court does not refer issues to an agency that fall within this pervasive regulatory

scheme, a danger exists that the court's action might conflict with that scheme." Jaramillo v.

Morris,50 Wash. App,822,832,750P.2d 1301 (1988) (finding it an abuse of discretion for

the trial court not to refer the central issue in the case to the relevant agency).

That danger is particularly great here, for at least two reasons . Firsl, pole attachment

agreements are commonplace, and ensuring uniformity and fairness in attachment rates is

paramount. Congress itself has recognized the importance of uniformity and fairness. In

197g, itenacted the pole Attachment Act to prevent utility companies from "exploiting their

monopoly position by engaging in widespread overcharging" for pole attachments . F.C.C. v.

Florida Power corp.,480 U.S. 245,247 (1987). The Pole Attachment Act gave the FCC, in

the absence of state regulation, authority "to regulate the rates, terms, and conditions for pole

attachments to provide that such rates, terms, and conditions are just and reasonable." 47

U.S.C. $ 224(bX1). The Washington legislature, like Congress, passed its own statute giving
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the rWUTC the same authority to ensure 'Just, reasonable, [and] sufficient rates, terms, and

conditions,' for pole attachments. RCW 80.54.030. Respectfully, the Court should defer this

rate dispute to the WUTC where, like here, the express purpose of RCW 80.54.030 is to

ensure uniformity and fairness of rates. See Barahona,628 F. Supp. 2d at l27I ("Referral of

this matter to the FCC will also promote uniformity and consistency in its regulation of the

telecommunications industry."); Walla Walla Country Club v. PacifiCorp, No. CV-13-5101-

LRS, 2014 WL 286288 5, at*7 (8.D. Wash. June 24,2014) ("[T]he interest of uniformity

weighs heavily in favor of deferring to the expertise of the WUTC under the primary

jurisdiction doctrine."). e

Second,the Court's decision may conflict with the WUTC's additional rules

specifically addressing pole attachments, once they are adopted. PSE's interpretation of

,,distribution poles" under the Pole Attachment Agreement fails to account for Frontier's

fractional ownership of 70,000 utility poles. Rather, its interpretation assumes that Frontier

fully owns those poles. In its current draft rules, the 'WUTC clarifies - quite explicitly - that

poles should be counted by taking into account a party's proportional ownership' See

McCleery Decl. fl 8, Ex. F (Third Draft Rules Governing Access to Utility Poles, Ducts, and

Conduits, Docket tJ-140621,430-54-020(11)) ("When an owner o\ryns poles jointly with

another utility, the number of poles for purposes of calculating the net cost of a bare pole is

the number of solely-owned poles plus the product of the number of the jointly-owned poles

multiplied by the owner's ownership percentage in those poles.")' Thus, for example, a

company that owns 10 full poles and half of one pole should be treated as owning 10.5 poles,

not I I . Regardless of what the WUTC's rules ultimately say about this issue, it is clear that

the WUTC is considering the question, recognizes there is a potential issue, and intends to

provide guidance. The Court's ruling - whether issued before or after the WUTC publishes

final rules - could contradict the WUTC's decision on this issue. 
^See 

Walla Walla Country

e A copy of this decision is attached hereto as Exhibit 2'
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before the WUTC currently."). The potential for conflicting decisions is even more likely

considering that Frontier initiated a'WUTC proceeding against PSE regarding the issues in

this case by filing a formal complaint with the WUTC on June 29,2015' McCleery Decl' tf 3'

Ex. A.

These factors favor deference to the wuTC: "If this court were to consider the

reasonableness of Defendants' challenged billing practice, issues related to the regulation of

these services would necessarily be involved ." Barahona,628 F' Supp. 2d at l27l (granting

stay because 
,.[a]llowing the FCC to first consider [the parties' rate dispute] is thus consistent

with the purposes of the primary jurisdiction doctrine'")'

D. The parties recognized the wuTC's jurisdiction over the Pole Attachment

Agreement

Even in the absence of application of the primary jurisdiction doctrine, the parties

themselves specifically acknowledged the wurc's jurisdiction within their Pole Attachment

Agreement. The Agreement states:

t7

18

I9

20

"Notwithstanding the foregoing paragraph

Annual Rate shown in Schedules 1 and 2

during the Term bY mutual agreement

6.1.1, the formulas to determine

of Appendix IV maY be revised

between the Parties or bY the

or other governmental authoritY

with jurisdiction [in] such matters.

compl. Ex. A, $ 6.1.2 (emphasis supplied). Therefore, the parties originally contemplated

resolution of rate calculation issues - precisely the issue in this case - by the wuTC'

VI. Conclusion

This pole attachment rate dispute should proceed before the wuTC - the

administrative agency statutorily charged with ensuring that attachment rates and terms are

fair and consistent.
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Frontier therefore respectfully requests that this Court dismiss this action based on the

primary jurisdiction doctrine. See Dioxin/Organochlorine Ctr., I I 9 Wash. 2d at 7 63 , 77 6

(affirming trial court's dismissal with prejudice based on the primary jurisdiction doctrine).

Alternatively, Frontier seeks a stay of this lawsuit while the WUTC decides a just, reasonable,

and sufficient attachment rate for the parties in the currently pending proceeding. See Verizon

Nw., Inc. v. Portland Gen. Elec. Co., No. CIV. 03-1286-MO, 2004WL97615, at *9 (D. Or.

Jan. 13, 2004) (granting motion to stay parties' rate dispute in favor of Oregon's utilities

commission).

DATED this 30th day of June,2015

K&L GETES LLP

By: /s/Román Hernández
Román D. Hernández, WSBA #39939
Emai I : roman. hern andez@klgate s. com
Stephanie E. L. McCleery, WSBA #45089
Email: stephanie.mccleery@klgates.com
Adam Holbrook, pro hac vice
Email : adam.holbrook@klgates.com
One SrW Columbia Street, Suite 1900
Portland, OR 97258
(so3)228-3200
Attorneys for Defendant Frontier Communications
Northwest Inc.
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Verizon Northwest, lnc. v. Portland General Elec. Go., Not Reported in F.Supp.2d (2004)

2oo4wL97615
Only the Westlaw citation is currently available.

United States District Court,
D. Oregon.

VERIZON NORTHWEST, INC., Plaintiff,

PORTI-A,ND GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., f)efendant'

Civil No. o3-r286-MO. I Jan. 13, zoo4'

Attorneys and Law Firms

Christopher S. I Iuthcr, Preston Gates Ellis & Rouvelas Meeds

LLP, V/ashington, DC, ilarvald P. Spigal, John E. Kenncdy,

Preston Gates & Ellis, LLP, Portland, OR, for Plaintiff.

Lisa A. Kanel, Markowitz Herbold Glade & Mehlhaf, PC,

Portland, OR, for Defendant.

ORDER STAYING ACTION

MOSMÂN, Judge.

*l Before the court is a motion to stay filed by defendant

Portland General Electric Co. ("PGE"). For the reasons

discussed below, PGE's motion is GRANTED. (Doc. # l0).

I

This case arises out of a dispute involving a 'Joint

pole agreement." A utility and a telecommunications

company commonly enter into such an agreement to

govern each company's equipment attachments to the other's

poles. While joint-pole agreements are private agreements,

Congress enacted the Pole Attachment Act to regulate pole

attachments. 47 U.S.C). $ 224. Pursuant to the Act, the

Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") has enacted

regulations governing pole attachments. The Act, however,

allows states essentially to opt out of FCC control and

themselves regulate the "rates, terms, and conditions for

pole attachments." Id. at $ 224(b)-(c). Through the Public

Utility Commission ("PUC"), Oregon has chosen to regulate

pole attachments. ORS 757.273 (granting PUC "authority to

regulate in the public interest the rates, terms, and conditions

for attachments by licensees to poles or other facilities of
publ ic utilities and telecommunications utilities").

In 1985, Verizon's predecessor in interest entered into ajoint-

pole agreement with PGE under which each party attached its

equipment to the other's poles in Oregon. As amended by the

parties in 1996, the agreement set forth the terms by which the

parties were to construct and pay for equipment attachments

to the other's poles. The agreement, for example, established a

rental formula for calculating the rent due for the attachments.

The agreement required each party to tabulate annually the

number of poles it owned on which the other had attached

equipment. The parties' pleadings indicate many thousands

of poles potentially are at issue; PGE, for example, alleges

Verizon attached its equipment to over 38,000 PGE poles'

After making the annual tabulation, the agreement requires

the pole owner to then bill the other party according to the

agreement's rental formula.

The parties dispute whether their agreement remains in

effect today. PGE argues the agreement was terminated in

July 1998; Verizon contends, while the parties discussed

terminating the agreement, the parties' conduct shows the

agreement remains in effect. Based on its belief no contract

exists, PGE contends Verizon is liable for sanctions for each

instance in which Verizon had its equipment on a PGE

pole. PGE began sending bills to Verizon for the allegedly

due amounts. In doing so, PGE invoked state regulations

permitting a company to recover sanctions when equipment

has been attached to its poles without a written contract'

See OAIì 860-028-0120(aXl); OAI{ 860-028-0130(l); see

also ORS 757.271(l). PGE also began billing Verizon for

sanctions allegedly due for equipment attached in violation

of the National Electric Safety Code ('NESC). See OAR

fì60-028-0110(8), s60-028-0120(1Xd). In addition, PGE

billed Verizon for its alleged failure to obtain required permits

before attaching its equipment to certain of PGE's poles. See

o^R 860-028-o I20( lXb).

*2 Seeking the sanctions it believes are due for the above

reasons and which Verizon has not paid, PGE filed a

complaint with the PUC on July 15, 2003. Discovery for

the PUC proceedings has been moving along and opening

arguments are set to begin in February 2004.

But, based on its belief the agreement remains in effect,

Verizon claims PGE is not entitled to sanctions for a failure

to have a written contract. Nor does Verizon agree it owes

PGE sanctions for failure to obtain permits or for NESC

violations. Verizon contends PGE's seeking these sanctions

therefore violates the agreement's rental formula, and further

'iiJ,:,Ìl¡,"',Next Q)?-015'l"horì1srtn l:ìr.¡r¡lr,-'ì!:. 1.,1() clnìil1 io oiiç.1inrl lJ,5. lì<¡r¡,'¡irrtn{ìrltWorkrì l
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Verizon Northwest, lnc. v. Portland General Elec. Go., Not RepoÉed in F.Supp.2d (2004)

contends any money PGE has been able to collect from

Verizon for the purported violations runs afoul ofthe formula.

Making these arguments, Verizon filed this lawsuit against

PGE on September 17, 2003. Verizon asserts claims for

breach of contract, breach of the duty of good faith and fair

dealing, fraud, unjust enrichment, money had and received,

and declaratory relief.

PGE asks this court to stay Verizon's lawsuit in deference

to the proceedings before the PUC. PGE asserts a stay is

appropriate for three separate reasons: (l) Verizon failed to

exhaust its administrative remedies before filing its lawsuit

in this court, (2) the primary jurisdiction doctrine requires

deference, and (3) tlie Colorado River doctrine requires

deference. As discussed below, the court concludes a stay is

appropriate under primary j urisdiction principles.

*3 Stating a district court has a "virtually unflagging

obligation" to exercise its jurisdiction "somewhat overstates

the law because in certain circumstances, a federal court

may stay its proceedings in deference to pending, state

proceedings." Nakaslt t'. il,[ctrc'íano, 882 lr.2d 1411, t4l5
(9th Cir.1989). In fact, while recognizing federal courts

generally must exercise their jurisdiction,the Colorado Ríver

Court also recognized that a district court, in deciding

whether to defer to a state-court lltigation, may be guided

by "considerations of [w]ise judicial administration [and]

givIe] regard to conservation ofjudicial resources." Colorado

River, 4241i.S. at 817: see, e.9., Quackenbtsh v. All¡tate Itrs

Co., 5l'7 tJ.S. 70ó, 731 (199ó) (suggesting a district court

appropriately may enter a stay to await state court litigation

when the state couft likely will decide an issue involved

in the federal court litigation, thus "avoiding inconsistent

adjudications on that [issue]").

II

As a general matter, a federal district court " 'possesses the

inherent power to control its own docket and calendar.' "
Coher¿ 'v.. (-'arreon, 94 [.Supp.2d I I12. I I l5 (D.Ot.2000)

(quoting lvl e d i le r r a ne cu t E t tte r ps,, I t rc. v. Ss at tgv ong C o t r,s lt'.

Corp.,708 F.2d 1458, 1465 (9th Cir l9fì3)). A district court

therefore generally may in furtherance ofefficiency "enter a

stay of an action before it, pending resolution" of separate

judicial, arbitral, or administrative proceedings which bear

upon the case. Colten,94 Ir.Supp.2d ¿rt I I 15.

The Supreme Court, however, has stated federal courts have a

"virtually unflagging obligation ... to exercise thejurisdiction
given them." Colorado River I'l/uler Consenalion Di'sl. t,.

LJnited States, 424 Ll.S. 800, 817 (1976). Thus, when the

separate proceedings are not pending in another federal

court, a federal district courl has less discretion to grant a

motion to stay. See, e.g., illcCarlh.v t', iVladigan, 503 [1.S.

140, 14ó (1992) (observing, because federal courts "are

vested with a 'virtually unflagging obligation' to exercise

the jurisdiction given them," before deferring to federal

administrative proceedings, courts must carefully balance

the particular circumstances presented); Colorackt River, 424

tJ.S. at 8 17 ("Generally, as between state and federal courts,

the rule is that 'the pendency of an action in the state court

is no bar to proceedings concerning the same matter in the

Federal court haVing jurisdiction ....' " (quoting ìVlcCle llan v.

Carland,2 l7 tJ.S. 268, 282(1 917D. I

When the related state proceedings a¡e administrative

proceedings, district courts should determine the propriety

of deciding a case's merits in light of the institutional

policies served by deferring to an administrative agency.

The primary jurisdiction and exhaustion-oÊadministrative-

remedies doctrines guide district courts in making this

determination. As a general matter, both doctrines have

similar purposes; for instance, both are designed to ptomote

judicial efficiency and to effectuate legislative intent vesting

an agency with primary responsibility to decide certain

matters. See, e.g., ll4.cCartlq,, 503 I-1.S. at 145 (discussing

exhaustion); ll. ic c i v. C hic a go L'le r c ct t il i I e Ëx c I ø nge, 409 U. S.

2S9, 305-06 ( I 973) (discussing primaryjurisdiction); see also

Unitecl Slute,s v. Il:c.stet'tt Pac. R.R. Co , 352 tJ.S. 59. ó3

(1956) ("The doctrine of primary jurisdiction, like the rule

requiring exhaustion of administrative remedies, is concerned

with promoting proper relationships between the courts and

administrative agencies charged with particular regulatory

duties.").

However, the circumstances in which each doctrine applies

differ. Primary jurisdiction is a discretionary doctrine

"specifically applicable to claims properly cognizable in court

that contain some issue within the special competence of an

administrative agency." Reîtet' v Cooper,507 U.S. 258. 268

( I 993 ); see also ll/es te r n P ac. R. rR., 3 52 U.S. at 63-ó4; ^Syrrle,t

Senúc'onductnr Co. t,. illìcrochip Tcc:h,, lttc,, 307 F.-3d 775.

Ttll (91h Cir.2002).In contrast: "'[w]here relief is available

from an administrative agency, the plaintiff is ordinarily

required to pursue that avenue of redress before proceeding

to the courts; and until that recourse is exhausted, suit is

in,,rlll¡'.,",Next'(C :101Íi 
-Ihornson ljle:ulol¡;. No clarnr to ori¡¡irtlil t"l,S. (ìovernrrlerlt Works. 2
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Verizon Northwest, lnc. v. Portland General Elec. Co., Not RepoÉed in F.Supp.2d (2004)

premature and must be dismissed.' " Sllúck,307 F.3d at 781

(quoting RciÍer, 507 LI.S. at 269). Thus primary jurisdiction is

within a district court's sound discretion and is triggered when

administrative proceedings involve an issue also involved

in the district court litigation. Exhaustion is not concerned

with merely issues but with whether the ultimate relief sought

in the district court would be available in administrative

proceedings. See Reiter,507 LJ.S. at 269.

*4 In the case before the court, PGE invokes both doctrines.

This case, however, is more properly analyzed under primary
jurisdiction principles. Verizon asserts in this court a number

of common law causes of action, seeking tort and contract

damages. PGE does not suggest the applicable regulatory

framework contemplates resolving traditional common law

claims or Verizon could obtain the relief it seeks in

the PUC proceedings. Nor does PGE contend this court

lacks jurisdiction over Verizon's common law claims. As

a result, PGE's request for a stay is not easily analyzed

under the Supreme Court's descriptions of the exhaustion-of-

administrative-remedies doctrine. See, e.g., Reitcr, 50'l ll.S.
at 269 ("Where relief is available from an administrative

agency, the plaintiff is ordinarily required to pursue that

avenue ofredress before proceeding to the courts."); I'í'estern

Pctc. R,R 352 tJ.S. at 63 (" 'Exhaustion' applies where a

claim is cognizable in the first instance by an administrative

agency alone...."). Accepting the position Verizon could not

obtain the relief it seeks before the PUC, however, does not

bar the application of primary jurisdiction principles.

As mentioned, primary jurisdiction is concerned with
overlapping issues, rather than with exact parallelism in

the nature of the pending claims or the available relief.

See Reiler', 507 tJ.S. ttt 269'. Ric'ci, 4Q9 ll.S. t¡t. 305-0ó.

And, under primary jurisdiction principles, a district court

may defer to an agency's adjudicatlon even if certain

ultimate issues relevant to the federal court claims will
remain unresolved despite the agency's decision. See, e.g.,

Iì.iccì, 409 IJ.S. at 306 ("Affording the opportunity for

administrative action will 'prepare the way, if the litigation

should take 1ts ultimate course, for a more informed and

precise determination by the Court ....' " (citation omitted)).

Moreover, unlike the exhaustion doctrine, the primary

jurisdiction doctrine does not implicate a court's subject

matter jurisdiction. S)ttuck Semicontluctor Co., 307 F.3d al

780. "Rather, it is a prudential doctrine under which courts

may, under appropriate circumstances, determine that the

initial decisionmaking responsibility should be performed

by the releva¡rt agency rather than the courts." Id.; see

also RICHARD J. PIERCE, JR., ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
TREATISE g 14.1, at 917 (4th ed.2002) (describing primary

jurisdiction as a "doctrine used by the courts to allocate initial
decisionmaking responsibility between agencies and courts

where ... [jurisdictional] overlaps and potential for conflicts

exist").

To aid in determining whether deference is appropriate

in a particular case the Ninth Circult has looked at

various factors such as whether the case involves an

issue (1) within a comprehensive regulatory scheme, (2)

within an administrative body's regulatory authority, and (3)

whose proper and efficient resolution requires expertise or

uniformity. See $,Ile,t semicon¿ludor co., 307 F.3d at 781I

see also Inchslrial Contntunicutioru St¿s., Inc. v PaciJic 'l'el.

& TÞL Co.,505 [r.2d 152. 157 (9th Cir.l974) ("Vy'here, as

here, a regulatory agency possesses such extensive authority

and control over a particular subject matter, and where

consideration of the same subject matter is sought before

that agency and the courts, the possibility of a judicial-

administrative conflict should be avoided.").

*5 In evaluating whether to exercise its discretion to defer

to administrative proceedings, a district court should bear

in mind an overarching question: whether "a prior agency

adjudication ... will be a material aid" in ultimately deciding

the claims before the court. Rict:i, 409 tJ.S. at 305. For

instance, when the agency likely will decide "questions about

the scope, meaning, and significance of [agency] rules,"

which also are involved in the federal court claims, deferring

to the agency likely will be of "material aid" to the federal

court. Id, In addition, as explained by the Ninth Circuit:

Another reason for deferring to [an agency] is the need to

obtain the beneht of that agency's expertise in ascertaining,

interpreting and distilling the facts and circumstances

underlying the legal issues. Where an agency is charged with

responsibility for regulating a complex industry, it is much

better equipped than the courts, "by specialization, by insight

gained through experience, and by more flexible procedure,"

to gather the rclevant facts that underlie a particular claim

involving that industry.

Industrktl Communiccttion,r ,5)r, 505 lì.2d at 157 (quoting

l;'ar l:a.sl (lonference v. L]túted 'States, 342 U.S. 570. 575

( 1952). In sum, under federal precedent, primary jurisdiction

principles require a district court to determine whether

litigation before it involves issues whose resolution would

benefrt from agency experience and expertise or involves

issues more appropriately decided by federal courts.
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Oregon courts have adopted primary jurisdiction principles

similar to those found in federal 
"ur.r. 

2 As under federal law,

primary jurisdiction under Oregon law does not present an

issue of subject matter jurisdiction. Adcntson t' lù'orltl('ont

Cotunuúcctlions, [nc'., 190 Or.App. 215,223 (2003). Rather,

as under federal precedent, judicial efficiency is the guiding

policy in determining whether to defer to an agency:

Judicial invocation of the doctrine of primary jurisdiction

generally is appropriate when a court decides that an

administrative agency, rather than a court of law, initially

should determine the outcome of a dispute or one or more

issues within that dispute that fall within that agency's

statutory authority. The purpose behind the doctrine is the

"recognition ofthe need for orderly and sensible coordination

of the work of agencies and of coutts." KENNETH CULP

DAVIS, ADMINISTRATIVE LAV/ TEXT $ 19.01,[at]374

(3d ed.l972). The reason for the doctrine is "not a belief

that an agency's expertise makes it superior to a court; [but]

that a court confronted with problems within an agency's

areas ofspecialization should have the advantage ofwhatever

contributions the agency can make to the solutions." .ld $

19.06, at 381. That is, the doctrine is one ordinarily invoked

by a court in the traditionaljudicial system with the beliefthat

a previous agency disposition of one or more issues before

the court will assist the court in resolving the case before it.
*6 Boise Oascacle Corp. v. Board of Foreslty', 325 Or.

185, 192 (1997); see also .4danson, 190 Or.App. at 223-24

(observing primary jurisdiction "addresses whether it is

preferable, in I ight ofconcerns for the efficient administration

ofjustice, for the court" to defer to an agency). As the Oregon

Supreme Court has refused to adopt a "fixed formula,"

the propriety of deferring to an agency depends on such

factors as the degree to which an agency's expertise will aid

an issue's resolution and the potential a judicial resolution

of the issue will adversely affect the agency's regulatory

responsibilities. See Br¡lt¿ Cast:ade, 325 Or. al 192. The

Oregon Supreme Court has further reasoned a trial court

should "balance the considerations that favor allocation of
initial decisionmaking responsibility to an agency against the

likelihood that application of primary jurisdiction will unduly

delay resolution ofthe dispute before the court." Id. (citation

omitted).

As discussed below, primary jurisdiction principles favor a

stay in this case.

UI

Verizon suggests a stay is inappropriate because this case

involves merely a contract dispute. Specifrcally, Verizon

emphasizes, this case raises the threshold issue whether a

valid contract exists between the parties. Verizon argues this

common law issue does not fall within the PUC's decision-

making authority, and further argues, because its claims do

not require an interpretation ofany PUC regulations, the court

should not defer to the PUC.

The court rejects Verizon's unduly narrow description of
this case as merely a "common law" contract dispute. As

discussed below, Verizon's complaint reveals its claims

are inextricably intertwined with the PUC's regulatory

framework.

As an initial point Verizon's complaint does not assert just a

contract claim; it also seeks recovery for fraud (two counts),

breach of the duty of good faith and fair dealing, money

had and received, unjust enrichment, and declaratory relief.

Verizon's breach-of-contract and declaratory-relief claims are

the only two claims for which the existence of a pole-

attachment contract is a necessary predicate. Moreover, even

focusing for a moment on the common law issue of whether

a contract exists, the legislature expressly granted the PUC

authority to regulate equipment attached to a utility's poles

without a contract. See ORS 757.27L As a result, the

applicable regulatory framework contemplates the PUC may

decide whether a pole-attachment agreement exists. See id;
OAIì 860-028-0t20(lXa) (providing a pole occupant shall

have "a written contract with the pole owner that specifies

general conditions for attachments on the poles of the pole

owner"); O^R 8ó0-02t1-0130 (providing "a pole owner may

impose a sanction on a pole occupant that is in violation of
OAR 860-028-0 120(l Xa)"); see also OAR 860-028-0220(l)'

(2) (granting PUC authority to resolve fact disputes which

must be resolved so "the pole owner can impose appropriate

sanctions"). In fact, the P(lC recently rejected Verizon's

argument the PUC should stay its hand in deference to this

court because the dispute involves whether a contract between

the parties exists. The PUC reasoned:

*7 Because the Commission regulates

pole attachments by public utilities,

the Commission has jurisdiction over

a contract goveming those attachments,

and also has authority to impose

sanctions if no contract e¡lsls. Verizon's

ì,i,tr';li;¡,..¡frls¡[ O 2().] ¡i Th<¡r¡scn tlr.¡Ulcrs. No cluinl to or'içì|al U,S. Goverllnlcni Wori'irì. 4
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implication that the contract issue

between it and PGE is for the courts

overlooks the Commission's role as

regulator of pole attachments between

public utilities.

In re Portland General Elec. Co,, UM 1096, at 7 (Nov. 7,

2O03)(emphasis added). Thus Verizon's contention the PUC

is unfit to resolve any contract issues is not persuasive.

In any event, even assuming the court were to conclude a

pole-attachment contract exists, Verizon's complaint raises

other issues which are regulatory in nature. As mentioned,

Verizon focuses on one issue-whether a pole-attachment

contract cunently exists between the parties-as if resolving

that one issue resolves Verizon's claims. Other potentially

complicated and technical issues would not be resolved,

however.

For example, determining the appropriateness of the alleged

amounts due under the agreement's rental formula presents an

issue within the decision-making authority conferred on the

PUC. See 47 LJ.S.C. $ 224(b)(1.¡ (allowing states to regulate

"the rates, terms, and conditions for pole attachments");

ORS 757.28.5 (granting PUC authority to determine whether

rates established by agreements are "adverse to the public

interest and fail to comply with [regulatory] provisions"). As

the administrative-law judge recognized, even assuming a

contract exists, "[t]he issue ofthe contract's reasonableness

still remains for the Commission [to decide]." In re Portland

General Elec. Co., UM 1096, at 7. Thus the agency decision

may provide "material aid" to the court as to whether a

contract exists and what reasonably is due under any existing

contract. SeeRlcci,409 tl.S. at 305.

Moreover, throughout its complaint, Verizon contends PGE

is liable for seeking from Verizon charges unauthorized by

the agreement. See, e.g., Verizon's complaint TT 13, 15, 18,

21,27,28, 30, 33, 38, 42.For instance, Verizon bases its

claims in pa.rt on an allegation PGE wrongly billed Verizon

for purported NESC violations. See id lJ'tT l8-19. Even if the

parties currently are contractually bound, the court potentially

would have to contend with complicated safety-code issues

more appropriately considered by the designated agency. See

ORS 757.03-5 (conferring authority on PUC to apply the

NESC). In addition, Verizon also bases its claims on PGE's

wrongful collection of fees for Verizon's atleged attaching

its equipment without proper permits, see id. 'lffl 15, 20, an

issue which would remain even if a contract exists. While

Verizon contends it held a valid permit for the over 1,600

poles at issue, PGE's complaint filed with the PUC seeks

sanctions for Verizon's failure to obtain valid permits. See

PGE's complaint and petition for relief tffl 29-33. As a result,

even if a contract remains in effect, the court would have

to resolve this regulatory issue. See OAIì 860-028-0120(l)

(b) (requiring pole occupants to have "a permit issued by the

pole owner for each pole on which the pole occupant has

attachments").

*8 In seeking recovery for PGE's alleged collection of(and

attempts to collect) "false and erroneous" charges, Verizon's

complaint further alleges PGE is liable for unauthorized

equipment, construction, inspection, "bootleg," and program-

fee charges. See Verizon's complaint nn 26,28,30, 33. To

effrciently and properly evaluate whether, as Verizon alleges,

these various charges were "unauthorized" the court likely

would have to become intimately familia¡ with the PUC's

regulations. For example, Verizon's correspondence with

PGE reveals one ofthe potential regulatory issues implicated

in determining whether these charges were unauthorized:

"It is Verizon's position, that PGE's assessment of both a

penalty for an unauthorized attachment and a sanction for a

code violation runs counter to both the spirit and the intent

of the Oregon Pole Attachment Rule." In sum, whether or

not a contract exists, Verizon's lawsuit ultimately involves a

consideration of PUC regulations.

Even aside from the fact this case likely tums on interpreting

PUC regulations, Verizon's complaint raises a number of
potentially complicated fact issues which the PUC likely

will consider. The PUC should be given an opportunity

to resolve these issues. As an example, Verizon contends:

"PGE [is liable for] ... assessing unauthorized bootleg

charges and retroactive annual rental for drop cans and other

miscellaneous equipment located in the common space on

poles." Verizon's complaint ITITT 38, 42,62.Underlying this

allegation are highly technical fact issues, including whether

potentially thousands of attachments are within "common

space." As a further example, Verizon seeks recovery for

allegedly unauthorized construction charges, such as charges

for "topping poles." 1d tf 28. Verizon also alleges it did

not cause the alleged NESC violations, if any. See id flfl

18-19. Such a causation issue-even to the extent Verizon

argues it simply did not own some of the attachments at issue-

presents potentially tedious and technical facts, especially

given PGE's position over 260 of Verizon's attachments

violated the NESC, see PGE's complaint and petition for
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relief fl 19. Verizon's complaint raises a number of other

potentially difhcult fact issues, including whether PGE in

fact charged Verizon for unnecessary pole inspections and

improper "program fees."

At least some of these issues likely will be resolved by the

PUC. Given the literally thousands of poles involved in this

dispute, the court is persuaded it should take "advantage of
whatever contributions the agency can make" to this case's

resolution. Boise (.-a,sc'ade, 325 Or. nt 192 (citation omitted);

see also tlit:ci, 409 lJ.S. at 305-06 ("We would recognize

'that the courts, while retaining the final authority to expound

the statute, should avail themselves of the aid implicit in

the agency's superiority in gathering the relevant facts and

in nrarshaling them into a meaningful pattern.' " (quoting

l;edcral À,lsritime Bd. v. I'vhrattdt:¡en, 356 Li.S. 48 l. 498

(19-5S). And although this court and the PUC ultimately will
examine this potentially complex dispute "from two distinct

points of view, the facts material to each examination may

in large part be the sune." Chronicle Pub'g Co. v' National

Broad. Co., 294, F.2d 744, 747 (9th Cir' l96l). As a result,

"[t]he situation is one which cries out for the elimination of
wasteful duplication of effort." Id.

*9 Finally, when weighed against the potential benefits of
awaiting the PUC's decision, staying this case in deference

to the PUC will not "unduly delay resolution of the dispute

before the covrt," [Joi:;e ('u";c'ocle, 325 Or. at 192. As

mentioned, the parties have engaged in discovery for the

PUC proceedings and opening arguments before the PUC are

set for February 2004. And the PUC has decided to move

forward with the proceedings, denying Verizon's request to

stay the proceedings. In contrast, the case before the court

has not proceeded beyond Verizon's complaint and PGE's

Footnotes

motion to stay. Cf. (loloracl¡¡ Rive r, 424 U.S' at tì20 (finding

"significant," in upholding a dismissal in deference to state-

court litigation, "the apparent absence of any proceedings

in the District Court, other than the filing of the complaint,

prior to the motion to dismiss"). Under the circumstances

of this case, a stay would not present an excessive threat

to Verizon's right to have its claims expeditiously resolved.

In fact, Verizon actually may be helped by a stay because

Verizon could use any favorable PUC rulings to assist it in

proving its claims in this court. And, as for any unfavorable

rulings, Verizon will have saved time and money by not

racing to obtain rulings in this comparably recent litigation,

since Verizon tikely would be precluded by at least some of

the PUC's rulings.

IV

In conclusion, while mindful of the court's usual obligation

to exercise its jurisdiction, under this case's circumstances,

deferring to the authority conferred upon the Oregon PUC

amounts to "[w]ise judicial administration'" C.olorctdo llívcr,

424 1,.S. ¿rt 817. More specifìcally, the court is guided by

primary jurisdiction principles in concluding deferring to the

PUC is the proper course. Given the PUC likely will consider

at least some of the regulatory-interpretation and technical

fact issues raised by Verizon's complaint, staying this case

will be of material aid to the resolution of this litigation.

Accordingly, PGE's motion to stay is GRANTED. (Doc. #

l0).

IT IS SO ORDERED.

1
pGE argues Colorado Rlyer's abstention doctrine provides separate and independent grounds for staying this case'

aside from the primary jurisdiction and exhaustion-of-administrative-remedies doctrines. The Colorado Rlver abstention

doctrine however was specifically formulated in the context of parallel state court proceedings. See Colorado River, 424

U.S. at 817-19; see, e.g., O'Neitt v. IJnited States, SO F.3d 677, 688 (9th Cir.1995) (defining Colorado Rlverabstention

as when ,,a federal court declines to decide a case in favor of similar litigation pending before a state court " (emphasis

added)). ln this case there is no litigation pending before a state court. Because the court concludes a stay is appropriate

under primary jurisdiction principles, PGE's argumentColorado Riverabstention should be extended to parallel state

administrative proceedings need not be decided. Nevertheless the court believes lt must be mindful of Colorado River's

broadly stated principle a district court generally must exercise its jurisdiction.

The parties do not discuss whether the court should apply Oregon or federal primary jurisdiction principles. Some federal

cases, without discussion, have looked to state primary jurisdiction principles when the parallel proceedings are pending

in a state administrative agency and the district court has diversity jurisdiction over the case. See, e.g.' REO lndus., lnc.

v. Natural Gas pipetine Co. of Am., gg2 F.2d 447,457 (Sth Cir.1991) (applying Texas law); Penny v. Southwestern Bell

2
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Tet. Co.,906 F .2d 183, 187-88 (5th Cir.1990) (applying Texas law). That the case before the court involves only state

law claims and the parallel proceedings are pending before the Oregon PUC would seem to weigh in favor of applying

Oregon law.

On the other hand, Congress, through the Pole Attachment Act, specifically gave Oregon the authority to regulate pole

attachments in lieu of the FCC, see 47 U,S.C. $ 224(b)-(c), suggesting the court should treat the state administrative

proceedings as it would federal administrative proceedings. Cf . County of Suffolk v. Long lsland Lighting Co., 907 F.2d

1295, 1310 n. 9 (2d Cir.1990) (noting "[i]f a state agency operates pursuant to a federal legislative scheme, for the

purposes of the primary jurisdiction doctrine, the state agency may be entitled to the same treatment to which a federal

agency is entitled").

The Ninth Circuit has applied federal primary-jurisdiction precedent in a case involving related proceedings pending before

the California Public Utility Commission. Industrial Communications Sys., 505 F.2d at 157-58. ln that case, however, the

Ninth Circuit did not discuss its decision to apply federal law, which might have rested on the fact the plaintiff asserted

federal claims or the fact Congress had expressly reserved to state agencies the authority to decide the disputed issues.

See ld. at 156-57.

ln any event, the court does not need to determinatively decide whether Oregon or federal primary jurisdiction principles

govern this case. The issue need not be decided because, in addition to the parties' lack of brlefing on the issue, the

court concludes the general primary jurisdiction principles announced by Oregon courts do not materially differfrom those

found in federal cases, at least for purposes of resolving the stay issue presented here.

End of Document (O 2015 Thomson Reuters. No claim to or¡g¡nal U.S. Government Works
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Walla Walla Country Club v. PacifiGorp, Slip Copy (2014)

2oqWL 2862885
Only the Westlaw citation is currently available.

United States District Court,
E.D. Washington.

The WALI,AWALI.A COUNTRY CLUB,

a Washington corporation, Plaintiffl

v,

PACIFICORP, clba Pacific Power & Light

Company, an Oregon corporation, Defendant.

No. CV-I3-51o1-LI(S. I Signed Junez4,zor4.

ORDER RE DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS

LONNY Iì. SLIKO, Senior District Judge.

"l BEFORE THE COURT is Defendant's Motion to
Dismiss For Lack of Subject Matter (ECF No. 1l), filed on

December 12,2013 and noted for oral argument on March

13,2014. Due to court calendar conflicts, a hearing was held

on June 5,2014 in Yakim4 Vy'ashington. Matthew W. Daley,

David S. Grossman, and Stanley M. Schwartz appeared

on behalf of Plaintiff Walla Walla Country Club. Troy D.

Greenfreld appeared on behalf of Defendant PacifiCorp, dba

Pacific Power &,Light Company (hereinafter "PaciirCorp").

At the close of oral argument, the court took the matter under

advisement.

I.INTRODUCTION
Defendant PacifrCorp moves to dismiss for lack of
subject matter jurisdiction under Fecl. R.Civ.P. l2(bX1),

arguing that the dispute in this case must be resolved by

the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission

(hereinafter "WUTC"). Defendant argues the WUTC has

exclusive jurisdiction to determine whether the cost quoted

by PacifrCorp, for removal of utility facilities supplying

power to Plaintiff Walla rüalla Country Club (hereinafter

"Country Club") exceeds what is permitted by PacifiCorp's

tariff. Defendant maintains the Country Club's complaints

fall within the exclusive jurisdiction of the WUTC; therefore,

state and federal courts lack subject matter jurisdiction.

PacifiCorp moves for an order dismissing this action for lack

of subject matter jurisdiction under lrecl.R.Civ.P. Rtrlc l2(b)

( t).

In the alternative, PacifiCorp argues the court should dismiss

and refer the action to the WUTC under the doctrine of
primary jurisdiction. PacifiCorp asserts that the dispute is

within the WUTC's area of special expertise, authority,

and pervasive regulation. Additionally, PacifrCorp notes the

instant issues are before the WUTC at this time and ajudicial

decision risks conflicting with the WUTC's determination.

II. BACKGROUND
In October 2012, the Country Club asked PacifiCorp to

disconnect the County Club's facilities from PacifiCorp's

electrical grid, so that the Country Club could transfer its

utility service to Columbia Rural Electric Association, Inc.

(hereinafter "CREA'), one of Pacifrc Power's competitors. I

PacifiCorp lnformed the Country Club that its tariff, which

has been approved by the WUTC, requires the Country Club

to pay the cost to remove certain utility equipment that

PacifiCorp had installed specifically to provide service to the

Country Club.

The PacifrCorp's Rule 6, (ìeneral Rules and Regulations

(hereinafter "tarifl'), Section I provides, in pertinent part:

I. PERMANENT DISCONNECTION AND REMOVAL

OF COMPANY FACILITIES:

When Customer requests Permanent Disconnection of
Company's facilities, Customer shall pay to Company the

actual cost for removal less salvage ofthose facilities that

need to be removed for safety or operational reasons ...

Company shall provide an estimate of such charges to

Customer prior to removal of facilities. The Customer

shall pay the amount estimated prior to disconnection and

removal of facilities. The facilities shall be removed at a

date and time convenient to both the Customer and the

Company. No later than 60 days after removal, Company

shall determine the actual cost for removal less salvage, and

adjust the estimated bill to that amount ...

'ß2 ECF No. 13, Exh. A.

Schedule 300 ofPacihCorp's tariffalso provides that the rate

charged for removal of facilities for "nonresidential service

removals" is the "actual cost less salvage." Id.

In July 2012, PaciftCorp verbally gave the Country Club

an initial estimate of the cost to remove a portion of the

',,','':11;'.','Next (9) 2015 I hc¡rtrsr¡r.l Reulel's, i'lr: cl:tiri'r t{) or'igirtli [-1,S. (ìovc'¡t'ntllnrlI WotkÍi 1
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PacifrCorp facilities required for disconnection. ECF No. l4
at tf 4. PacihCorp's removal quotes last for ninety days' Id.

Once the parties agree, PacifiCorp and the customer execute

a contract for the removal. Id. lJpon receiving the estimate,

the Country Club elected against discontinuing any portion of
services with PacifiCorp. Id. at\ 5. No removal contract wÍls

signed. CREA again pursued the Country Club's business and

offered to pay the cost of facilities removal. 1d In October

2012, after the initial estimate had expired and the Country

Club had some further discussions with CREA, the Country

Club notified PacifiCorp that it intended to permanently

discontinue its service2 with PacifiCorp and move all of its

business to CREA. Id. af \5.

In response to this information, PacifrCorp began to update

the initial estimate provided in July, to include removal of all

facilities, which, by way of example, would include among

other things, digging up the golf course fairways, greens and

parking lot. The estimated removal costs ended up being

significantly higher than originally estimated. On December

28, 2012, after PacifrCorp informed the Country Club of
the total estimated cost of removal, the Country Club ftled

an informal complaint with the WUTC. The Country Club

contended that removal ofthe conduit was unnecessary and

could damage its property. 1d

On January ll, 2013, PacifiCorp submitted a request for

a general rate revision to the WUTC. This frling included

potential revisions to Rule 6 and Schedule 300, which address

removal of facilities when a customer requests permanent

disconnection. ECF No. 13 at '1T 3. On January 15, 2013'

CREA intervened to challenge PacifiCorp's potential changes

to the tariff. Id. The WUTC found that "while CREA does

not have a direct and substantial interest in charges to

PSE's [sic] customers, the Commission has a strong interest

in seeing that the record is fully developed ..." and thus

allowed CREA to intervene. Id.; Exh. B. CREA proposed

a number of additional changes to the portion of the tariff
pertaining to facilities removal, likely in anticipation of other

PacifiCorp customers desiring disconncction or transfer of
existing services to another provider.

On January 25,2013, PacifiCorp informed the Country Club

and the WUTC that the cost to remove the facilities would

be $104,176.3 Id. ut fl 8. The V/UTC closed the informal

complaint as "Company Upheld with Arrangements." 1d.

PacifiCorp indicated that it would transfer services after the

Country Club had paid a disconnection fee of approximately

$100,000. The Country Club refused to pay the demanded

disconnection fee for the removal or to otherwise purchase the

facilities. The Country Club did not file a formal complaint

with the V/UTC or seek further assistance from the agency'

PacifiCorp has refused to disconnect the Country Club from

the electrical grid.

*3 On July 11, 2013, PacifiCorp elected to withdraw the

portion ofits proposed tariffrevision pertaining to lìule 6 and

Schedule 300, so it could "gather additional data and analysis

regarding the actual costs" ofremoval services. ECF No' l3

atfl 4; Exh. C. CREA objected to this withdrawal, arguing that

the WUTC should consider CREA's objections to the portion

ofthe proposed tariffrevision addressing the cost offacilities

removal, despite PacifiCorp's withdrawal of its proposed

changes. Id. The WUTC granted PacifiCorp's motion to

withdraw its proposed tariff revisions and dismissed CREA

as aparty. Id.The WUTC did, however, "require [PacifiCorp]

to initiate another proceeding within the next four months

in which the Commission can carefully review PacifiCorp's

costs, terms, and conditions of service and the Company's

administration of Schedule 300 and Rule 6'" 1d

On August 6,2013, the Country Club initiated this action

in Walla Walla Superior Court (i) to require PacifiCorp

to disconnect its service under a breach of contract (Tariff

Containing Rate Schedules and General Rules); and (ii) to
recover damages for the consequential losses that the County

Club suffered as a result of PacifiCorp's refusal to disconnect

its service. On September 6,2013, PacifiCorp removed this

case to federal couft based on diversity. ECF No. l.

III. DISCUSSION

A. 12 (bxl) Standard

Whether the court possesses jurisdiction to decide the merits

of a case is a threshold matter. St ee I C tt v, (.1 il i:e n,t.[or a B e t le r
[:)t^,'t,523 LJ.S. 83, 94-95. ll8 S.Ct. 1003 (1998). Subject

matter jurisdiction is mandatory and unwaivable' It must be

established before a plaintiffs claims can be considered on the

merits. W'ilbur v. L<¡cka,423 [ì.3t1 ] t01 , I 105 (9th Cir.2005)'

"fù/]hen a federal court concludes that it lacks subject-

matter jurisdiction, the court must dismiss the complaint in its

entirety." ,4rbaughv. )'& Il Corp.,546 IJ.S.500.514. 126

s.cr. r235 (2006).

B. WUTC-Exclusive Jurisdiction

PacifiCorp argues that the Country Club's complaint-whether

a fee charged by a public service company exceeds the tariff

,ir..,: ,.ll,..,iNeXt ¿O jZ0-l 5 'l'ttclt¡r;on nlrrttlt:¡l;. Nr: rlairn 11 Oriç¡irl;.tl LJ.li. (ìtlv,.¡r¡rllcnt WOrkS ?
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rate or is unreasonable-falls squarely within the exclusive

jurisdiction of the WUTC. Therefore, state and federal courts

lack subject matter jurisdiction. PacifiCorp further argues

that RCIW 80.04.220-.240 applies in this case, not RCW

80.04.440 as the Country Club asserts.

The Country Club disagrees urging that I{CW 80.04.410

specifically affords a private right of action, in court, to

recover damages caused by a public utility's violation of

duty. That statute states that "[a]n action to recover for

such loss, damage or injury may be brought in any court of

competent jurisdiction by any person or corporation." The

Country Club's predominant complaint is that it allegedly

can not obtain its requested relief before the WUTC because

the WUTC is not authorized to resolve the damage claims.

By inference however, the only "damages" alleged or

discussed at oral argument (loss ofelectrical rate cost savings

while awaiting an adjudication by WUTC and/or facility

restoration/equipment removal expense) would appear to fall

within the agency's authority.

*4 The Country Club insists this case is a straight-

forward breach of contract case, and contends that the only

issue is whether some safety or operational reascins require

PacifiCorp to remove the facilities.

The court is not convinced that this is a simple breach of

contract claim. The Country Club, in its original state court

complaint, alleges that this dispute is over the charge to

disconnect facilities needed to switch its electrical utility

provider. The Country Club complains that the charge for

more than $100,000 to remove the required facilities is what

this dispute is atl about. The complaint alleges, "PacifrCorp

breached its contractual obligations, under the Rules, by

refusing to disconnect the Club's property from PacifiCorp's

facilities unless and until the Club paid to remove or

purchased the conduit and vaults." ECF No. I at 'lf 4'5.

The complaint also alleges that PacifiCorp's charges for

facilities removal are excessive or not allowed by the tariff'

Id. at\ 3.19. The complaint alleges Pacif,tCorp breached its

contractual obligations under the tariff. Id' atn 4.6.

In reality, the Country Club is complaining that PacifiCorp

is charging an excessive or exorbitant amount ($104;176) for

such disconnection services, which is impeding their ability

to switch utility companies because they refuse to pay this

excessive amount. It appears that the RCW 80'04'220 is the

statute on point for this complaint, which reads:

80,04,220. Rep a ratio n s

When complaint has been made to the commission

concerning the reasonableness of any rate, toll, rental or

charge for any service performed by any public service

company, and the same has been investigated by the

commission, and the commission has determined that

the public service company has charged an excessive or

exorbitant amount for such service, and the commission

has determined that any party complainant is entitled to

an award of damages, the commission shall order that

the public service company pay to the complainant the

excess amount found to have been charged, whether such

excess amount was charged and collected before or after

the filing of said complaint, with interest from the date of

the collection of said excess amount.

rìc'w 80.04.220

This judicial offltcer concludes that in light ofthe foregoing

language, the Country Club's complaint is covered by

RCÌ/ 80.04.220, which provides a process for a formal

complaint concerning the reasonableness of any charge for

any service performed. Further, once a complaint is made to

the commission that PacifrCorp has overcharged for a service,

i.e., disconnection of facilities, RCW 80'04'230 provides for

a refund for said overcharges when warranted following an

investigation and decision. This statute reads:

80.04.230. Overcharges-Refund

Vy'hen complaint has been made to the commission that

any public service company has charged an amount for

any service rendered in excess of the lawfi'¡l rate in force

at the time such charge was made, and the same has been

investigated and the commission has determined that the

overcharge allegation is true, the commission may order

that the public service company pay to the complainant

the amount of the overcharge so found, whether such

overcharge was made before or after the filing of said

complaint, with interest from the date of collection of such

overcharge.

*5 RCW 80.04.230

The County Club concedes that Rtrlcr (i is the specifrc tariff

provision that applies in this. The parties do not dispute that

lì.ule 6 would guide the commission in determining if the

public service company has charged in excess of the lawful

amount. Finally, if an overcharge is determined and the pubtic

service company fails to repay such overcharge ordered by

\\rt::,11,,,",,Next (,r 20.1 i1 
-l h,:¡mso| fletrlc:r¡. N0 cl¡,rint 1o criç¡rrtal iJ.S, ûove r"tltll¿]lll !Vtrklì 3
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WUTC, RCW 80.04.240 creates a new right or independent

cause of action to collect and claim by plenary action in a
tribunal of competent jurisdiction. This statute provides:

80.04.240. Action in court on reparations and

overcharges

If the public service company does not comply with the

order of the commission for the payment of the overcharge

within the time limited in such order, suit may be instituted

in any superior court where service may be had upon the

said company to recover the amount of the overcharge

with interest. It shall be the duty of the commission to

certify its record in the case, including all exhibits, to the

court. Such record shall be filed with the clerk of said

court within thirty days after such suit shall have been

started and said suit shall be heard on the evidence and

exhibits introduced before the commission and certified

to by it. If the complainant shall prevail in such action,

the superior court shall enterjudgment for the amount of
the overcharge with interest and shall allow complainant

a reasonable attorney's fee, and the cost of preparing and

certif,ing said record for the benefit of and to be paid

to the commission by complainant, and deposited by the

commission in the public service revolving f,:nd, said sums

to be fixed and collected as a pa.rt of the costs of the

suit. If the order of the commission shall be found to be

contrary to law or erroneous by reason of the rejection

of testimony properly offered, the court shall remand the

cause to the commission with instructions to receive the

testimony so proffered and rejected and enter a new order

based upon the evidence theretofore taken and such as it is

directed to receive. The court may in its discretion remand

any cause which is reversed by it to the commission for

further action. Appeals to the supreme court shall lie as in

other civil cases. All complaints concerning overcharges

resulting from collecting unreasonable rates and charges

or from collecting amounts in excess of lawful rates shall

be filed with the commission within six months in cases

involving the collection of unreasonable rates and two

years in cases involving the collection of more than lawful

rates from the time the cause of action accrues, and the

suit to recover the overcharge shall be filed in the superior

court within one year from the date of the order of the

commission.

The procedure provided in this section is exclusive, and

neither the supreme court nor any superior court shall have

jurisdiction save in the manner hereinbefore provided.

tìCw 80.04.240

This court concludes that although the Country Club's

argument is couched in terms of a "straight-forward" breach

of an "individual" contract claim with compensable damages,

the Country Club's claim is really one for overcharges,

for which they have not sought to file a formal complaint

pursuant to the statutes in place for doing so.4 Considering

the actions of CREA in front of the WUTC, i.e., intervening

to challenge PacifiCorp's potential changes to the tariff at

issue here, the Country Club appears to be seeking a ruling

that would be common to all PacifiCorp customers who

wish to disconnect and switch service to CREA. The court

further concludes that the commission appears to have ample

statutory authority to afford meaningful reliefas described in

the statutes recited above.

C. Doctrine of Primary Jurisdiction-Referral to WUTC
*6 As an alternative, PacifiCorp argues thatthe courtshould

exercise its discretion and apply the doctrine of primary

jurisdiction so as to refer the Country Club's claims to WUTC

for breach of contract and damages due to excessive charges

to disconnect.

PacifiCorp represents that the very same issues before this

court currently stand as an administrative proceeding in

front of the WUTC. The doctrine of primary jurisdiction "is

concerned with promoting proper relationships between the

courts and administrative agencies charged with particular

regulatory duties." Barctlnna v, T lllohile llS, lnc'., 628

F.Supp.2c1 1268. 1270 (W.D.Wash,, 200!)) citing Nader v.

Álleghenv Airlines, Inc.,42ó tJ.S. 290. 303. 9ó S.Ci. 1978, 48

L.Ecl.2d 64-3 (197ó). The doctrine is properly invoked when

enforcement of a claim in court would require resolution

of issues that have already been placed within the special

competence of an administrative body. The T-Mobile US

court quoted a passage wherein Justice Frankfurter described

the following circumstances the doctrine should be applied to:

[I]n cases raising issues of fact not

within the conventional experience

of judges or cases requiring the

exercise of administrative discretion,

agencies created by Congress for

regulating the subject matter should

not be passed over .... Uniformity
and consistency in the regulation

of business entrusted to a particular

agency are secured, and the limited

r.\,': '.11,,,.,,:Next (,.) illJ iij 'j-it<.:tnsr¡n [ìottl¡lts, ilo tl¡,rinl 1r¡ oiiijirllrl l] ij, {:ì()\/r;rllliìÊìì1 Worl'i$. /)
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functions of review by the judiciary

are more rationally exercised, bY

preliminary resort for ascertaining

and interpreting the circumstances

underlying legal issues to agencies

that are better equipped than courts

by specialization, by insight gained

through experience, and by more

flexible procedure.

7'-lt4obile U,S, tnc.,628 l'r.Supp.2d at l27Q (citation omitted).

The doctrine is applied on a case-by-case basis, considering

several factors. First, the court should examine "whether the

reasons for the existence of the doctrine are present and

whether the purposes it serves will be aided by its application

in the particular litigation." Id. AI1270-71(citation omitted)'

Second, the court must determine if uniformity is desirable

and could be obtained through administrative, rather than

judicial, review. Id (citation omitted). Finally' the court

considers the "expert and specialized knowledge of the

agencies involved ...." Id. (citation omitted).

The Court finds, in applying these factors, that the doctrine

of primary jurisdiction is applicable in this case as another

ground to refer this matter to V/UTC. As the court has

concluded above, the dispute is within the WUTC's area of

special expertise, authority, and pervasive regulation. For

example, determining under the tariff those facilities that

need to be removed for safety or operational reasons and

whether certain facilities were necessary to provide service to

a customer would appear to be squarely within the expertise

of the WUTC. Indeed, removal of facilities when a customer

requests permanent disconnection, particularly the amounts

charged, has been placed within the special competence ofthe

V/UTC by RC\! 80.04.22(r-.240.

*7 In view of the disparity between the cases cited by

the parties, the Court finds that the interest of uniformity

weighs heavily in favor of deferring to the expertise of the

WUTC under the primary jurisdiction doctrine. The WUTC's

determination as to whether PaciftCorp's disconnection

charge is a "charge" and if it is, whether the charge is

reasonable, will necessarily guide similar complaints or suits

against PacifrCorp when its customers seek to disconnect

and establish service with a public service competitor albeit

one that is not regulated by WUTC. Uniformity 1s very

much at issue here, as the parties have pointed out that other

customers may be following suit and this issue is before

the WUTC currently. Thus, use of the primary jurisdiction

doctrine and referral to the WUTC will avoid disparate or

conflicting outcomes for customers and utility providers, and

promote uniformity and consistency in WUTC's regulation of

the utility industry as the competition unfolds. Accordingly,

it is hereby ORDERED that Defendant's Motion to Dismiss,

ECF No. 11, is GRANTED. This case is dismissed for lack

of subject matter jurisdiction.

The District Court Executive is directed to enter this Order

and CLOSE THE FILE.

Footnotes

1 CREA is not regulated bY the WUTC'

2 PacifiOorp had provided seryice to the Country Club for the past 90 years'

3 tne $104,176.00 figure included two components: (i) $66,71S forthe removal of two separate runs of conduit, along

with the attendant electrical vaults; and (ii) $37,45S for the removal of wires, transformers and metering equipment' see

Complaint, ECF. No. 1, I 3.14.

4 See D.J. Hopkins, lnc. v. GTE Notlhwest, /nc., 89 Wash'App. 1 ((1997)'

End of Document O 2015 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U'S Governtrenl Works

'i',':'., I i¡,.iNext (Ó) 2{.}'l 5 T.lrornsott Rr,lutcrs, lolc¡ cl¿rìrrt tr: orí9inal lJ.'9 Cìovcrnnlent \'Vr:rks 5
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TI'TE HONORABLE CAROL SCI"IAPIM

SUPERIOR COURI'OF TI-IE STATE OF WÂSIIINGTON
FOR KING COUNI'Y

PUCET SOUND I]NERGY, INC., A

Washington corporation,

l'laintiflì

V

FRONTIER COM MI.]N ICATIONS
NORTIIWEST, lNC., a Washington
corporation,

I)elbndant.

{ttJ ORDER GRANTING PUGET
SOI.IND ENERCY, INC.'S MOTION TO
COMPEL DISCOVERY - I

l.DC^Lr 27332859, I

No. l5-2-03142-2 SEA

tCæÈæ] ORDTJR GRÁNTING
PUGET SOL]ND ENERCY, INC.'S
MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY

TI'llS IvÍATTER carne belore the Court on Puget Sound Etrergy, Inc.'s Motion to

Compel Discovery. The Courr, having cqnsidcred PSE's nrotion and all papers $ted in- (r?¿ ¿-.^-¡-r- ø-<L ?€4u q )
support of ancl in opposition to the nrotioñ, andbeing lully advised in the þremiÉes, NOW,

TI.IEREFORE,

Perl<ins Coic r,¡,p

l20l Third Avenue, Suitc 4900
Scatllc, WA 98101-3099

Phone: 206.359.8000
Fa* 206.359,9000
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CERTIFIC,A'I'E OF SERV ICE

CAROI- KNESS states as follows:

I . I anr a litigation scmetary at ths larv firm of PERKINS COIE Ll,P, attorneys

of rocord fol plaintiff, Puget Sound lìnergy, have personal knowledge of the fa<;ts set forth

hercin and anr contpetent to tcstif'y thereto.

2. On the l Sth day of August, 2015, I nrade arrangcrnents for the otigìnal of thc

foregoing IPIIOPOSED] ORDER GIìAN'|ING PIJCll'f SOUND ENERGY, lNC.'S

MOTTON TO COMPEI. DìSCOVIIRY to bc fìled with the Clerk of Court using thc

CM/ECF system,

3. On the samc day, I lnacle arraugoments for a true and correct copy of the

sanre doctulrent to be delivered to clel'endant's counsel via crrrail and U.S. Mail as fbllows:

Román D. I-lcnrández, WSBA #39939
Stcphanie E.L. McCleery, WSLIA #45089
K&L Gates LLP
One SW Colurrrbia St., Surite 1900
Portland, OR 97258
T: (503) 228-3200
Fr (503) 248-9085
Enrai I : roman.hernandcz@l<lgates,com

Steph arr i c. rn cc leery@kl gates.coll'l

I CER:ff FY UNDEll. PENAI-T'Y OF PIIRJURY under the laws of the State o[

Washington that the forcgoing is truc and correct.

DATED this l Sth day of August, 201 5.

s/ Cqrol Kness
Carol Kness, Litigation Secretaty

IPROPOSED] ORDER GRANTING PUGET'
SOUND ENI]RCY. ìNC.'S MO'IION TO
COMPEL DISCOVERY - 3

LECAt, I 27132859. I

Pcrl<ins Coic l.t,p

l20l 't'hird Avcnue, Suite 4900
searlle, w^ 98101-3099

Phonc: 206.359.8000
Fax: 206.359,9000
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AppendlxA
Scfiedule 2

COMPUTATION OF ANNUAL RATE FOR POLES OWNED BY
VERIZON NORT}MTEsT INC. IN THE sTAÏE OF WASHINGTON

FOR THE CONTACTYEAR 2OO2

( )

A. NET TNVESTMENT pER BARE POLE (pV)
(1) lnvesünent ln polæ, towep and flfurss (FGC Aooount 241) S43,134,000
(4 Lees depreclatlon resarvo assoclated wlth ttem (1) S32,284,368
(3) Lese deferred Fedenal lncome taxes assooleted wlth ltem (1 $4,830,723
(4) Net lnvedment ln poles, towes an<l ñrtu¡us $ô,018,909
(5) Ratlo of bdre pole to total pole 95%
(6) Value of all barc poles t5,717,064
(7) Easements 0
(8) Comblned value of all ba¡e poles and eesements $5,717,964
(9) Total number of dlsirlbutlon poles 130,838

Net Inveslment per bam pole

B. ANNUAL GARRY|NG GHAROE (CC)
(f) Nd pole deprcdatlon
(2) Admlnlstretlon end genenal ergomos
(3) Malntenance
(4) Taxes
(5) Cost of capltal (overall rate of retum authorlzed by

Wt TC ln latest Verlzon-NW rale case)
Total annual carrylng charye

c. usE RAnO PER POLE (PR)
(l) Usablc spaoo on pole, ln feet
(2) Effectlve spacÊ oocupled by Puget, ln feet

(a) Prlmary poles

þ) Secondary polæ
(3) Use raüo

(a) Prlmsry poles
(b) Secondery poles

D. ANNUALPOLE ATTACI{MENT RATE
(PV)x (cc) x (PR)

(a) Prlmary poles

þ) Secondary poles

E. AT{NUAL FEE
(a) Pr{mary poles ( 4,609 X S21.25 )
(b) Secondary poles (2,238 X $5.07 )

annual foe

tNc.

Badon
Tllle:Manager- Provlslonlng Support

44.7900%
7.1500%

16.9600%
8.870096

s.7600%

13.5

7.5
2

PUGET

s43.70 (PV)

87.5300% (CC)

55.556%
14.815%

s21.25
t5.67

(PR)
(PR)

s97,941.25
$12,e89.40

$fi9,630.71

ïtle:

Date

Sltlng & Servlcas

Date Slgned: â'?-ZPo?-

PSEooo395_.
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Verizon Commu¡ications
NorthwestRegion

" P.O. Box 1003 (Vt'40103M)
Everett, WÄ 98203

Puget Sound EnergY
Attention : Joint Facilities Administrator
PO Box 90868 GEN-O2W
Bellevue, WA 98009-0868

September 23,2004

Sincerely,

Michael Foster
Specialist
Network Engineerìng & Planning
Pacific - COiOSP SuPPort

Dear PSE,

lated pole raies as followed in schedule
rate ls signiflcantly hlgher than what we

ula calls for the rate to be calculated

based on equivalent Poles'

. So our billing to you in 3d quafter 2005, for your 2005 attachments will b'e

ãppro*ituteiy the rates yoù see on the aüache.d (remember that we will have \

new accounting inform"úon to the rates may bhange somewhat from the

attached rates),

Also, although the rates are making a slgniflcant increase from prioryears, the

rates still remain siiÀiticantty loweithan the perfoot rates PSE is billing to

Verizon,

Please contact me should you have any questions. concerning this letter'



i

Schedula 2
Computatlon of Annual Rate for Polas owned by Verlzon

A. Ñet lnvestment Per Bare Pole (PV)'' (1 ) lnvestment ln pbles, towers and fitiiiþs (ARMIS AiÖöunt 241 1)
(2) Less depreclatlon reserye associated with ltem (l)
(3) Less deferred Federal lncome taxes assoclated wÌth ltem (1)
(4) Net book value of poles and flxtures
(5) Ratlo of bare pole to total pole
(6) Net lnvestment ln bare poles
(7) Total number of poles

Annual Carrylng Charge
(1) Net Pole Dgpreclatlon

$ 4,ôoo,B5o

Øsz.tt

\ê ì \,* 2Ðo Þ ¿// aa.2a% /î,?
'16.570/o

V.ôlYo

137.19o/"

13.5

7.5

, z.o

s5.556%
14,815%

39.72

l0;59

and

(4) Taxes
(5) Authorlzed Cost of Capital

C, Use Ratlo Per Pole
('l)Usable space on pole, in feet
(2) Effectlve spaca occupled by PacifiCorp attachments, ln feet

(a) Primary poles
(b) Secondary poles

(3) Use Ratlo
(a) Prlmary poles
(b) Secondary polas

D, Annual Pole Attachment Rate
(PV)x(cc)x(pR)

(a) Prlmary poles
(b) Seconda¡y poles

\





Verizon Communications
Northwest Region
P.O, Box 1003 (WA0103NP)
Everett, \ryA 98203

Puget Sound Energy
Attention: Joint Facilities Administrator
PO Box 90868 GEN-O2W
Bellevue, WA 98009-0868

July 19, 2005

Dear PSE,

Thank you for taking the time to meet with us last week concerning Verizon's rate

notice. After careful consideration, Verizon is in agreement with PSE that we will

continue using the calculation components that were agreed to in the original
agreement dated 81112002. Therefore, we will continue to use whole poles in our

calculation methodology for PSE.

Attached please find our new rates for our September 2005 billing, using the

agreed upon method.

Please contact me should you have any questions concerning this letter or its
attachment.

Sincerely,

Michael Foster
Specialist
Network Engineering & Planning
Pacific - CO/OSP Support
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THE HONORABLE

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON
FOR KING COUNTY

FRONTIER COMMUNICATIONS
NORTHWEST, INC., a Washington
corporation,,

Defendant.

Plaintiff Puget Sound Energy, Inc. ("PSE" or "Plaintiff'), alleges against Defendant

Frontier Communications Northwest, Inc. ("Frontier" or "Defendant") as follows:

I. INTRODUCTION

1. This case is about the Defendant's unilateral decision to change and breach

the terms of a contract that had been honored by both parties for ovet ten years and, in the

process, wrongfully withhold payment in excess of $2,600,000. This lawsuit is filed to

PUGET SOUND ENERGY, [NC., A

Washingfon corporation,,

Plaintiff,

v
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enforce PSE's contractual rights, and to compel Frontier to honor the parties' '11-year course

of contract performance and course of dealing'

II. THE PARTIES

Z. Plaintiff PSE is a Washington corporation with its principal place of business

in King County, Washington. It is an investor-owned electric utility that provides retail

electric service in the State of Washington. PSE owns utility poles throughout its service

telitory for the purposes of transmitting and distributing electricity to customers.

3. Defendant Frontier is a Washington corporation with its principal place of

business in Snohomish County, Washington. Frontier provides telephone and other services

to customers in Washington. Frontier also owns utility poles throughout its service territory

for the purposes of transmitting and distributing its services to customers. Frontier is the

successor to Verizon Northwest Inc. ("Verizon").

IIL JURISDICTION AND VENUE

4. This Court has jurisdiction under RCW 2.08.010, and venue properly rests

with this Court pursuant to RCW 4.12.025(l) and (3) because the Defendant transacts

business in King County, and the actions giving rise to the claims arose in King County.

IV. STATEMENT OF FACTS

l. on or about August I,2002, PSE and Frontier's predecessor, verizon,

negotiated and entered into the Pole Attachment Agreement between PSE and Verizon (the

,,Agreement"). The Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit A. The Agreement provides

each party with the right to charge the other a particular rental rate for attaching cquipment

to some portion of their respective utility poles.
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6. Section 6.1 of the Agreement governs the annual rental rates PSE and

Frontier may charge each other for the pole attachments. The specific rental rates are

determined based on agreed-upon formulas set forth in Appendix IV to the Agreement.

7. Schedule 1 to Appendix IV describes the formula to be applied by PSE when

it charges Frontier for the use of PSE-owned poles. Schedule 2 to Appendix IV describes

the formula to be applied by Frontier when it charges PSE for the use of Frontier-owned

Poles.

8. The term "distribution poles" is a critical part of the formulas and, since the

inception of the Agreement in2002, the parties have consistently calculated the total number

of distribution poles by counting the "raw" number of poles (referred to as "whole poles")

owned, in whole or in part, by either party.

9. In April of 2013, Frontier began to dispute the rental rate formulas. Frontier

claimed that the parties have been operating under an "error" for the past 10 years in

calculating "distribution poles" as the total number of "whole poles," without regard to

whether Frontier owns the pole entirely or has joint ownership with another entity.

10. Frontier now asserts that the "total number of distribution poles" should

account for fractional interests in poles (refened to as "equivalent poles') that it partially

I 1. Under Frontier's new rental rate calculation method, the total number of

Frontier-owned poles goes down, and the amount Frontier can charge as a rental rate goes

up. The net result of Frontier's new approach is that PSE is asked to pay more for the use of

each Frontier pole.

owns.
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12. Frontier's new method for calculating the rental rates is inconsistent with the

parties' original understanding in 2002,is inconsistent with the parties' course of

performance, and is inconsistent with their course of dealing for the past 11 years.

13. Section 6.1,2 provides that the formulas in the Agreement may only be

revised during the term of the Agreement "by mutual agreement between the Parties" or by

"the imposition of a revision by the WUTC or other governmental authority with jurisdiction

is [sic] such matters."

14. Frontier lacks authority to unilaterally revise the method for calculating

"distribution poles" under the Agreement without the mutual agreement of PSE, and the

WUTC has not imposed any revision that would modify the rental rate formulas.

15. Section 6.3 of the Agreement provides that "[a]ll amounts payable by one

Party to the other pursuant to this Agreement shall be paid within thirty (30) days after the

owing Party's receipt of a correct invoice from the billing Party."

16. PSE issued its 2013 Annual Pole Attachment Rental Invoice ("2013

Invoice") to Frontier on October 28,2013, for a total of $1,105,969.72. Under the

Agreement, full payment was due to PSE on November 30,2013.

17. In May 2014, Frontier used its new rental rate calculation method to, for the

first time, assert that PSE owed Frontier 8624,472.39 for alleged past "underbilling" by

Frontier in using the whole pole method for the ten invoices it sent to PSE between 2003 and

2013. Frontier claimed that$624,472.39 constituted the total difference between its

previous invoices to PSE and the purported "corrected" amounts using the equivalent pole

calculation method. Frontier also asserted that it would take a "setoff' of $624,472.39

against PSE's 2013 invoice to Frontier to satisfy the amounts allegedly owed by PSE.
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18. On September 30, 2014, PSE sent Frontier its 2014 Annual Pole Attachment

Rental invoice ("2014Invoice") in the amount of $1,122,193.44, which was due by no later

than October2I,2014.

19. Frontier has made every indication that it will not pay PSE under the agreed-

upon rental rate formulas.

20. Paragraph 6.3 of the Agreement states that "[a]ny amounts not paid when due

under this Agreement shall bear interest, compounded daily, at the rate of one-and-one-half

percent (15%) per month."

21. The daily compounded interest for the 2013 invoice began on November 30,

2013, and continues to present.

22. The daily compounded interest for the 2014 invoice began on October 21,

2014, and continues to present.

23. PSE provided Frontier with a Notice of Default/Breach on January 29,2015,

demanding immediate payment of all outstanding amounts and reserving the right to

exercise all rights and remedies under the Agreement.

24. Paragraph 16.16 of the Agreement required mediation of any disputes prior to

initiating litigation. After an unsuccessful attempt at mediating this dispute on February 5,

2015, PSE is exercising its right to initiate legal action.

V. CAUSES OF ACTION

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
BREACH OF CONTRACT -2OI3INVOICE

25. PSE incorporates and reasserts the allegations in each of the above

paragraphs.
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26. The Agreement is a valid and enforceable contract that was the product of

extensive negotiation between PSE and Frontier's predecessor, Verizon.

27. The Agreement requires Frontier to pay the full amount owed for the 2013

Invoice within 30 days of receipt.

28. By failing to timely and completely pay PSE for the 2013 Invoice, Frontier

has breached the Agreement and caused damages to PSE in an amount to be proven at trial.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
BREACH OF CONTRACT _2OI4INVOICE

29. PSE incorporates and reasserts the allegations in each of the above

paragraphs.

30. The Agreement is a valid and enforceable contract that was the product of

arms' length negotiation between PSE and Frontier's predecessor, Verizon,

31. The Agreement requires Frontier to pay the full amount owed for the 2014

Invoice within 30 days of receipt.

32. By failing to timely and completely pay PSE for the 2014Invoice, Frontier

has breached the Agreement and caused damages to PSE in an amount to be proven at trial.

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
AIITICIPATORY BREACH OF CONTRACT - FORTHCOMING 2015 INVOICE

33. PSE incorporates and reasserts the allegations in each of the above

paragraphs.

34. The Agreement is a valid and enforceable contract that was the product of

arms' length negotiation PSE and Frontier's predecessor, Verizon.
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35. Frontier's indications that it will not timely and completely pay PSE,

including the amount due for the forthcoming2015 Invoice, constitute anticipatory breach of

the Agreement.

36. PSE has been and will continued to be damaged by Frontier in an amount to

be proven attrial.

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT

37. PSE incorporates and reasserts the allegations in each of the above

paragraphs,

38. By its actions described above, Frontier created a justiciable issue regarding

interpretation of the Agreement, including the method to calculate the total number of

"distribution poles" under the Agreement.

39. Pursuant to RCW 7.24,P58 requests that the Court declare, adjudge and

decree that "distribution poles" are to be calculated based on "whole poles" pursuant to the

Agreement, the course of performance, and the course of dealing between the parties for the

past I 1 years.

VI. PRAYER FOR RELIEF

A. Plaintiff requests that the Court enter a judgment in favor of Plaintiff in an

amount to be proven at time of trial, including interest as allowed under the Agreement;

B. That the Court declare "distribution poles" are to be calculated as "whole

poles" pursuant to the Agreement.

C. For its attorneys' fees and costs; and

D. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable.
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DATED this 6th day of February,2015.

s/ James F. Williams, WSBA No. 23613

JWilliams@perkinscoie. com
Karen Brunton Bloom, WSBA No. 41109
KB loom@perkinscoie.com
Perkins Coie llp
1201 Third Avenue, Suite 4900
Seattle, WA 98101-3099
Telephone: 206.359.8000
Facsimile: 206.359.9000
Attorneys for Plaintiff
PUGET SOUND ENERGY, INC.
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POLE ATTACHMENT AGREEMENT

Qetween

PUGET SOT]ND ENERGY, INC;

VERIZON NORTHWEST INC.

and

Dated August 1r 200,2
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A.

B.

c.

POIE ATTACHMENT ÄGREEMENT

FOR

VERIZON NORTITWEST INC.

This Agreønent, dated as of August 1,2002, is made by and between Puget Sorrnd
Energy, Inc., a Washington corporation ("Puget'), and Verizon Northwest.Inc., a'Washington
corporation, ("Verizon"), hr this Agreernent, Puget and Verizon are sometimes referred to
individually as a "Part¡/' and collectively æ the "Parties"; references to 'tlser" or "Or¡¡ner"
refer to oither Pa¡ty interchangeably as the context rnay require.

CITALS

Puget opøates an eleckic system, including a distribution system, within the State of
Washington, Verizon operates a commu¡ications distribution system within the State
of Washington.

The Pafües often use utility poles to support 'wires, cables, equipment and other items
'constituting part of their respective distribution systems.

Ttre Parties desire to cooperate in the joint use of their respiective utility poles.

ÄGREEMENT

Puget and Verizon agree as follows:

Section 1 Scope and Definitions

1.1 Scope

T'his Agreement governs all attachments of a Party's Equipment to any Pole owned in
whole or in part by the other Partywhich are now existing or hereafter made with the consent
of such other Party.

1.2 DefÏnitions

When used in this Ageement with the initial letter capitalized, the following terms
sltall have the following specilied meanirrgs:

rrAAArr means the American Arbitration Association.

"Abandoned Pole, Abandonee, Abandoner, Abandonrnent Notice, Abandonment Date
and Abandoner Indemnitees" shall have their respective meanings specified in Section 7.

"Annual Rate" shall have its meaning specified in paragraph 6,1.l.

"Anothei'and hnother's Equipment" shall have their respective meanings specified in
paragraph 10.1.
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'Application" means either a written or elecffonic commrrnication substantially in the

form of a NJTINS Ticket or the Application for Attachment attached heteto, as Appendix II,

including the information required by pangraph2.Z.

..Consenf'means, with respect to a Party, either a written or electronic notification or

communication sent by zuch Partywhich expressly gives the Party's affirmative consent to

and approval of the rnatter for which the Party's consent is required.

"Defaulting Party" shall have its meaning specified ín seotion 14.

"Dispute" shall have its meaning specified in paragraph 16'16'

, cables, cable clamps, BIYS, brackets,

equipm ternrinals, sh'eetligþts, meters, and all other

ite,lns related to a Pæty's distribution system within the State of Washington.

ilJNv[S" means the Iudicial Arbitation and Mediation seruices, Inc.

'rJoint Audit" shall havo its meaning specified in Seotion 5.

"Joint Owner" meafls, with respect to a Pole, one of the Parties that has a partial

ownership interest in a Pole.

"Joint Pole" means a Pole owned in whole or in part by a Party to which Equipment

of the other Party is attached.

"Indemnitees" means, with respect to a Party, that Party and its suocessors and

assigns, and the respective díreotors, officers, employees, agents, and representatives ofsuoh

Party and its sucsessors and assigns.

'NJIINSr means the National Joint Utilities Notification System or a substantially

comparable electronic communication system that both Parties àgree, in writing, to use'

"NJUNS Ticket" meâns the electronic communication provided byNJlINS, or its

equivalent, used by both Parties to communícate activities and dates related to a Pole'

"Normal Joint Pole" means a forty (40) foot, fully treated, wood Pole, cla.ssified by

the American National Standards lnstittrte as a class three (3) Pole.

',O.wner" means, with respeot to a Pole, thé Parfy that owns in whole or in part the

Pole.

"Pole" means a utility pole located within the State of Washington owned in whole or

in part by a Party.

',Puget's Annual Rate and Puget's Annual Rerital Rate" shall have their respective

meanings specified in paragraph 6,1.1.

,'Replacing Party" means the Party replacing, relocating, or removing a Pole,

"So1e Owner" means, with respect to a Pole, the Party that owns in whole the Pole.

,'Verizon's A¡nual Rate a¡rd Verizoi's Annual Rental Rate" shall have theii respective

meanings specified ìn patagraph 6,1 .2.
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"Tem" rneans the term ofthìs Agreement specified in paragraph 14.

"Terminating Parfy" shall have meaning speciûed in Section 14.

"Vsetr" means, .ilth respect to a Pole, theParty that has, or desires to have, its

Equipment attached to the Pole that is owned in whole or in part by the other Party.

"Value-In-Place" means the then oùnent cost that would be incuned to replace a Pole,

reduced to reflect ordinary woar and tear, all dotermined in accordance with methods

established and consistently appliod by the Parties. For purposes of det'ermining Value-In'
Place, the cost to replace a Pole shall include, but not necessarilybe limited to, the following:

The cost to ¡srnove the replaced Pole; the cost of a replacement Pole; the

cost to furnish all labor,equípment, tools, materials, handling, enginee,ring,

supervision, services, hanqportation and other items to install the Pole; the
cost to replace anchors and grounding material for the Pole; the cost of
acquíring and maintaining all permits, licenses, franchises, and other rights
associated with the Pole; and a reasonable allowance for overhead, genetal

adminishative and other indirect costs.

",Work" nreãß any attaching moving maintaining, repairing replacing or removing

of any Equipment related to a Joint Pole; any installing, relooating, maintaining iepairing,

replacing or removing of a Joint Pole; and any other work by a Party or any of íts contractors

or suppliers of any tier in connection with a Joint Pole or any Equipment related to a Joint

Pole.

Section 2 Attachments

2.1 Restriction

The User shall not attach any Equipment to any Pole without the Owner's prior

Consent. Such Consent shall not be unreasonably withheld in the oase of a Pole owned by
both Parties. In the case 0f a Pole in which the Userhas no ownership intøest, the Owner

rnay withhold its Consent for any or no readon whatever, subject to the applicable Federal or

State law, rule, or regulation. This Agreemerrt shall not in itself constitute any such Consent.

The User shall, upon the Owher's request, prompilyrernove any Equipment attached to any

Pole without the Owner's Consent.

The User may install service drops to unpermitted Poles without the Owner's prior

Consent provided that the Application for the newlyinstalled service drop is received by the

Owner within ten (10) days following the date the service drop was installed. An Application

for a newly installed service drop is not required on Poles for which the Owner has

previously granted Consent for attachment of User's Equipment.

2.2 Äpplicatlon

A Party desiring to attach any of its Equipment, other than service drops, to any Pole

owned in whole or in part by the other Party shall submit to the other Party an Application

therefor. Each Application shall describe in detail:

Verizon Northwest Inc.
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(Ð the" User's Equipment to be attaohed;

(b) the Owner's Poles that will be affected by the attachment;

<tl the amount of space desir"¿ by the User on each of the Owner's Poles
that will be affected by the attachment;

(d) the proposed locirtion of the User's Equipment on the Owner's Poles
that will be affected by the attachment;

þ) the approximate dates on which the User will makethe attachment;
and

(Ð the actíon that the User proposes in order to satis$ the obligations
under paragraph2. below to accommodate the additional stuain that will be imposed
upon the Owner's Poles that will be affected by the attachment.

Each Application shall also include working sketches and such other information (for
example, wíth regard to the proposed nahro, appearance, circuit ârrangement, lino sags and
location of the User's Equipment) as tho Owner may reasonably request. The Owner shall
endeavor to process and respond tb eaoh Application submilted by the User within thirty (30)
calendar days aftor the Owner's receþt ôf such Applioation.

2.3 Making an Attachment

. If the Owner gives its Consent to attachment of the User's Equipment, the User shall
make the attachment only in strict accordance with:

(") the Application therefor;

(b) any conditions or qualifications set forth in the Owrier's Consent
thereto; and

(") the provisions of this Agreement.

2.4 Guys and Anchors

If existing ancbors are adequate in size and strengh to support the Equipment ofboth
Parties, the User may attach its guys to such exiqting anchors at no cost. If existing anchors
are not adequate, the User shall at its sole expense install all anchors necessary to support the
additional strain imposed on any Pole by attachment of the User's Equipment. Guys shall be
installed at the sole expense of the Party requiring such guys. If the Owner installs or replaces
any guys or anchors to support the additional strain imposed on any Pole by attachment of the
Uscr's Equipment, the User shall reimburse the Owner on demand for the entire costs of such
installation or replacement (including, but not limited to, the cost of installing or transferring
guys to such anchors).

2.5 Removal of Userts Equipment

The User may at any time remove any or all of its Equipment from any Joint Pole.
The User shall give the Owner written or electronic notice of any removal of the User's

Verizon Northwest Inc-
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Equipment from any Joint Pole. The date on which the NJUNS Ticket is closed shall be the

effective clate that the User's Equipment has been removed from said Pole.

2.6 SpecÍficationsfor,A.ttachments

Each Party shall endeavor to use all attachments of its Equipment to any Joint Pole in

accordance with all applicable:

þ) laws, ordinanoes, rules, regulations, orders, licenses, permits, and other

' requirements of governmental authorities; and

(b) the Ownø's standard practices, specifications, rules and regulations, a

copy of which will be provided by the Owner to the User upon request.

'Whenever a Partyplarrs to install, replace, telooate, or remove a Joint Pole, such Party

shall notiff the other Pafty of its intentions by issuing a NJUNS Ticket, Each Parry shall

update the NJUNS Ticket in a timely manner when zuch Par$s scheduled task on said

Ñ¡UNS ticket has been completed. Inf:ormation in the NJUNS Ticket may be augmented by
paper reCords, such as maps and work sketches, and by oral commtl¡rications.

If Verizón installs, rqrlaces, relocates, or removes a Joint Pòle, Verizon shall ensure

that all activities required to be performed by qualified electrical workers, in accordance with

the Vlashington Ailministrative Code, are, in fact, performed by such workers.

3,1 Installing, Replacing, Relocating and RemovÍng Joint Poles

3.1.1 Notice I

If the Sole Owner of a Joint Pole desires to install, replace, relocate, or remove such

Pole, such Solo Owner shall provide tïe User advance written or electronic notice of such
'Work. Further, the Sole Owner shall provide the User, to the extent necessary to

accommodate the requirements of the User's existing Equipment, a rcasonable opportunity to

participate in the design, engineering and other planning of any additional, replacønent or

ielocated Joint Pole as well as the Work related to the installing, replacing, relocating or

removing of any Joint Pole. The User shall fully cooperate with the Sole Owner.regarding*-

and be soleþ responsible for any attaching, moving, relocating or rernoving of (or other

Work related to) the User's Equipment required to effectuate the expeditious, efficient and

order-ly installing, replacing, relocating or removing of a Joint Pole by the Sole Owner, If the

Sole Owner gives the User at least thirty (30) days' advance written or electronic notice of
Work to be performed by the User following the date all third parties have vacated the Joirrt

Pole, the User will reimburse the Sole Owner according to Appendix III for all costs incurred

by the Sole Owner as a result of any failure of the User to timely perform such Work'

3,1.2 Pole Placed in Same llole

If the Joint Pole to be replaced has lJser's Equipment, such as risers, attacherl, then the

Sole Owner will position the replacement Pole in the same hole as the replaced Pole

previously occupied if feasible.
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3.1.3 Pole Sizc

The Sole Owner shall provide a Pole of height, strengtlç class, and at a location

suitable for attachment of the User's Equipment; provided, howeveç that in the case of
installation or replacàment requiring additional or'exhaordinary measules to provide a

location suitable for the User's Equipment, such User shall reimburse the replacing Party for

expenses associated with such meåsures,

3.1.4 JointlY Owned Poles

If the Replacing Party desires to replace, remove, or relocate a Ioint Pole of which

such Replacing Parfy is not the Sole Owner, the Replacing Party shall provide the other Party

advance written or electronic notice of such Work. Furttrer, the Replacing Pafty shall providc

the other Party, to the extent necessary other Party's

existing Equþment, a reasonabie olrpo eering, and

other planning of any replacenrent or relocated fully

coopåate with the Re,plácing Party regarding, and be solely responsible for, any attaching,

-oving, reloc'ating, or removing of (or othor'Work related to¡ the other Party's Equipment

requireá to effectuate the expeditious, efficient and orderly replacing, relocating, or removing

ofã Joint pole by the Replacing Parfy. If the Sole Owner gives the User at lea-st thirty (30)

days, advance written oielectronic notice of Work to be performed by the User following the

daie all third parties have vacated the Joint Pole, the User will reimburse the Owner for all

costs incuu.d by th. Owner as a result of any failure of the User to timely perforrn such

\Mork.

3.2 Transfer of Equipment to ttre New Pole

3.2.1 Puget Transfers Verizonrs Equipment

If Puget replaces an existing Joint Pole, Puget will transfer its Equipment to the

replacønentÞole.-Puget may also transfer Verizon's Equipment with Verizon's prior

approval. The physicá=l transfer shall be made at the sole risk and exþense of Verizon. If
p'uget transferJVerizon's Equipment to the replacement Pole in conjunction with the time
pulet is trærsferring its own Equipment to the replacernent Pole, Verizon shall reimburse

puget for any and all costs and expenses incuned in connectíon with such transfer in

acJordance with Appendix III, "First Trip Costs," which maybe amendecl from time to time.

3.2.2 Puget Does Not Transl'er Verizon's Equipment

If Puget replaces a Joint Pole and Puget does not have Verizon's approval or is

otherwise unable to transfer Verizon's Equipment to the replacament Pole, then Puget may

remove the upper portion of the replaced PoIe at a point approximately one (1) foot above the

highest communications attachment and Ve¡izon shall reimburse Puget in accor<lance with

Afpe¡dix IIL When Verizon has transferred íts Equipment to the replacement Pole, Verizon

,hu-ll ..*o,re the topped, replaced Pole ftack-fill and restore the surface of the ground) and

deliver the replaced Þole to the nearest Puget yard for disposal. Along with each such

delivered polè, Verizon shall supply to Puget a written record showing Puget's Pole number.
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puget shall reimburse Verizon in accordance with Appendix III for such V/ork. Verizon shall

promptly update the NJUNS Ticket.

If Verizon fails, after thirfy (30) days notice on the NJTINS Ticket from Puget

following the removal of all third party attachments to the Pole, to transfer its Equipment

frorn theieplaced Pole to the replacement Pole and perform such other Work as described in

this section 3.2.2,Ptgetmayhave such Work performed by a licensed contractor competent

to perfòrm such Work and charge Velizon costs for such Work in accordance with Appendix

III, "Retum Trip Costs."

3,3 Pole Removal

If the Sole Owner of a Joint Pole desires to remove such Pole, such Sole Owner shall

provide thç User advance written or elechonic notioe of such Work. Fufiher, the Sole Owner

shalt provitle the User, to the extent necessary to accommodatd the requkements of the lJsef's

existing Equipment, a reasonable opportunity to participate in the design, engineering ærd

other planning of any'V/ork related to the removing of any Joint Pole.

4,1 General

The Sole Owner of a Joint Pole shall maintain such Joint Pole in a safe and

serviceable condition and in aocordance with the requirements of the NESC and shall replace,

reinforce, or repair such Pole should it become defective.

Exoept as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, the installation,

replaoernent, relocation, and removal of any solely owned Pole shall be at the sole expense of
the Sole Owner,

4,2 llser's Sole Requirements (Installing Additlonal.Ioint Poles)

In the case of installing an atlditional Joint Pole (such as an interset or midspan Pole)

solely to accommodate the requirements of th.e User:

(a) the Sole Owner of the new Pole shall bear the cost of the Pole, the

crossarrns, guys, anchots, and associated hardwa¡e items; and

(b) the User shall bear the cost for all labor, tools, uraterials handling,

argineering, and other ancillary items to install the Polo; and

(c) the User shall bear the cost of attaching the Sole Owner's Equipment to

such Pole.

4.g User's Sote RequÍrements (Owner Replaces Existing Joint Poles)

[n the case of the Sole Owner replacing an existing Joint Pole solely to accommodate

the requirements of the (Iser:

(a) the Sole Owner shall bear the cost of the Pole, the crossarms, guys,

arichors, and associated hardware items; and
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(þ) thE Uspr shall þçar the oost fo¡ all laþor, tsols, materials handling,

engineering, and other ancillary items to install the Pole; and

(c) the User shall bear the cost of hansfening the Sole Owner's Equipment

from the replaced Pole to the Replacønent Pole.

4.4 lJser's Sole Requirements (User Replaces Existing Joint Poles)

If the User of an existing Joint Pole, having received the púor approval of the Sole

Owner, replaces such Joint Pole with a new Joint Pole, the Parties shall jointly determine the

costs to be recovered by the User. If the User of an existing Joint Pole replaces such Pole

without the prior approval of the Sole Owner, the User shall bear the full cost of roplacement.

4.5 Taller or Stronger Poles

ln the case of installing a Joint Pole (whether an additional Joint Pole or to replace an

existing Joint Pole) that is taller or stronger than a Normal Joint Pole, the following shall

apply:

(a) If the height or strength in excess of the height or shength of aNormal

Joint Pole is solely to accommodate the requirements of the User, then the User shall

pay to the Owner an amount equal to the difference between the Value-in-Place of
such Joint Pole and the Value-in-Place of a Normal Joint Pole, determined at the time

of such installation; and

(b) If the height or stength in excess of the height or stren$h of a Normal

Joint Pole is to satisfo the requirements of both Parties, then:

(Ð if Puget is the Sole Owner, Verizon shall pay to Puget an

amount equal to forty percent (40%) of the difference between the Value-in-

Place of such Joint Pole and the Value-in-Place of a Normal Joint Pole,

determined as of the time of such installation; or

(iÐ If Verizon is the Sole owner, Puget shall pay to Verizon an

amount equal to sixty peroent (60%) of the difference between the Value-in-

Place of such Joint Pole and the Value-in-Placo of aNormal Joint Polc,

determined as of the tirne of such-installation.

4,6 Maintenance of Joint Poles

In connection with a Party's inspection or treatment program for wood decay of any

of its own Poles, such Party may, at its option and with the prior consent of the other Party, so

inspect and treat any Joint Poles owned by the other Party whích are located in the same

geographic area as the inspecting Party's Polcs. Such other Pæty agrees to accept the results

of inspections performed in acco¡dance with agreed-upon Joint Pole testing and maintenance

procedures; such results include but are not limited to the determination to replace Poles,

where such çeplacement is shown by the inspection to be necessary. The other Party releases

each of the inspecting Pady's lndemnitees from any responsibility or liability arising out of
any inspection o¡ treatment under this paragraph; this release shall apply regardless of any

act, omission, fault, negligence, or strict liability of any of the inspecting Party's Indemnitees.
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4.7 Cross Arms

In the case of installing, maíntaining, and owning a cross arm for communication
-codduotois on d soleþ owned Éóle, the Sole Owner of the Pole shall bear the cost to provide,

install, and maintain the cross arm. In the case a Pole owned in part by both Parties, Puget

shall provide, install, and maintain the sross arm for communication conductors and

administer attachments on tho cross arm.

4.8 Replacement of Joint Poles Owned by Both Parties

4.8.1 Replacing a Serviceable Pole

The Replacing Party replacing a sorviceable Joint Pole owned by both Parties shalll

(a) bear the cost to províde and install the replacønent Pole; and

O) rernove and disposø of the replaced Pole, backfill and restore

the surface of the ground; and

(") reimbu¡so the other Party for the cost of transferring such other

Party's Equipment from the replaoed Pole to the replacement Polo, except that,

in the case of a relocation required by a govemmental ¿uthority, each Party

shall bear the cost of fransferring its Equipmont from the replaced Polo to the"

replacement Pole.

4.8.2 Replacing a Defective or Damaged Pole

The Replacing Party replacing a defective or damaged Joint Pole owned, in par[ by
both Parties shall provide to the other Party an itemized invoice for the cost of the

replacement Pole, its installation, and the cost to remove the replaced Pole and to back-fill
and restore the su¡face of the ground. The'Parties shall share in such costs with Puget paytng

sixtypercent (60%) and Verizonpaylng fortypercent(40%) of such costs, Each Party shall

bea¡ the cost of transferring its Equipment from the replaced Polo to the replacement Pole.

4.8.3 Costs for Replacing a Pole

In the cases described in 4.8. 1 and 4.8.2 .above, the Replacing Party shall provide the

other Party a NJUNS Ticket . If the other Party fails, after tlúrty (30) days notice on the

NJUNS Ticket û'om the Replacing Parfy, to hansfer its Equipment from the replaced Pole to

the replacement Pole, the Replacing Party may at the other Party's expense, have such Work
performed by a licensed contractor competent to perform such Work,

4.9 Relocating Existing Poles

In the case of relocating an existing Pole solely to accommodate the requirements of
the User, the User shall reimburse the Owner for all costs of such relocating.

4.L0 Ownership

Each Party hereby reserves all rights with respect to each Joint Pole to whjch it is an.

Owner. Other than pursuant to Section 7 hereto, a Party shall not acquire or increase lny
ownership interest in a Joint Pole to which the other Party is an Owner by virtue of

Verizon Norfùwest Inc.
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replacement, relocation or maintenance performed on such Joint Pole, or any Payments made

by a Party to the other Parly with respeot thereto'

4.11 Hazardous Waste Disposal Expenses

The Parties acknowledge that dwing the period covered by this Agreement, an agency

of the federal, state.or local government may.classify chemicals used as a Proservative or

other treatnent of the Poles as haza¡dous waste o¡ toxic waste requiring speoial disposal

procedures. The Parfy that is the Sole Owner of a given pole at the time of disposal shall bear

ihe fi:ll cost of any speoial disposal procedures. The cost of any special disposal procedures

shall be split between the Pæties with Puget payng sixty percent (60%) and Verizon paytng

forty percent (40%) for any poles that are jointly owned by both Pa¡ties.

Section 5 Audits

The process of comparing aParty's Joínt Pole records and the Equipment attached

thereto with what is actually found in the field and correcting such records to reflebt what was

found in field is known as an audiL An audit conduoted byboth Parties simultaneously, in

conceft, and for an aiea agreed to byboth Parties, is known as a "Joint Audit."

- 5.1 Joint,{.udits Preferred

. The purpose of a Joint Audit is to correct any deficiencies in each Party's reco¡ds

regarding thä equípment attaohed to the Joint Poles antl the ownership of such Joint Poles.

The Parties agree that Joint Audits should be perfbrmed at least every eight (B) years"

5.2 Jolnt Audits

\Mhíle participating in a Joint Audit, each Party shall cooperate with the other Party to

identiff and resolve any difference in their respective records. A Joint Ar¡dit may be

conducted on all or anyportion of the Joint Poles and the Equipment attached thereto. If any

such Joint Audit disclósãs differences, discrepancies, or omissions in the reòords of the

Parties, the Pa¡ties shal1 endeavor to quickly resolvo and correct suoh differences;

discrepancies, or omissions to the satisfaction of both Parties,

Any differarces, disøepancies, or omissions in the Parties' records resulting from the

Joint Audii that, if con ected, would result in the,payment of fees by one Party to the other

Party shall be limited to five (5) years back rent without interest. Such fees, if any, shall be

paid imrnediately,

For any Joint Audit cunently underway at the beginning of the Term of this

Agreement, nåitho Party shall be liable for back rent payable to the other Party if any such

liability should be found as a result of the Joint Audit'

5.3 Unilateral Audits

If more than eight (8) years has elapse<l since the commencement of the fréld work of

the last previous Joint Âudit, then either Party may, at its option and cost, conduct an audit of

all or any portion of the Joint Poles and the Equipmurt attached thereto' If any such audit

disoloses that the other Party has failed to pay any fees or other amounts properly payable

hereunder, such other Party shall imrnediately pay to the auditing Parly the fulI amount of
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such defielency, plus interest lhercort in accordance with paragraph 6,3' .L{thç dgfi<¿iency

disclosed by sucþ auclit exceeds ten ¡rercent (10%) of the total fees properly payable by the

audited Parry for the period of time covered by the audit, such Par{y shall immedi$ely pay or

reirnbwse all costs incurred by the auditing Party to conduct the audit.

Scction 6 Pavments

6.1 Annual Rate

6.1.1 Rate Schedules

The term "Annual Rate" shall mean the annu¿l charge in effect frorn time to

time for one Party's use of the other Paúy's solely owned Poles as calculated in accordance

with the formulas set forlh in Appendix IV. The fo¡mula in Schedule 1 of Appendix IV
applies to those Joint Poles owned soleþ by Puget. The formula in Schedule 2 of Appendix

IV applies to those Joint Poles owned solely by Verizon. The Annual Rate formula for each

Parly in effect on the date of this Agreement is set forth in Appendix [V.

The formulas in Schedules 1 and 2 of Appendix fV provide the means to

adjust the Annual Rate by inserting the then current values into the elements of the formulas.

the formulas, their elemãnts, and their calculations shall not be revised during the Term of
this Agreement except as providecl in paragraph 6.1.2

6.1.2 Revision of the Annual Rate Formula

Notwithstanding the foregoing paragraph 6.1.1, the formulas to determine the

An¡ual Rate shown in Schedules I and 2 of Appendix IV maybe revised during the Term by

mutual agreement between the Parties or by the imposition of a revision by the WUTC or

other governmental authority with jurisdiction is such matters.

6.1.3 Effective Date of Revisions to the Annual Rate

Bxcept for the provision in this paragraph 6.1.3, any revisions to the Annual

Rate formulas in Appenclix IV shall be effeotive on a date agreed to byboth Parties or on the

date imposed by the govemmental authority with jurisdiction is such matters'

6.2 .A.nnual Fees

6.2.1 Fees Paid to Puget

As soon as practicable after eaclr April 30 occurring after the date of this

agreement, Puget shall determine, as of suclr April 30:

(") the number of Joint Poles owned by Puget; and

O) the Arurual Rate for each Joint Pole owned by solely Puget calculated

in accordance with Schedule I of Appendix IV.

Verizon shalt pay to Puget for tho calendar year (i.e. January 1 through

December 31) which includes such April 30, above, an amount equal to the Annual Rate
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(¿etermined in acggr-dancq with pqr-ag?ph,q.2,1 (b) mullipligd by the number of Joint Poles

solely owned by Puget.

6.2.2 Fees Paid to Verizon

As soon as practicable after each April 30 occurring after the <late of this

agreernen! Verizon shall deter¡nine; as of such April 301

(a) the number of Joint Poles owned by Verizon to which Puget has

primary attachments;

(b) number of'Joint Poles owned by Verizon to which Puget has

secondary attachments; and

(c) the fuinual Rate for eabh loint Pole owned solelybyVerizon
calculated in accordance with Schedulo 2 of Appendix IV'

Puget shall'pay to veriz,on for the calendar year (i.e. January 1 through

December 31) which includes such April 30, above, an amount equal to the Annual Rate

(determined in accordanoe withparagrapb6.2.2 (b) multiplied by the number of Joint Poles

polely owned by Verizon.

6.3 Payment Terms

All amounts payable by one Party to the other pursuant to this Agreønent shall be

paid within thirty (30) days after the owing Party's receipt of a correot invoice from the billing
Party, supporterl by such documents and information as the owing Party may reasonably

request to verifr the invoice. A Party performing any Work, the expense of which is to be

bome by the other Party, shall submit its invoice therefor promptly after completion of such

Work; any such invoice shall be supported by a detailed iternization of such exPense and such

other information as the owíng Parly may reasonably request to veriff the amount owing.

Any amounts not paid when due under this Agreement shall bear interest,

compounded daily, at the rate of one-and-one-half percent (1.5%) per month or the maximum

rate permitted by applicable law, whiohever is less, from the date due until the date paid.

Payment of such interest shall not exsuse or cure any breach of or default under this

Agreement. 
:

6.4 Addresses for Invoices
Unless otherwise directed by Verizon, Puget shall submit all of its invoices for

payments by Verizon bymailing to the following address:

Verizon Northwest Inc.

Attn. JointUse MailstoP WA0103NP
PO Box 1003

Everett, WA 98206-1003

Unless otherwise directetl by Puget, Verizon shall submit all of its invoices for

paynent to Puget by mailing to the following address:
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Puget SoundEnøgy, fnc.

Attn. Joint Facilíties Administrator
PO Box 90868 GEN-O2W
Bellewe, WA 98009-0868

Section 7 Abandonment of JoÍnt Poles

7,L Notice

If the Owner of a Joint Pole, whether a Sole Owner or Joint Owner (the

"Abandonei'')¡ desires at any time to 4bandon the use of and ownership interest in that Joint

Pole (the "Abandoned Pole') to theUser or other Joint Owner (the "Abandonee") of the

Abandoned Pole, the Abandoner shall give the Abandonee written or electronic notice, such

as a NJIINS Tioket ("Abandorunent Notice'). The Abandonee may reject the transfer of title
by so designating in its response to the Abandonment Notice withín thirly (30) days from the

date of the AbandonmentNotice.

The Abandonment Notice must state:

(a) the Abandoner's intention to abandon the use and ownership of the

Abandoned Pole to the Abandonee;

(b) the date (the "Abandonment Date"), not less than thirty (30) days after

the date on which the Abandonment Notice is sent by the Abandonee, by which the

Abandone¡ intends to rernove all of its Equipment from the Abandoned Pole; and

(c) a description of any attachment of Another's Equipment to the

Abandoned Pole ('Anothet''and "Another's Equipmenf' are defined below in
paragraph 10.1).

7.2 Transfer of Title

Title to the Abandoned Pole shall automatioally transfer from the Abandoner to the

Abandonee at the close of business on the Abandonment Date provided that:

(a) the Abandoner has removed all of its Equipment from the Abandoned

Pole on or before the Abatdonment Date, and

(b) the Abandonee has not removed all of its Equiprnent frorn the

Abandoned Pole prior to the Abandonment Date.

The NJUNS Ticket shall serve as evidence of transfer of title. Any attachments by
Another shall be govemed by the license agreement between the new Sole Owner and the

Another as of the close of business on the Abandonment Date'

7.3 Indemnity

If title of an Abandoned Pole is tansferred to the Abandonee, the Abandonee shall

release, defend, indemnifi and hold harmless the Abandoner, its successors and assigns and

the respective directors, offrcers, employees, agents and rqpresentatives of the Abandoner and

its successors and assigns (collcctively, the "Abandoner Inclemnitees") from all claims,

losses, harm, costs, liabilities, damages and expenses (including, but not limited to,
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reasonable attorneys' fèes) arising after the date of such transfer on account of the placement

or otherwise in connection with the Abairdoned Pole. To the fi¡llest extent permitted by
applicable law, this release, defense, indemnity and hold harmless shall apply regardless of
any act omission, fault, negligellce, or stict liabilþ of any of the Abandoner Indemnitees.

Section 8 Performance of Work

8.1 General

Each Party shall furnísh all personnel, supervision, labor, tansþortatior¡ tools,
equipment, materials and other items forperfoilnanoe of its Work under this Agreement.
Each Party shall perfotm íts Work in accordance with its own methods in an expeditious,
efficient, safe, orilerly and workmanlike manner. Each Party shall ensure that all personnel

who perform its'Work shall be fully experienced and properly qualified to perform the same.

8,2 Protection of Property and Persons

Qach Party shall take appropriate precautions to prevent bodily iqiury (including
death) to persons and damage to any property or environment arising in comection with such

Party's performance of Work or any attachment of such ParLy's Equipment to a Joint Pole,

Such precautions may inolude, but are not necessarily limited to, the erection and

maintenance ofbarricades, signs, flags, flashers and other safeguards. Any Partyperforming
Work shall, prior to such performance, inspect the site of suoh Work and all materials, tools,
equipment (including but not limited to, the Equipment), Poles and other items related to
such V/ork to discove¡ any conditions involving a risk ofbodily injury to persons or a risk of
damage to any property or environment and shall be solely responsible for the discovery of
and protection against any suih conditions.

8.3 Restoration

, All properfy (including, but not limited to, Poles and Equipment) damaged in
oonneotion with a Party's performance of lVork shall be promptly repaired, replaced or
otherwíse restored by or at the expense ofsuch Party to at least as good quality and condition
as existed prior to puch damaging.

8.4 Electrlc Circuits

Prior to performing any'Work, Verizon shall satisff itself as to the nature of the

electric circuits attached to the Poles to which such Work relates. Verizon shall ensu¡e that
such cirouits continue in normal operation at all times during performance of Work by
Verizon. Verizon shall take all precautíons which are necessary to prevent bodily injury
(including deatÐ and properly damage resulting from such cirouits in the course of
performing its Work.

8.5 Communication Circuits

Prior to performing any 
'Work, 

Puget shall satisfo itself as to the nature of the
communication circuits attached to the Poles to which such Work relates. Puget shall ensure

that such circuits continue in normal operation at all times during performance of Work by
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Puget. Puget shall take all precautions whìeh are necessfly to prevent bodily injury (including

death) ancl property clamage resulting from such circuits ín the course of performing its Work.

8.6 Emcrgencies

In the event of an emergency, a Party ma¡ after making a reasonable attempt to

contact the other Parïy ,re¡llace a damaged Pole, relocate the other Party's Equipment, and

take such other action affecting the Equipmort and Joint Poles owned by the other Party as

the Party taking such action deems appropriate under the circumstances, all at the risk of the

other Party if the other Parfy is not present to make such tuansfers. The Party replacing the

Pole and hansferring the other Party's Equipment will submit an itemized invoice for the cost

of the materials and work performed. Ownership of the Pole will remain withthe original

Owner or Owners.,

The Party performing the work shall inform the other Party if the work is temporary in
nature.

8.7 Ground \ilires

In the case of a Joint Pole, a Partymay connect the ground wires of its Equipment to

the other Party's pole grourrds where such oorurections are required by the National Elechic

Safety Code.

8.8 Cooperation and Coordination

Bach Party acknowledges and anticipates that its Work maybe interfered with and

delayed on account of the concrurènt performance of Work by the other Parly. Each Party
shall fully cooperate with the other Party and coo¡dinate its own Work with the other Party's

Vy'ork so as to minimize arty delay or hindrance of any Work.

8.9 Defects in Other'Work

A Party whose Work depcnds upon the results of Work by the other Party shall, prior
to cornmencing its Work, notifli the other Party in writing or elect¡onically of any actual or

apparerrt deficiencies br defects in such other Party's V/ork that render such other Parby's

Workunsuitable.

8.10 LÍens

Each Party shall timely pay all (and shall promptly secure the discharge of any liens

asserted by any) persons and entities ûrmishing labor, equipment, materials or other items ín

connection with its Work.

8.11 Inspection

AII Work and Equipment attached to anyJoint Pole shall at all times be subject to

inspection and testing by either Party.

8,12 Work Areas

Each Párty shall at all times keep its work a¡eas cleared of rubbish, refuse and other

debris and in a neat, clean, sanitary and safe condition. Upon completion of any of its Work,
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(

such Party shall promptly remove all ¡ubbish, refuse and other dgþris and all of its equipment
and surplus materials.

Section 9 Equal Opportunitv

9,1 Compliance

Bach Party shall complywith Executive OrderNo.71246, Executive Order
No. 11701, the Vietnam Era Veterans' Readjustrnent Act of T972 and the Rehabilitation Aot
of t973, and all orders, rules aird regulations promulgated thereunder (including but not
límited to, 41 CFR Part 60-1, 41 CFR Part 60-250 and 41 CFR Part 60-741), all as the same

may have been or maybe amended.

9.2 fucorporatlon

The "equal opportunity clause" of 41 CFR Section 60-1.4(a), the "Affirmative Action
Obligations for Disabled Veterans and Veterans of the Vietnam Era'' clause of 41 CFR
Section 60-250.4 and the "Affirmative Action for Handicapped Workers" clause of 41 CFR
Section 60-741.4 are by this reference incorporated in this Ageement.

9.3 Certification

Each Party certifies that segregated facilities (within the meaning of 41 CFR
Section 60-1.8) are not and will not be maintained br provided for such Party's employees
and that such Party will not permit its ernployees to perform their services at any location
under such Party's control whsre segregated faoilities are rnaintained. Each Party shall obtain
a similar certification ûom any of its subconkactors, vendors or suppliers performing'Work
as required by 41 CFR Section 60-l.8.

Section 10 Attachment-s bv Another

10.1 General

A Party may permit þy lease, license or otherwise) any cable television company, any
telecommunications carrier, any municipal corporation or other governmental authority, or
any other person or entity ('Another") to attach any crossarrns, wires, cables, cable clamps,
guys, brackets, equipment equipment enclosures, transfonners, street lights, circuits (e.g.,

fire alarm, police alarm and traffic signal circuits) or other itcms (collectively, "Anothet's
Equipment") to any Joint Pole owned solely by such Party. Suoh Party shall not have any
authorityby virtue of this Agreement to permit attachment of Another's Equipment to any
Joint Pole with respect to which zuch Party is not the Sole Owner except as provided for in
paragraph 10,5 below.

10.2 Making an Atfachment

The Party who permits attachment of Another's Equiprnent to a Joint Pole as

provided for in paragraph 10.1 shall be responsible for the adminiskation of the agreement

granting such permission and shall be entitled to any and all revenues unde¡ such agreement.

Further, such Party shall ensure that the attachment is made in strict accordance with ttre
provisions of this Agreement (other than Section 11), Further, the provisions of this

Verizon Norlhwest Ino.
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Agreement (other than Section 11) shall apply !q any such attachment as if the Another was

the Party permitting the attachme,nt and the Another's Equipment was such Party's

Equipment,

10.3 Rearrangemcnts of EquiPment

The Party permitting attachment of Another's Equipment shall bea¡ any costs

associated with any resulting rearrangement of the other Party's Bquipment.

10.4 Indemnity

The Parly permitting the attachment of Another's Equipment shall release, defend,

indemniff and hold harmless the fndernnitees of the other Party from a1l claims, losses, harm,

costs, liabilities, damages, and expenses (including but not límited to, reasonable attorneys'

fees) arising in connection with such attachments of Another's Equipment to any Joint Pole.

To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, this release, defense, indemnity and hold
harmless shall apply regardless of any act, omission, negligence, or shict liability of any of
the Indemnitees of the other Party.

10.5 Jointly Owned Poles

In the case of Joint Poles that arc owned in patt by both Parties, Puget may permit the

attachme,nt of A¡rother's Equipment to any such Joint Pole, Puget shall be responsible for the

administation of the Agreement, granting Consent to Another, and colleoting any and all

rental fees under such agreement. Puget shall pay to Verlzon thirty-three percent (33%) of
any such rental fees colleoted. Furttrer, Puget shall ensure that the Another's attachment is

made in strict accordance with theprovisions of this Agreement (other than Section 1l) and

that the provisions of this Agreement (other than Section i 1) shall apply to any such

attachment as if the A¡other werePuget and the Another's Equipment were Puget's

Equipment.

Sectio+ 11 Damage to Propcrtv or Iniurv to Persons

11.1. R.elease and Indemnity

Each Party releases and shall defend, indemniff and hold harmless the other Party and

the other Party's Indemnitees frorn all claims, losses, harm, liabilities, damages, costs, and

expens€s (including, but not limited to, reasonable attorney's fees for third-party personal

injury and property damage) arising out of or in comection with any negligence, misconduct

or other fault of the indernnifying Party or the performance or nonperformance of the

indemniffing Party's obligations under this Agreement. To the frrllest extent permitted by

applicable Iaw, the foregoing shall apply regardless of any fault, negligence, strict liability or

produot liability of any indemnified Party or Indemnitee and to any claim, action, suit ot
proceeding brougþt by any employees of either Party. However, neither Party shall be

required to so defend, indemnify or hold harmless such indemnified Party or Indemnitee for

any claim, loss, harm, liability, damage, cost ot expense to the extent the same is caused by or

results from the negligence of such inrlernnified Party or Indemnitee'
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ll,2 Notice of Claims

Each Parly shall promptly noti& the other Party of all material olairns asserted against

it arising in connection with intemrption or loss of service by it or damage to any property or

bodily injwy (including death)"to anype,rsons, which service, damage or injury is related to
any Joint Fole or any Equipment attached to any Jo'int Pole. Each Party shall, if requested by
the other Par! , cooperato with and permit participation by the other Party in any negotiations,

settlement, action, suit or proceeding related to any such claims

11.3 Waiver of Certain Immunities, Defenses and Protections Relating to
Employee Injuries

In connection with airy action to enforce a Party's obligations under Section 10.4 or
I I .1 with respect to any claim arising out of any bodily injuy (including dcath) to an

employee of such Party, such Party waives any immunity, defenso or protection under any
workers' compensation, indushial inéurance or similar laws (inoluding but not limited to, the

Washington Industrial Insurance Act, Title 51 of the Revised Code of Wæhington). This
Section 1 1.3 shall not be interpreted or construed as a waiver of a Parfy's rigþt to assert any
such immunity, defense or proteotion dírectly against any of its own employees or such

employee's estate or other representatives.

Section 12 Insurance

12,l'Workers'.Compensation

Each Party shall ensu¡e that, wíth respect to anypersons p-erforming its'Work, such

Party or its contractors or suppliers maintain in effect covetage or insu¡ance in accordance

with the applicable laws relating to workers' compensation and employer's liability insurance

(including, but not limited to, the Washington Indust¡ial Insurance Act), regardless of
whether such coverage or insurance is mandatory or merely elective under the law.

12.2 Policy Provisions

Each Party shall ensure that any policies of insurance that it carries as insurance

covering property damage related to any Joint Pole or any Equipment attached to a Joint Pole

shall contain a waiver of the insurer's right of subrogation against the other Party

Indemnitees. Further, each Party shall ensure that any policies of insurance that it canies as

insurance covering liability for property damage or bodily rnjury (inclurting death) contains a

waiver of subrogation against the other Party Indemnitees, names the other Party Indemnítees

as additional insureds or includes broad-form conhactual coverage.

123 Evidence

Upon request, each Party shall furnish to the other Party Certificates of lnswance as

provided for in Appendix I or evidence of self-insurance satisfactory to the other Party.

Section 13 Taxes

Each Party shall pay (or reimburse the other Party on demand for) all taxes,

assessments, levies, duties, excises and govemmental fees imposed upon, allocable to or

Verizou Northwest lnc,
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m€asured by the yq.-lue- o-f çt¡ch Partyls Equ-ipment. The Owne¡ shall pay all taxes,

assessments, levies, duties, excises and governmental fees imposed upon, allocable to or
méasured by the value of Joint Poles, provided that the User shall reimburse the Owner for all
taxes, assessments, levies, duties, excises aud governmental fees imposed upon, allocable to
ormeasured bythe value of Joint Poles tp which none of the Owner's Equipmont is attached.

Section 14 Term

14,1 Duration

The term of this Agreement (the "T€ün') shall commence on the date of this
Agreement and shall automaticallyterminate upon the first of the following to occu¡:

(a) Upon any one (1) year anniversary of the commencement of the Term,
provided that either Party hæ gíven the other Parp written notice of termination at

least nine(9) rnonths but not rnore than twelve (12) rnonths prior to such anniversary;
or

(b) lwitten notice of termination is given by one Party (the "Terminating
Party') to the other Parfy (the "Defaulting Parb/') in any event that:

(Ð the Defaulting Parly fails to paywhen due the fulI amount of
any fee or other payment payable r¡nder this Agreement to the
'I'erminating Party and the Defaulting Party further fails to pay
such amount within ten (10) days after the Terminating Pady
gives the Defaulting Party written notice of such failure;

(iÐ the Defaulting Party breaches or defaults under this Agreement
and furflrer fails to cu¡e such breach or default within thirty
(30) days (or within such longer period as may reasonably be

required to cure such breach or default) after the Terminating
Party gives the Defaulting Party wriiten notice of such breach

or defaul{; or

(iiÐ the Defaulting Party becomes insolven! makes an assignment

for the benefit of creditors or becomes the zubject of any
petition or order in bankruptoy whether voluntary or
in'ùoluntary, or in any other proceeding under any banlruptcy,
insolvency or receivership law,

14.2 Removal of Equipment

Upon termination of the Term, the User shall promptly remove all of its Equipment
from the Joint Poles. If the User shall fail to remove all of its Equipment from the Joint Poles

within one (1) year after the termination of the Term, the Ownermay, after ten (10) days'

advance written notice to the User of the Owner's intention to do so, remove and dispose of
the User's Equipment at the User's sole risk and expense.
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Section 15 Corrections of

15.1 General

The Parties agree that all Equipment attached to any Joint Pole and all V/oik
performed shall be in compliance with the then current edition of the National Elecfric Safety

Code.

. If a Party directs the other Parfy to correct defective or noncomplying Work or to

otherwise complywith the requirements of this A.greement and such other Partythereafte¡

fails to comply or indicates its inability or unwillingness to comply, then the directing Party,

upon ten (10) day's advance written or electronic notice to the other Party of its intention fo

do ,o, may correct (or cause to be corrected) the defect or noncompliance or otherwise

achieve compliance by the most expeditious means available to it (by conhact or othetwise)

at the other Party's sole risk and expense.

15,2 NonexclusiveRemedy

The rights of a directing Parfyto make corrections and otherwise achieve compliance

at the other Party's sole risk and expense are in addition to any and all other rights and

remedies available to such Palyunderthis Agreoment or othenvisebylaw and shall in no

event be construed or inteqlreled as obligating tho directing Party to make any correction of
defective or noncomplying ÏVork or to otherwise achieve compliance with this Ageement,
Further, the other Party's obligations shall not be inteqpreted or conskued as being recluced in
any way because of any corteötions or other obligations performed (or oaused to be

performe<t) by the directing Party or the directing Party's rights to perform (or oause to be

performed) the same.

Section L6 Miscellaneous

16.1 Notices

Anynotice, request, authorization, consent, direction, or other communication under

this Agreement (except as provicled in paragraph 6.2) shall be given in writing and (a) with
respect to routine communioations for which a provision of this Agreement expressly

provides for written or eleihonic notice, be delivered by e-mail, facsimile or as provided in
(b), below, or (b) with respect to all other commrmications, bo delivered in person or by first

class U.S. mail, properly addressed and stamped with the required postage, in each case to the

intended recipient as follows:

Ifto Puget: Puget Sound EnergY, Inc'
Attn. Joint Facilities Administrator
PO Box 90868 GEN-O2W
Bellevue, V/A 98009-0868

Ifto Verizon: Verizon Northwest lnc.
Attn. Joùrt Use Mailstop WAOI03NP
PO Box 1003

Everett, WA 98206'1003
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Either Party may change its add¡ess specified above by giving the other Party notice

of such change in accordancp with this paragraph 16.1. All notices, requests, authorizations,

directions, oiother communications by a Party shall be deemed delivered when mailed as

provided in this paragraph 16.1 or personally delivered to the other Party.

16,2 Records

Each Party shall provide to the other Party access during normal business hou¡s to all

of its records thatrelate io the JointPolos, the Bquipment attached to auy Joint Pole, or this

Agreement for examination, reproduction and auditby such other Party and, if required for

such other Party's utility purposes or by law, for public record. Notwithstan<ling the

foregoing, records associàted with legal proceedings or. claims shall be produced only upon

mutual consent of the Parties or purzuant to discove,ry requests under the Rule of Civil

Procedure applicable to the Superior Court proceedíngs'

16.3 RcgulatoryÄPProvals

If this Agreement and any ownershíp hansfers of Poles or other propefy pursuant to

this Agreement are subject to, and conditioned upon, approval by the WUTC; then the Party

subject to the jurisdictiôn of the WUTC will promptþ submit this Agreement to the WUTC

aod both Parties will actively support and take such additio[al action as may reasonablybe

required to promptly obtain such WUTC approval.

16.4 Assignment

A Party shall not assign or othorwise transfer, voluntarily or by operation of law, any

interest in this Agreement, aoy Joint Pole or any of its Equipment attached to any Joint Pole,

except:

(a) to any mortgagee, trustee or seoured part¡ as security for bonds

or other índebtedness, now or hsfeafter existing, ofsuch Party or pursuant to any

foreolosure or exercise of any power sale by any such mortgagee, kustee or seoured

party (or any transfer in lieu ofsuch foreclosure or exercise), provided that upon any

such assignment or transfer the person or entity acquiring the interests of such Party

pursuant io the assignment or transfer assuiîes all of the obligations of such Party

, under this Agreernent;

(b) to any person or entity into or with which such Party is merged

or consolidated.or to which such Party transfers substantially all of its assets, provided

that upon any such assignrnent or transfer the person or entity acquiring tho interests

of suJh Party pursuant to the assignment or transfer assumes all of the obligations of

such Party under this Agreement;

(") to any government or municipal corporation or to any

subdivision or agency of a govemment or municipal corporation, provided that upon

any such assignment or transfer the person or entity acquiring the interests of such

partypursuant to the assignment o¡ hansf'er assumes all of the obligations of such

Party under this Agreement; or
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(d) to any othø person or entity with the Corisent of the othor
Party.

16.5 'Successors and Assigns

Subject to the reshictions on assignments described in paragraph 16.3, this
Agreement shall be fully binding upon, inure to the benefit of and be enforceable by the
successors, assigns and legal repræentatives of the respective Parties.

16.6 Attorneys'X'ees

' In.the event of any action to qrforce this Agreemeirt, for interpretation or construction
of this Agreement er on acoount of anybreach of or default under this Agreement, the
prevailing Party in such action shall be entitled to recover, in addition to all other relief, from
the other Party all reasonable attorneys' fees incurred by the prevailing Parry in connection
with such action (inoluding but not limited to, any appeal thereof).

16.7 No Part-nership

This Agreenrent shall not be interpreted or construed to create an association, joint
venture, or partnership between the Parties or to impose any partnership obligations or

liability upoh either Party. Further, except as otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement
neither Party shall have any right, power or authority to enter into any agreement or
undertaking for or on behalf of, to act as or be an agent or re,presentative of, or to otherwise
bind the other Party.

16.8 Nonwaiver

A Party's failue to insist upon or enforce shict performance by the other Party of any

of the provisions ofthis Agreement or to exercise any rights under this Agreement shall not
be constnred as a waiver or relinquishment to any extent of the right to assert or rely upon
any such provisions orrigþts in that or any other instance; rathet, the same shall be and

remain in fl¡ll foroe and effeot.
'16.9 

SurryÍval

The obligations imposed upop the Parties under Sections 5, 6, 7,I0,11, 12,13, 14,15
and 16, and all provisions of this Agreement which may reasonably be interpreted or
constnred as sundving the completion, termination or cancellation of this Agreement, shall
survive the completion, termination or cancellation of this Agreernent.

16.10 Entire Agreement

This Agreements sets forth the entire agreement of the Parties, and supersedes any
and all prior agreements, with respect to the attachment of Equipment to the Joint Poles. This
Agreement shall be construed as a whole. All provisions of this Agreement are iutended to be

correlative and complementary.

16.11 Amendment

No change, amendment, or modification of any provision of this Ageement shall be

valid unless set forth in a written amenclment to this Agreement signed by both Parties.
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|6,12 tm¡fgmentqtioq
Each Party shall take such action (including, but not limited to, the execution,

ackrowledgment and delivery of documents) as may reasonably be requested by the other

Party'for the implementation or continuing performance of this Agreement'

16.13 l¡valid Provlsion

The invalidity or unenforceability of any provision of this Agreement shall not affect

the other provisions hereot, and this r\greement shall be construed in all respects as if such

invalid or unenforceable provisions l#ere omitted.

16.14 Eeadings

The headings of sections and paragraphs of this Agreement a¡e for convenience of
reference only and are not intendetl to reskict, affect or be of any weight in the interpretation
'or constructíon oftho provisions ofsuch sections or paraglaphs.

16.15 Applicable Law

This Agreement, and all questions concerning the capacity of the Parties, execution,

validity (or invalidig and performance of this Agreement, shall be interpreted, construed and

enforced in all respects in accordance with the laws of the State of Washington.

16.16 Disputes

Any action,,dispute, claim or controversybetween or among the parties, whether

sounding in contract, tãrt or otherwise, other than a matter within the regulatory authority of
the Washingfon Utilities and Trade Commission or other govemmental authoritywith proper

jurisdiction, (a "Dispute"), shall, at the option of eitherParty, and at such Party's expense, be

zubmitted to mediation, using oither the American Arbimation Association ("A;L{rr) or

Judiciat Arbítration ancl Mediation Services, lnc. ("JAMS") within thify (30) days of the date

on which the alleged events occurred to form the basis of the Dispute. If mediation is not

used, or mediation fails to resolve the Dispute within 30 days from the date AAA or JAMS is

engaged, then the parties may, at their option, initiate any and all appropriate legal action to

r"*tu" the Disputè. Notwithstanding the foregoing the Parties shall act in good faith and use

oommeroially rãasonable efforts to resolve any Dispute prior to the initiation of mediation

under this paragraph 1 6.1 6.
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Section 17 Siqnatures

Its: Director - Network Engineering &
Planníng, P acific Region

Address:
Attrr. Joint Use Mailstop WA0103NP

Verizon

)- D1-

PO Box rq03
wA 98206-1003

Date

Verizon
Inc.

Karen G, Latonte

Puget:
Puget Sound Energy, Inc,

d-u-,2-*
/ tlerryterend

Its: Director of Delivery Services

A.ddress:
Attn. Joint Facilities Adminish'ator
PO Box 90868 GEN-02W

Date

tsy

wA 98009-0868

TO

lt
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LIST Otr'APPENDICES

In$uance Certificate refenred to in paragraph 12.3

Applicatíon for Attachment refenred to in paragraph

2.2'

Ttansferring Communication Equipment referred to
inparagraph 3.2

Schedules 1 and 2

Appendix I

Appondix II

Appendix III

Appendix IV
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Appendix I

fnsurance Certificate
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Appendix II

Application or
Job Number

TO: PUGET SOUND ENERGY

FROM LIGENSEE:

REPRESENTATIVE

NAME

ADDRESS

EMAIUPHONE #

Please grant permission to occupy your poles in accordance with the conditions set forth in

Pole Attachment Agreemurt, dated

Application for rental on Poles

Terminatlon for rental on Poles

Date

DESCR¡PTION OF WORK:

CABLE Overlashing

POLES

POWER SUPPLIES

new cable

PSE Universal maps attached with requested poles highlighted.

Licensee's work sketch showing at least 95% of PSE grid numbers is

attached,

l-Íst of grid numbers is attached.

will be installed. Pole list is attached and power
supply specifications are included.

Failure to supplv requested information may delay acceptance of the application

Application or notification accepted.
Billing of new contacts to be effective

LICENSOR PUGET SOUND ENERGY
BY

PSE Engineer

Verizon Northwest, Inc.
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Appendix III

Transferring Communication Equiprirent

FIRST TRIP COSTS - Cost of performing transfer work while Puget is in the process of
doing its own work.

Crossarms, all types $ 4s.00

strand or overhoad guy 45.00

_Sidewalk anohor guy and pipe 55.00

Drop wire (uo splicinu) 45.00

Sen¡ice Conduit 95.00

Messenger and cable boltcd to Dolo or cable ann (no splicinc) 50.00

MessenÊer dead-end 65.00

Cable riser (inclurling Dipe and molding - no s¡rlicirtn) 95.00

Cablo terrnlnal (no splicing) s5.00

RETURN TRIP COSTS - Cost ofperformíng transfer work when Puget must return to the
Job site. The amounts include travel time.

Topping Chalge if one User btraohed
if two or more Users attached

Verizon's lower & haul fee

Verizon Northwest, Inc.
Pole Attachment Agreement

r0s.00
50.00

250.00
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Crossanns, all types s 13s.00

Anchor strand or overhead guy r35.00

Sidewalk anchor guy and pipe 165.00

Drop wire (no spliciltÊ,) 150.00

Service Conduit 285.00

Messonger aud cable bolted to nole or cable ann (no solicinc) 135.00

Messengor dcad-end 195.00

Cable riser (includürÊ Þipe and molclir¡g - no sDlioing) 285,00

Cable terminal (r}o splicing) 16s.00
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Appendix IV

Schedule I
Computation of Annual Rate for Poles Owned by Puget Sound Energy, Inc.

C, Use Ratio per Pole fPY)

(I) Usable space on pole, in foet 13.5

(2) liffective space occupied by Verizon, in feet 2,0

$__ (PR)

D, Annual Pole Attachmert Rate

(PV)x(cc)x(PR) $

A. Net Investnent Per Ba¡e Pole lPVl

(l) Invesùnent in poles, towers, and fxtures FBnC Account
364)

s

(2) Iæss dopreciation ressrve associated with Itcm (1) ($)
(3) Less deferred federal i¡come taxes assooiated with item (1) ($___--J
(4) Net investment inpoles, towers, and fixtu¡es $

(Ð Ration of ba¡e pole total pole 0.8_5

(6) Value of allbarepoles $

(7) Easements (FERC Account 360 not inoluding substations) $

(8) Combinod valuo of bare poles and casemcnts $

(9) Total number of distribution poles

$-(PÐ

B, A¡urual Carrvine charee (CCì

(1) Net polo depreciation o//o

Ø Adruinistrati.ve and general expenses %

(3) Mainlenance ¡//o

(4) Taxos /o

(5) Cost of capital (ovo¡all rate of retum authorized by WUTC
in latest PSE rate case)

o//o

$_ (cc)

Vorizon Northwest, Inc.
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Appendix IV (

Schedule 2

Computation of Annual Rate forPoles Owned by Verizon

D. Annual Pole Attachment Rate

(PV) times (CC) times @R)
(a) PrimaryPoles
ô) Secondarv Poles

$

$

Verizon No¡thwest, Inc.
Pole Attachment Agreemont

Page IV-2
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A. Net Investment Ber Bare Pole fPÐ

(l) Investment in poles, towers, and fixtures (ARMIS Aocount
2411)

$--_

(2) Less depreciation reserve associated with Itern (l )

(3) Less deferred fedoral income taxes associated with item (1) ($)
(4) Net investmert in poles, towers, and fixtures $

(5) Rationofbarepoletotalpole 0.95

(6) Value of all bare poles $_
(7) Easementg $

(8) Coml¡ined value ofbare poles and easements

(9) Total number of distribution poles

$

$-(PÐ

B. Annua"l Carrvine charse ICC)

(l) Net pole depreciation %

(2) Adminishativc and general expenses %

(3) Mainteflance %

(4) Taxes %

(5) Cost of capital (overall rafe of retum authorized by WUTC
in latest Ve¡izon ¡ate oase)

%

ù (cc)

c. Use Ratio nerPole (PVl

(1) Usable spaco on pole, in feet 13.5

(2) Effective space oocupied by Puget attaohments, in feet
(a) PrimaryPoles
(b) Seconda¡yPoles

7.s
2.0

(3) Use Ratio
(a) PrimaryPoles
(b) SeoondarvPoles

s5.ss6% (PR)
14.815% (PR)
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The parties agree to the amendmeut to tho oontrast dated August l' 2002 as follows:

6,2,3 Net Billine. rWithout changin

Verizon concuronce, Puget

Pwsuant to Section 6 of this

Vc,rizorrto Puget which ofß

Pursuant lo Pangt aPh 6'2'2'

AMENDMENT NO. I
TO

POLE ATTACHMENT AGREEMENT
BET'WEEN

VERIZON AND PUGET SOT.JND ENERGY AND LIGI{T

Puget Sor¡ntl &,

By

Date 4

VerizonNofhwest

Date Siened

Puget:

Verízon:
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9

10

11

t2

13

t4

l5

l6

t7

l8

t9

20

2l

22

23

24

25

PUGET SOUND ENERGY, INC.,

Plaintiff,

v.

FRONTIER COMMUNICATIONS
N.RTH*EST INC'' 

Defendant.

DEFENDANT'S ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE
DEFENSES AND COUNTERCLAIMS - I

Honorable Carol Schapira
Trial Date: 212912016

No. 15-2-03142-2SEA

DEFENDANT FRONTIER
COMMUNICATIONS
NORTHWEST INC.'S ANSWER,
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, AND
COUNTERCLAIMS TO
PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT

K&LGATES LLP
ONE SW COLLMBIA STREET

STJITE I9OO

PORTLAND, OREGON 9?258
TELEPHONET (503) 228-3200
FACSIMILE: (503) 248-9085

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

IN AND FOR THE COTINTY OF KING

COMES NOW Defendant Frontier Communications Northwest Inc. ("Frontier")

and answers Plaintiff Puget Sound Energy, Inc.'s ("PSE") Complaint as follows:

1. Denied.

2. Frontier is without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as

to the truth of the allegations inparagraph 2 of the Complaint, and therefore denies them.

3. Frontier admits that it is a Washington corporation with its principal place

of business in Snohomish County, Washington, that it provides telephone and other

services to customers in the State of Washington, and that it owns utility poles throughout

its service territory for the purposes of distributing its services to customers' The

remaining allegations are denied.

4. Admitted.
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5. Frontier admits that there is a Pole Attachment Agreement (the

"Agreement"), and that it contains what is set forth in the Agreement. The remaining

allegations are denied.

6. Frontier admits that there is an Agreement, and that it contains what is set

forth in the Agreement. The remaining allegations are denied.

7. Frontier admits that there is an Agreement, and that it contains what is set

forth in the Agreement. The remaining allegations are denied.

8. Frontier admits that there is an Agreement, and that it contains what is set

forth in the Agreement. The remaining allegations are denied.

9. Denied.

10. Frontier admits that the "total number of distribution poles" should account

for its fractional interests in poles that Frontier jointly owns with another utility. The

remaining allegations are denied.

11. Denied.

12. Denied.

13. Frontier admits that there is an Agreement, and that it contains what is set

forth in the Agreement. The remaining allegations are denied.

14. Frontier admits that there is an'Agreement, and that it contains what is set

forth in the Agreement. The remaining allegations are denied'

15. Frontier admits that there is an Agreement, and that it contains what is set

forth in the Agreement. The remaining allegations are denied.

16. Fronticr admits that there is a PSE Statement Summary sent to Frontier,

purportedly dated October 28,2013. The remaining allegations are denied.

17. Frontier admits that PSE had been under-billed by 5624,472.39 pursuant to

the Agreement. The remaining allegations are denied'

DEFENDANT'S ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE
DEFENSES AND COI-INTERCLAIMS - 2

K&L GATES LLP
ONE SW COLUMBIA STREET

STJITE I9OO

PORTLAND, OREGON 97258
TELEPHONEi (503) 228.3200
F,{CSIMILE: (503) 248-9085
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18. Frontier admits that there is a PSE Statement Summary sent to Frontier,

purportedly dated September 30, 2014. The remaining allegations are denied.

19. Denied.

20. Frontier admits that there is an Agreement, and that it contains what is set

forth in the Agreement. The remaining allegations are denied.

21. Denied.

22. Denied.

23. Frontier admits that PSE sent a Notice of Default/Breach to Frontier dated

January 29,2015, and that it contains what is set forth in the Notice. The remaining

allegations are denied.

24. Frontier admits that there is an Agreement, and that it contains what is set

forth in the Agreement. Frontier denies that there was à meaningful attempt at mediation

The remaining allegations are denied.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

(Breach of Contract - 2013Invoice)

25. Admit and deny the same as paragraphs 1 through 24'

26. Frontier admits that there is an Agreement, and that it contains what is set

forth in the Agreement. The remaining allegations are denied.

27. Frontier admits that there is an Agreement, and that it contains what is set

forth in the Agreement. The remaining allegations are denied.

28. Denied.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

(Breach of Contract '2014Invoice)

29. Admit and deny the same as paragraphs 1 through 28.

DEFENDANT'S ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE
DEFENSES AND COUNTERCLAIMS - 3

K&L GATES LLP
ONE SW COLTJMBIÁ STREET

sulTB 1900

PORTLAND, OREGON 97258
TELEPHONE: (503) 228-3200
FACSIMILE: (503) 248-9085
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30. Frontier admits that there is an Agreement, and that it contains what is set

forth in the Agreement. The remaining allegations are denied.

31. Frontier admits that there is an Agreement, and that it contains what is set

forth in the Agreement. The remaining allegations are denied.

32. Denied.

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION

(Anticipatory Breach of Contract - Forthcoming 2015 Invoice)

33. Admit and deny the same as paragraphs I through 32.

34. Frontier admits that there is an Agreement, and that it contains what is set

forth in the Agreement. The remaining allegations are denied'

35. Denied

36. Denied.

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION

(Declaratory Judgment)

37. Admit and deny the same as paragraphs I through 36.

38. The allegations contained in Paragraph 38 contain alegal conclusion and

therefore require no response. To the extent a response may be required, Frontier denies

that Plaintiff is entitled to the relief it seeks.

39. The allegations contained in Paragraph 39 contain a legal conclusion and

therefore require no response. To the extent a response may be required, Frontier denies

that Plaintiff is entitled to the relief it seeks.

The allegations contained in thc scction identified as "Prayer for Relief'require no

response. To the extent a response may be required, Frontier denies that Plaintiff is

entitled to the relief it seeks.

DEFENDANT'S ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE
DEFENSES AND COUNTERCLAIMS - 4

K&L GATES LLP
ONE SW COLUMBIA STREET

st[TE 1900

PORTLAND, OREGON 97258
TELBPHONE: (503) 228-3200
FACSIMILE: (s03) 248.908s
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AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

Having fully answered Plaintiffls Complaint, and without assuming Plaintiffls

burden of proof on any issue, Frontier raises the following afflrrmative defenses to

Plaintiff s claims:

FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(PaYment)

1. Plaintiff is barred from obtaining relief, in whole or in part, due to

payment.

SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(Mutual Mistake)

Z. Plaintiff is barred from obtaining relief, in whole or in part, due to mutual

mistake.

THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(Set-Off)

3. Any amount due Plaintiff is subject to valid set-ofß and/or recoupment.

FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

(Additional AffÏrmative Defenses)

4. Frontier reserves the right to plead additional defenses or counterclaims

that may be identified during investigation and/or the course of discovery.

COUNTERCLAIMS

l. Frontier Communications Northwest, Inc. ("Frontier") incorporates herein

by reference each and every allegation, answer, and denial contained in each of the above

paragraphs.

DEFENDANT'S ANSV/ER, AFFIRMATIVE
DEFENSES AND COUNTERCLAIMS - 5

K&LGATES LLP
ONE SW COLUMBIA STREET

STJITE I9OO

PORTLAND, OREC'oN 97258
TELEPHONE: (503) 228-3200
FACSIMILET (503) 248-9085
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Parties

2. Frontier is a Washington corporation with its principal place of business in

Snohomish County, Washington. Prior to July 1,2010, Frontier's cotporate name was

Verizon Northwest Inc. ("{erizon").

3. On information and belief' Puget Sound Energy, Inc' ("PSE") is a

Washington Corporation with its principal place of business in King County, Washington.

Factual Allegations

4. PSE and Verizon entered into a "Pole Attachment Agreement" dated

August I,2002 (the "Agreement").

5. This dispute involves the proper method for calculating pole rental rates

under the Agreement.

6. The Agreement is silent on how the term "distribution poles" should be

calculated in the annual rate calculation.

7. The FCC's formula for pole attachment is based on "equivalent poles,"

which allows a pole o\üner to aggregate the number of partial poles it owns rather than

count each partial ownership as a separately-owned pole.

8. One component in the calculation requires that the parties determine

Frontier's "net investment per bare pole," which equals the amount actually invested by

Frontier in all Frontier-owned poles (wholly- or partially-owned), divided by Frontier's

total number of "distribution poles.?'

g. To accurately reflect that Frontier's investment includes both wholly

owned poles, and poles it owns jointly with another utility, its total number of

,,distribution poles" equals the number of its solely owned poles plus the product of the

number of its jointly-owned poles times its ownership percentage in those poles.

DEFENDANT'S ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE
DEFENSES AND COUNTERCLAIMS - 6

K&L GATES LLP
ONE SW COLTJMBIA STREET

strITE 1900

PORTLAND, OREGON 97258
TELEPHONET (503) 228-3200
FACSIMILET (503) 248-9085
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10. From the inception of the Agreement, through the2012 rental period, PSE

and Frontier failed to account for the fact that over 70,000 of Frontier's poles are owned

jointly with Snohomish County Public Utility DistrictNo. 1 ("Snohomish PUD").

Specifically, each jointly-owned pole was counted as 1 whole pole (100%) rather than

45%o of apole consistent with Frontier's actual 45%o ownership percentage. Because

Frontier's investment in the jointly-owned poles is only 45Yo of the cost of the pole -- the

equivalent of owning 31,500 poles wholly -- but each of those 70,000 jointly-owned poles

were used as the denominator to calculate the "net investment per bare pole", the error

resulted in artificially lowering Frontier's "net investment per bare pole." Therefore, PSE

paid a signifîcantly lower pole attachment rental rate than it should have under the

Agreement.

I l. This error resulted in Frontier underbilling PSE by $624,472.39 over the

life of the Agreement.

12. In2013, Frontier notified PSE of this underbilling. After several

discussions with PSE about this and other billing issues, Frontier limited the offset that it

took from its pole rental payment for the 2013 rental period to the $333,136.78 it

underbilled PSE during the preceding 6 years.

13. PSE has notified Frontier that it disagrees with Frontier's calculation of the

annual per pole rental rate that Frontier charges for PSE attachments on Frontier-owned

poles under the Agreement.

14. Frontier issued payment for the net amount due to PSE, after deducting the

off-set, for the 2013 rental year on or about October 24,2014.

15. Frontier issued payment for the net amount due to PSE for the 2014 rental

year on or about February 17,2015.

DEFENDANT'S ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE
DEFENSES AND COUNTERCLAIMS - 7

K&L CATES LLP
ONE SW COLUMBIA STREET

SIJITE I9OO
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16. Section 16.6 of the Agreement entitles the prevailing party in any action to

recover reasonable attorneys' fees.

17 . Section 16.8 of the Agreement, entitled 'Nonwaiver" indicates that a

party's failure to strictly enforce any of its rights or provisions of the Agreement does not

waive that party's right to assert its rights or provisions of the Agreement.

CAUSES OF'ACTION

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

(Declaratory Judgment)

1. Frontier repeats and realleges each and every allegation and denial set forth

above as if recited here in full.

2. As a result of the undefined term ("distribution poles") in the Agreement,

there is a justiciable issue of contract interpretation between the parties.

3. Pursuant to RCW 7.24,Frontier requests that the Court declare, adjudge

and decree that the term "distribution poles" in the Agreement be defined as "equivalent

poles" to account for poles Frontier owns wholly, and for those owned jointly with

Snohomish County PUD, in accordance with the pole attachment formula promulgated by

the FCC, in which "equivalent poles" are used to calculate annual rates.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

(Attorneys' Fees)

4. Frontier repeats and realleges each and every allegation and denial set forth

above as if recited here in full.

5. Pursuant to section 16.6 of the Agreement, Frontier is entitled to attorneys'

fees accrued if it is deemed to be the prevailing party in this action'

DEFENDANT'S ANSìWER, AFFIRMATIVE
DEFENSES AND COUNTERCLAIMS. 8

K&LGATES LLP
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sulTE 1900
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, given Frontier's answer, affirmative defenses, and counterclaims,

Frontier respectfully requests that this Court grant it the following relief:

A. That the Complaint be dismissed with prejudice and judgment granted in

Frontier's favor;

B. On its First Claim for Reliet that the Court declare that the term

"distribution poles" in the Agreement be defined as "equivalent poles" to accciunt for

poles Frontier owns wholly, and for those owned jointly with Snohomish County PUD, in

accordance with the pole attachment formula promulgated by the FCC, in which /

"equivalent poles" are used to calculate annual rates. "distribution poles" in the

Agreement are to be calculated using the FCC's "equivalent pole" methodology;

C. On its Second Claim for Relief, that the Court award Frontier its reasonable

attorneys' fees, costs and disbursements incurred herein; and

D. Such further and additional relief as the Court deems just and equitable.

DATED this 6th day of March, 2015

K&L GnrPs llP

Román . Hernández, 39939
By

Email : roman.hertandezúD,kl gtes.com
9

One SW Columbia Street
suite 1900
Portland, OR 97258
(so3)228-3200

Attorneys for Defendant Frontier
Communications Northwest, Inc.

DEFENDANT'S ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE
DEFENSES AND COUNTERCLAIMS - 9

K&L GATES LLP
ONE SW COLIJMBIA STREET

sulrE 1900

PORTLAND, OREGON 9?258
TÉLEPHoNE: (503) 228-3200
FACSIMLE; (503) 248.9085
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on March 6,2015, a true copy of the foregoing

DEFENDANT FRONTIER COMMUNICATIONS NORTHWEST INC.' S ANSWER,

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, AND COUNTERCLAIMS TO PLAINTIFF'S

COMPLAINT was served on the following named person(s) via Email and US MAIL at

their last known address as indicated below:

James F. Williams
Email : .l W ill iamsfd)perkinsco ie. com
Karen Brunton Bloom
Email: KBloom@perkinscoie.com
PERKINS COIE LLP
1201 Third Avenue, Suite 4900
Seattle, WA 98101-3099

Attorneys for Plaintiff Puget Sound Energy

DATED: March 6,2015.

sl9a¿lao¿ E /.

Stephanie E. L. McCleery

DEFENDANT'S ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE
DEFENSES AND COUNTERCLAIMS - IO

K&L GATES LLP
ONE SW COLUMBIA STREET

SIJITE I9OO

PORTLAND, OREC'oN 97258
TELEPHONE: (503) 228-3200
FACSIMILET (503) 248-9085
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PUGET SOUND ENERGY, INC.,

Plaintiff,
No. 15-2-03142-2 SEA

FRONTIER'S REPLY IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION TO DISMISS OR,
ALTERNATIVELY, TO STAY

Honorable Carol A. Schapira
Hearing Date/Time:

September 11,2015 at 9:00 a.m.
With Oral Argument

K&L GATES LLP
ONE SW COLUMBIA ST , STJITE I9OO

PORTLAND, OREGON 9?258
TELEPHONE: (503) 228-1200
FACSIMILE: (503) 248-9085

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KING

V

FRONTIER COMMUNICATIONS
NORTHWEST,INC.,

Defendant.

FRONTIER'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS
OR, ALTERNATIVELY, TO STAY
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Contrary to PSE's characteúzation, nothing is "simple" or "straightforward" about this

dispute. Both Frontier and PSE are highly regulated public-service companies, and the subject

matter of this dispute - pole attachment agreements - is itself strictly regulated to ensure that

attachment rates are "just, fair, reasonable, and sufficient." RCW 80.54.020. PSE's Opposition

disregards entirely that the purpose of the WUTC's regulatory activities is to protect the public

interest while ensuring that private contracts further that interest. /d. (WUTC's authority is to

"regulate in the public interest" pole attachment rates). Because the attachment rates that PSE

and Frontier charge each other ultimately impact the utility rates they charge their respective

customers, the WUTC must regulate pole attachment rates by balancing "the interest of the

customers of the attaching utility . . . as well as the interest of the customers of the utility upon

which the attachment is made." RCW 80.54.030. The WUTC, not this Court, is legislatively

authorized to balance the interests of these two large groups of customers, none of whom is a

party to the Pole Attachment Agreement. Accordingly, Frontier respectfully requests that this

Court stay or dismiss this action to allow the WUTC to resolve, in the first instance, whatever

issues the WUTC deems necessary to resolve.

Recognizing the issues at stake, the WUTC has already asserted jurisdiction over this

dispute. McCleery Decl. fl 3, Ex. A (explaining in its July 24,2015 Notice of Prehearing

Conference that "[i]t is appropriate that the matters raised in the pleadings be brought for

hearing before the Commission" and that "[t]he Commission has jurisdiction over this matter

under RCW Title 80"). Frontier has moved for summary determination on its claims in the

WUTC, id.n 4, Ex. B (summary determination briefing),r and the WUTC has already

conducted a pre-trial conference, set datcs for dispositive motions, and calendared its

evidentiary hearing for February of 2016. Id. n 5, Ex. C (Prehearing Conference Order).

Given the WUTC's unique expertise and regulatory authority to adjudicate this matter,

1 PSE's response is due September 18. McCleery Decl. tf 5, Ex. C at2. Frontier expects a

ruling shortly thereafter.

FRONTIER'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS

OR, ALTERNATIVELY, TO STAY - 1

K&LGATES LLP
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the reasons PSE offers as to why this Court should not defer to the WUTC are unavailing'

A. This Court's Concurrent Jurisdiction Does Not Negate the WUTC's
Primary Jurisdiction.

PSE repeatedly conflates the Court's concurrent jurisdiction over this dispute with

whether the Court should defer primary jurisdiction to the WUTC. PSE claims, for example,

that Frontier already "already conceded that this Court has jurisdiction," and "admitted in

parcgraph4 [of its Answer] that '[t]his Court has jurisdiction[']"' Opp. at 1, 5.2

These "gotcha" allegations arê misdirected. This Court does havejurisdiction over this

dispute, and Frontier has never claimed otherwise. Frontier merely asserts that the Court

should defer its own decision-making until the WUTC has had an opportunity to consider the

issues within its specialized expertise. Mot. at2. The primary-jurisdiction doctrine does not

divest the Court of its jurisdiction, but counsels "judicial self-restraint . . . when the court feels

that the dispute should be handled by an administrative agency created by the legislature to deal

withsuchproblems." Kewv. Dep'tof Game,14Wash. App.427,429,542P.2d467 (1975).

Here, where the dispute "involves a factual question requiring expertise" (determining the

fairness and reasonableness of the parties' pole attachment rates) and "involves an area where a

uniform determination is desirable" (setting pole attachment rates that protect the public

interest), deference to the WUTC is appropriate. D.J. Hopkins, Inc. v. GTE Nw', Inc.,89 Wash.

App. 1, 7 ,947 P.2d 1220 (1997) (affirming dismissal based on primary jurisdiction).

B. The WUTC IIas Authority to Award Retrospective Relief.

PSE's assertion that the WUTC cannot award retrospective relief is wrong'3 PSE's

2 PSE ¿ unterclaims and asking the elief.
Id. at 5. ier explicitly tequested eith ay,.and

was obl event of a stay 6y filing its claims

for decl

ton or grant the contract relief requested by the

parties." Id. AndPSE attempts to distinguish the decision in Verizon Nw., Inc' because

FRONTTER'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS
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primary authority for this argument is the pole attachment statute, RCW 80.54.030. Although

that statute instructs the WUTC to "determine the just, reasonable, or suffrcient rates, terms and

conditions thereafter to be observed," it does not prohibit the WUTC fuom also awarding

retrospective relief. RCW 80.54.030.4

In fact, multiple statutes permit the ÌWUTC to award retrospective damages in various

circumstances. For example, RCW 80,04.220 permits the WUTC to issue "an award of

damages" when the WUTC "determine[s] that [a] public service company has charged an

excessive or exorbitant amount" for "any rate, toll, rental or charge." Id. RCW 80.04.230

allows the WUTC to refund charges "in excess of the lawful rate in force at the time such

charge was made . . . whether such overcharge was made before or after the fïling of [a]

complaint." Critically, the WUTC itself has already decided that these statutes specifically

addressing retrospective relief apply to this dispute. s

PSE is of course free to challenge the WUTC's authority to award retrospective relief,

and, indeed, it has already indicated its intent to lodge such a challenge by September 18. Opp.

at 6. As a result of PSE's forthcoming motion, the parties will soon know precisely the extent

of any retrospective relief the WUTC can provide, and can update the Court with a status

report. If the WUTC provides complete retrospective relief, there may be nothing left for this

Court to adjudicate. If the WUTC provides only partial retrospective relief, then the parties can

"neither party [in that case] was seeking impermissible retroactive relief." Id. at | 1. All of
these arguménts drop to thè wayside given that the WUTC's regulatory authority already
permits the award of retrospective relief.

a PSE's citations to decisions prohibiting retroactive ratemaking are misguided. Opp. at 10,

n.5. As those general rule against retroactive ratemaking
applies, for a ates that have already been filed and published,
anã approved actually-specified pole attachment rates at issue

here do not meet those conditions.

s In its July 23,2015,Notice of Prehearing Conference, the 'WUTC set þrth e¡pJesqly-tle
statutes thât apply to this matter, and cited specifically to RCW 80.04.220 and 80.04.230.
McCleery Decl. fl 3, Ex. A at 1.

FRONTIER'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS
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return to this Court to resolve any remaining issues. And even if PSE is correct, and the

WUTC determines that it cannot award any retrospective relief (despite the statutory authority

providing otherwise) the 'WUTC can still determine, prospectively, a fair and just attachment

rate in the public's interest. Moreover, the WUTC can make this prospective determination

regardless of how this Court may interpret the contract for pulposes of retrospective relief.6 In

that scenario, once the WUTC determines the fair and reasonable rate (something the Court

cannot do), the parties can resume this litigation to resolve any remaining damages issues. In

short, the WUTC will remove any confusion about the scope of relief in the very near term. At

a minimum, the Court should defer to the WUTC until that point'

C. A Failure to Stay Creates the Risk of Conflicting Results because the

WUTC's Authority Expressly Applies to the Two of PSE's Four Claims

that Seek Future Relief.

Because two of PSE's four claims seekfuture relief, which PSE concedes the WUTC

can grant, Opp. at 9-10, a ruling by this Court could conflict with the rWUTC's determination.

PSE's third cause of action alleges an anticipatorybreach of contract for the as-yet unissued

2015 invoice. It seeks, by its very terms, prospective relief, which is squarely within the

WUTC's regulatory authority.T PSE's fourth cause of action is for a declaratory judgment

regarding the meaning of the term "distribution poles." A declaratory judgment concerning

how to count "distribution poles" could directly conflict with either (or both) the WUTC's

decision in this matter about what constitutes a fair and reasonable calculation method, or the

WUTC's proposed pole-attachment rules, once adopted. McCleery Decl. tf 6, Ex. D at 2 (July

u 8.g., RCW 80.54.020 (WUTC has "the the public interest the rates,. 
.

t..tñr, and conditions foì aftachments"); "determine the just, reasonable,

o. ruffi"i.nt rates, terms, and conditions"); 80. rth criteria to determine a just

and reasonable attachment rate).

only if PSE's interpretation of the term
chment rate. If, however, the WUTC
itting anticipatory breach by stating its
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22,2015 Proposed Rules, explaining that distribution poles should be counted based on

fractional pole ownership). 8

D. Deferring to the \ryUTC Is Neither "Unfair" nor "Prejudicial."

PSE briefly argues that a stay or dismissal "would be inequitable and prejudicial." Opp.

at 13. But neither "fairness" nor "prejudice" are relevant to the primary jurisdiction analysis,

and PSE cites not a single case so holding. See D.J. Hopkins, Inc.,89 Wash. App. at 8

(enumerating the only three relevant factors: an agency's authority to resolve the dispute, an

agency's special competency, and a risk that judicial action would conflict with the regulatory

scheme). PSE's arguments on this point are thus irrelevant.e

Furthermore, PSE's charucterization that Frontier is attempting to "re-write the terms of

a contract" assumes - impermissibly at this stage - that PSE's proffered attachment-rate

calculation is correct, fair, and reasonable, all of which Frontier strongly disputes. It also

presupposes that this is a simple contract dispute, ignoring entirely the regulatory requirements

for pole attachment rates and how those rates in turn influence the utility rates both parties

charge their Washington customers. PSE's alleged "prejudice" simply ignores that there is

more at stake than just whose interpretation is correct. Respectfully, the WUTC should have

the first the opportunity to resolve these important issues.

s PSE mischaracterizes Frontier's purpose of directing the Court to this ongoing rulemaking by
asserting, incorrectly, that Frontiei "aigu[ed] that the WUTC has authority to apply its draft
pole attachment rules to this dispute." Opp. at 12. Frontier made or,
^Frontier 

explained that the WUTC's rulemaking process on the ex the
Court is merely evidence of its specialized exportise, one of three
jurisdiction anâlysis. Mot. at 3, 9 l"The WUTC's recent rulemaking effort¡ concerning pole 

.

ättachment rates-further underscore its expertise."). Because Frontier nowhere asserted that the
ourrent draft rules would govern this dispute, or that they would havc rctroactive effect, PSE's
argument on this point is misleading and irrelevant. See Opp. at 12-13 '

eless. There is nothing nefarious about
regulating pole attachment rates in the

rate dispute involving two'WUTC-regulated
on 6.1.2 of the Pole Attachment Agreement, in

which the parties agreed to allow the WUTC to revise the attachment-rate formulas. Mot. at 13

(citing Compl. Ex. Â, $ 6.1.2 ("The formulas to determine Annual Rate . . . may be revised . . .

by the imposition of a revision by the WUTC.")).
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DATED this 8th day of September,2015

K&L GeTEs LLP

By:

Emai I : roman. hern andez@klgates. com
Stephanie E. L. McCleery, WSBA #45089
Email: stephanie.mccleery@klgates.com
Adam 'W. Holbrook, pro hac vice

IC

D. Hernández, W #39939

com
900

Email : Adam.Holbrook@klgates.
One SW Columbia Street, Suite 1

Portland, OR 97258
Attorneys for Defendant Frontier Communications
Northwest Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on September 8, 2015, a true copy of the foregoing

FRONTIER'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS OR,

ALTERNATIVELY, TO STAY was submitted via Electronic Service, and served on the

following named person(s) via Email and US MAIL at their last known address as indicated

below:

James F. Williams
Email : JW i I I iarnslrJperk insco i e.com
Karen Brunton Bloom
Email: KB loom@,perkinscoie.com
PERKINS COIE LLP
1201 Third Avenue, Suite 4900
Seattle, WA 98101-3099
(courtesy email copy to ckness@perkirlscoie.corn)

Attorneys for Plaintiff Puget Sound Energy

DATED: September 8, 2015.

By /s/Stephonie E. L. McCleerv
Román D. Hernández, WSBA #39939
Email : ronr a rr.hernandez@.kl gates,com
Stephanie E. L. McCleery, WSBA #45089
Email : stephanie.nrccleery@kl qates. com
Adam W. Holbrook, pro hac vice
Email : Adam. Holbrook@kl r¡ates.com
One SW Columbia Street, Suite 1900
Portland, OR 97258
Attorneys for Defendant Frontier Communications
Northwest Inc.
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TELEPHONET (s03) 228-3200
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Cha¡lÈ,er 480-54 WÀC

ÀTTÀCIIMENT TO TRÄNSMISSION FÀCIIJITIES

NEW SECTION

wAc 480-54-O10 PurPosê, inÈerpretsation, and applicatíon' (1)

ThÌs åùãpU.r ímplements chapter 80.54 RCW rrAttachment to Transmission
Facilities. "(Z) The commission wiII consider Federal Communications Commis-

sion orderg promulgating and ínter
and fed.eral court decisions review
as persuasive authority ín eonstru- (3) The rules in this chaPt,er
requesters as defined in this chapt

".,.Ëíti.s 
are otherwiee subject to commission jurisdíction'

NEW SECTION

wÀe 480-54-020 eans anY wire, cable'
or afitenna for the by telecommunícat'ions
ó:r television, incl Ì^Iaves , aY other phe-
nom
PolÀl
sta
tel
han
Ín
wit
in this chapter.

r'ÀÈEactrment agreemellËrr means an agreement negotiatgd in good

faith between "r oõrr.r and a utility oi }icensee establishíng the.
rates, terms, and conditions for atLachments to the owner's facíIí-
ties. sts the owner incurs Eo own and

without regard to attachments, in-
maíntenance, and dePreciation ex-

of return on ínvestment, and aPPli-
an atEachment rate, the carrYing

charge may be expressed as a percentage of the net pole, duct, or con-
duít investment.

,,Communicatlone sPacerr meana the usable space on.a pole below the
communications workers safety zone and above the vertícaI space. for
meeting ground clearance t.güitements und'er the Nat'iona] Electrical
SafetY Code.

oConduitrr means a St,ructure containing one or lorg ducts, usually
pLaced in the giãüãã, in which cables or wires may be installed'

trDuctrr *"áñ" a iingle enclosed race\^tay for conductors, cable' or
wire.

[1 oTs-7249.3



rFacl-Ij.tyil means a pole, duct, conduit, manhole or_ handhole,
right of way, or símilar structure on or in which attachments ean be

*áá;. if'aciiit,ies,, refers to more than one facility.
ilI¡¡netr ducÈrr means a d.uct-Iíke raceway smaller than a duct that

is inserEed into a duct so that the duct, máy carry multiple wires or
cables.

[I¡icen6ee,, means any person, f írm, corporation, partnership, 9Om -

pany, ããsócirtion, joint suocr aåsocialíon,- or cooperatively organized
assocÍatj-on, oift.i ún"tt a utitity, t,hat is aut'horized to construct at-
tachments upon, along, und.er , or acrogs the public ways '

"Make-rea¿y wo'[,i' means' ensineertï ?í#:"::'i:;i"3r'::à:lt::;
attachmeñt, attachment modífica-
ch work maY include rearrangement
n of additional suPPort for the
nal caPacitY, uP to and including

her utilítY, the number of Poles for
purposes of calculating the net cost of a baie pole is the number of
sotely owned poles plus tf¡e pio¿uct of.the numbèr of the joíntly-owned
;;I;;'*"itipr'ied by the owne't's ottt"rship percentage i* t'hose poles'
rn the unusuar-"iÈü"tion ín whích net pole ínvestment is zero or nega-

tíve, the owner may use gto"" figures -v¡itrr approprÍate net adjust-
ments.

iloccupants,r means any utility or licensee with an attachment to an

ownerrs facility that thå ownet it"s granted' the utíIit'y or lícensee
the ríght to maíntain.

,,óccupied. epacel means that_portíon of the facility used for at-
tachment that is rendered unusablè for any other attachment, which is
piã"ü*éa Eo be one foot on a pole and one half of a duct in a duct or
conduit.I'OverlaBhlng' meanE the tying of additional communications wires
or cables to ãxiãting communicät.iõns wíres or cables attached to
,po1es.[o\^¡nerrr means the utility ttrat owns or controls the facilit'íes to
or in which *-ããã"pãnt maintäins t er a requester seeks to make, ât-
tachments.npoleil meang an above-ground sEructure on which an owner mal-n-

tains attachmã;Ë,-wrricrr Ís"presumed to be thírty-seven and one-half
feet in height. When the ownãi i" an elect'rical company as defined in
RCw Bo.04.010;"';;i;"-iã ilmited to s¡ructures used to attach electric
distributíon lines.lRequegtãiii-*.""s a licensee ity !þag applíes to an owner

to make attacñmettt" l" or ín the fa¿ilities and that has an

agreement wíth the owner establis rates, terms, and conditíons
fõr attachments to the ownerrs fa

rRlght of way. is an ownãr's ight' to construct, ínstalI,
or maintain facitities or related nt in or on grounds or prop-
erty belonging to another. person. poses of Ehis chapter' I'right
of wayrr incfuáeã-only such-i¿;.i I Îrat permit the ohtner to allow
tñitA'parties access Eo those rights

2 oTs-7249.3



[unugable epace,rr with respect.to polee, means the sPace on the
pole below the uËable space,'iñãi"¿ing L?re amount required to set Ehe

depth of the poiå. rn t-he absence of measuremenEs to the contrary' a

p"i" is presuñred to have twenty-four feet of unusable space'

"Ugable rpã"ã," with teepåct to poÌes, mealls the vertical space

on a pote a5ovå ùhè mini*,r* áiãae levät that can be used for the a!-
tachment of wires, cables, "áã-""sãciated 

equipment, and-that incrudes
spaceoccupiedby'theowner.Intheabsenceofmeasurementstothe
contrary, a pole- is presumed Eã ftã't" thírteen and one-half f eet of
usable Êpace. Wíth respect to àond'uít, rrusable spacetr- means capacity
within a conduit that ís available or that couldl with reasonable ef-
fort and expense, be m au a.rãifã¡i., for the purpose of installing
wires, cable, á;å á""o"iatea-ãquipmä"t for,teiecommunications or cable

åãi"iå"", and that ínctud.es cafacíty occupied by the owner.

"UtlliEyr! means any elect'rical- compañy or Lelecommunícations com-

pany as defined in RCW Ë0.04:õiõ, and d-oes noE include any entíty co-

operatively organized. or otn.á-Uy tederal, state, or local government'

;;-; subaivisiõn of st,ate or local government '

NEW SECTÏON

WAC 480-54-030 DutY to Prov

ests descríbed in eubsectlon (11)

bmit a written aPPlication to an
ities. The o$tner may recover f rom
he owner actuallY and reagonablY

t3 oTs-7249.3



incurs to process the applicatÍon, includ.ing th9 costs of inspecting
[ñã raciriiíes ídenr.ified in the àppricatioã and preparing a prelimi-
;;;y-áÀii*"te for any necessary mafä-ready work, to the extent' these
costs are not, and wóuId not ordinaríly.be, included in the accounus
used to calcu]ate the attachment raLes in wAC 480-54-060. The owner
may survey t.he facilíties ídentifie
er from the requester the costs the
curs to conduct that survey. The ow
an estimate of t,hose costg Prior to
must complete anY such survey ?19 I
access t-o tfre faciftties identífied
five days from the date the owner re
cept as- otherwise providgq i" this s

an- application that provídes the inf
owner to identiiy anã evaluate the facilities to or in which the re-
quester seeks to att'ach.-¡-' (4) If the owner denies the request ín an application for accesg,
ín whole or ín part, the o\^rner's written responsÞ t? the-aPPlication
must include "rr'ã*pi.nat,ion 

of the reasons for the denial for each fa-
äif ity to wtricfr thä owner is denyíng access. Such a respon'se must in-
clude'all relevant information supporting the denial.

(S) To the extent that it gränts thã access requested ín an ap-
pfícaiiôn, the owner's written respolPe must inform the requester of-
Lhe results of the review of the aþplicat'ion' Within fourteen days of
piã"i¿i"g Íts written response, thè-owner-must provide an estimate of
charges to perform all neðessary make-ready work, including the.costs
ãi có*pfetíäg the estímate. l¡atä-ready work costs are nonrecurring
costs that are not íncluded ín carryÍñg charges and myst be costs Lhat
the owner actually and t"""otãtrfy íncuís Eo þrovide the requester with
access Lo the facilítY'

the reasonable costs the owner act

he estimate expires without furt'her
action by the owner.

(6) For requests to attach to
t,íme period for compleuing the mak
matioh in a writt'en notice to the
with existíng attachments on the pt

make-readY wõrk. The owner and the
ready work with any such occupants, ag necessary'

(a) For attáchments iñ the communicatións space, the notice
shall:

(i)Specifywhereandwhatmake-readyworkwillbeperformed.-
(ii) Set a date for compietion of maÈe-ready work that is no lat-

er than sixty á"t;-ãft"r th;'notice is senL. tr'or good cause shown, the
owner may exte;á';"*pi"Èlott of the make-read'y work by an additional
fifteen daYs.
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(iíi¡ state that any occupant with an existlng attachment may

modify that att,achment cðnsistènt with the specified make-ready work
before the date set. for completion of that work. Any occupalt with an
ãxisting attachment that doès not comply w-rth applicable safety re-.
quiremeñts must modify that attachmenL to bring lt int,o cornpllance be-
Ëore the dat,e set for completion of Lhe make-ready work' The occupanf
shall be responsible for ãtt costs incurred to bring its attachmént
into compliance.

(ívj State that the owner may assert its right, to fÍfteen addi-
tional days to complete the make-ready work.

(v) State that if make-ready work is not completei Uy the comple-
een days later if the owner has ag-
al days), the owner and the re-

of the comPletion date or the re-
tice to the owner, frâY hire a con-
s the ovtner has authorized to work

on íts poles to complete the specified make-ready *o5f within the com-
munications space. it ttte owner does not maintain a list of authorized
contractors, -the requester may chooge a contractor without the ownerrs
authorizat,ion.

(vi) State the name, telephone number, and e-maiL address of a

person to contact for more informatíon about the make-ready work'-- (b) For wirel-esg antennas or other attachmenÈs on poles in t'he
e, t.he not,ice shall:
e-ready,work wíll be Performed.
of make-readY work that' is no lat-
sent. r'or good cause shonrn, the

make-readY work bY an additíonal
fifteen days,

(iií) state that any occupant with an exísting attachment may

modify the attachment coñsisteät with the specifÍed make-ready yo-rk
before the d.ate seL for completion of that, work. Any occupant with an
existing attachment that doês not comply wit,h applicable safety re-.
quíremeñts must mod.ify t,hat attachment to bríng it into compliance be-
fore the date set for completion of the make-ready work. The occupant
shall be responsible for ãtt costs incurred to bríng its attachment
into complÍance.

1i.r) State that the owner may assert its right to fífteen addi-
tional days to complete the make-ready work'

(v) State the- name, telephone number, and e-mail address of a

person to contact for måre in-formation about the make-ready work.- 
.

(7) For the purpose of compliance wíth the tíme periods in this
section:

(a) The time períods apply to aII requests for access to up to
three hundred poleä or 0.s þärãent of the owner'e poles in WashingEon,
whlchever is less.

(b) An owner shall, negotiate in good faíth the tíme periods for
all requests for access to more than three hundred poLes or 0 ' 5 per-
cenE of the ownerrs poleS in Washington, whichever i's less'

(c) An owner *a]r treat. multiple requests from a single requester
as one request when Lhe .equests äre filed wÍthin the same thÍrty-day
pãrio¿. tËe afplicable time- period for completing the optional survey
ãi require¿ mã'te-ready work 'begins gn. !he. d'ate of the last request the
ãrrr"r'ruceíves from tñe requesÉer within the thirtY:9"Y period'

(g) An owner may exteri¿ tfre tìme periods specified in this sec-
tlon under the followíng circumstances:

5l ors-7249.3



(a) For replacing exísting poles to the extent that circumetances
beyona the owne-r's coñtrol inctuãing, but not necessarily limíted to,
loäa1 government permíttíng, landowner approval, or adverse weather
conditlons, requíre additional time to complete the work; or

(b) ourínÇ performance of make-ready work if the owner discovers
unanticipat,ed ãi-rcumstances that reasonably requíre additional time to
complete the work. Upon discovery of t,he circumstances in (a) or (b)
of Lfris subsectÍon, Lhe own"r muèt promptly notify, in writíng, the
requester and other affected occupañts wíth existing attachments. The
rroËi". must include the reason for the extension and date by which the
owner will compÌete the work. The owner may not extend completíon of 

_

make-ready wori< for a period any longer.than reagonably necessary and
shalI undãrtake such wõrk on a ñondiscriminatory basis with the other
work the owner underEakes on its facíIities.

(9) If the owner determines that a survey is necessary for_re-
spond.ing to a request for aLtachment to poles and faíIs to complete a

si',wey óf tfte fac'itities specífied. in thè applicatíon.within the time
pàrioäs establÍshed in t.hi; section, a requegter seeking attachment' in
Lh" .ornmunications space may negotíaÈe an extension of the completíon
date with the owner ðr may híre a eonLractor from the list of contrac-
tors t,he owner has aughorized to work on its poles to complete the
gurvey. If the owner does not maintain a list of authorized contrac-
tors, Ehe requester may choose a contractor without the ownerrs au-
thorization.

(f-0) If t,he owner does not' complete any requíred make-ready work
within tÍre time period.s establísfreA in this sectÍon, a requester seek-
ing attachment in tfre communications space may.negotiate an extension
of"the completion d.ate with the owner or may.hiie a contractor from
the líst of contractors the owner has authorized to work on its poles
to compJ.ete the make-read,y work withín the communications space:

täl Immediately, íf Ëne owner declines to exercise its ríght !o
perform any necess"iy make-ready work- by notifying the requester that
Lhe owner witt not undertake that work; or

(b) After the end of the applicable time period authorized in
this section if the owner has aêËerted íts right to perform make-ready
work and has failed. to tímely complete that work'

If the owner does not máinÈain a list of authorized contractors,
the requester may choose a contractor without the ownerrs authoriza-
tíon.

(11) An occupant need not submit an apoLícation to,the owner if
tne ocãup""C Ínte-nds only to overlash addilional communicaLions wires
or cableË onto communicalíons wires or cabl-es it previously attached
tã poles with the ownerrB consent under the following cÍrcumstances:

' (a) The occupant must provide the owner with written notice flf-
teen business aay'À príor to und.ertaking the overlashing. The notice
*;¡t iàentify no- mo-re than one hundred affected poles and describe the
additional còmmunicat.Íons wires or cables to be overlashed so that the
ohtner can determine any impact of the overlashing on the poles 9I o-th-
er occupantsr attachmeñts.-The notice.period does not begin-until,the
owner receives a complete written notièe that includes the following
ínformation:

(i) The size, weighe per foot, and. number of wires or cables to
be overlashed; and

(ii¡ tutaps of the proposed overlash route, íncludíng pole numbers
if available.

i¡l a sÍng1e occupant may not submÍt more than five notices or
ídentify more Éft"n a töUat of one hundred poles for overlashing in any

t 6 I ols-7249.3



ten busíness day period. The applicable !i*9 perlod .for.responding to
*"itipiã noticeÊ Legins on.the date of the last notíce the owner re-
ceives from the occúpant, withín the ten business day period'

(c) The occupant may proceed with the overlashing described in
the notice unless the owñer provides a written response, within ten
busíness days of receiving the occ
overlashing as proposed' The owner
costs the owner actuallY and reaso
ties identified in the notice and
occupant must correct any. safelY.v+
tachments before overlasñíng adãitional wires or cables on those at-
tachmenEs.

(d) The owner may refuse to permit the overlashing described in
the notice only ii, iir tne owner'ä reasonable judgment, the overlash-
ing *o"fd have'a signÌfícant' adverse impact on the poles or other oc-
cuþantsr attachmenLã. The refusal must describe the nature and extent
oi-Èfr"t impact, include aII relevant informatÍon supporting the own-
år,s deterilinrtion, and identify the make-ready.wqrk- Lhat the owner
hag det,ermfned. wouid be reguireä prior Eo allowíng the proposed over-
r""rrir,g. The parties must negotía-te in good faith to resolve the is-
sues rãised ià the owner's refusal.

tãi e utilityrs or lícenseers wires or cables may not be over-
laShed on another occupantrs attachments wÍthout' the Ownerre consent
and unless the uÈiiity or licensee has an attachment agreement wit'h
the owner that, includes rates, terms, and conditions for overlashing
on the attachments of other occupanEs '

NEW SECTION

wä,c 4Bo-5 Éurvey (1)

An owner shoul eP uP-t suffi-
cient, list of zãs to make-

;;;ãy r"iL i" e on. lt re the
ó"t"i has fait specifíed in wAc 480-54-030'

(21 If a requester hires a contractor for purposes. specified in-
WAC 4g0-S4-030, t'h. r.quester mugt choose a contractor included on the
owner's 1ist of authorize¿ cãnLiactors. If the owner does not maintain
such a list, the requester may choose a contractor without the ownerrs

ontractor for survey or make-ready
ior writLen notíce identifying and
or the contractor and must Provide
er represenLative to accompany and

neeríng princiPles '
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NEW SECTION

wÀc 4go-54-O5O Modlfication co6t,E; noEice; temporary st'ay. . (11

The costs of modifying a facility to create capacity _for additional
ãitachment, inèfuAiig Éut noL límÎted to replacement of a po1e, sh9-Il
be borne Ëy the requester and aII existing occupants and o\¡'ner that
directly bénefit from the modificaÈion. Each such occupant-or owner
shall s-h.re the cost of t.he mod.ification in proportion to the amount
ãi- n.* or additional usable space the occupant or owner occupies on or
i; th" iacÍIíty. .A.n occupant or ow ,attachment to
the modified fãcifíùy shait be deem t from a modi-
fication if, aftei ieceívíng notif fication, that
occupant, or o"ttãr adds to its ex therwise modi-
fies íts attachment. An occupant ing aLLachment
shatl not be deemed to aírectly benefit from replacement of a po-le if
the occupant or owner only tranlsfers its attachmènt to the new pole.

(2) The costs of modifying a facility to bring an existing 3!--
tachment into compliance wíLfr ãppltcable safety requirements sha1l be

borne by the occupant or owner t-ftat created the safety víolation. Such
costs Íñclude, but are not necessarity limited to, the costs incurred
by the owner or other occupants to modify the facility or conforming
attachments. An oceupant with an existing conforming attachment to a

facility shall not bê required to bear any of the costs to rearrange
ãi-iãpfåce the occupant's- attachment if such rearrangement or replace-
ment is rrec.ssítateä solely as a result of creating capacity lot.?+.
additional attachment or to accommodate modificatiòns to the facility
or anoth.r o""üpã"È;" exísting attachment made to bring that attach-
ment into conformance with applicab

(3) An owner shall Provide an
to removal of, Lermination of serví
than routine mainÈenance or modifíc
any facili[ies on or in which the
srräLr action. The owner musL Provid
but no 1ess than sixty days þrior to taking gle action described ln
iùè notice; provided tftat- the owner may provide notice less than sÍxty
days in advairce if a government,al entiLy- or landowner other than the
ðrí,ãr-i.quires the acÉion described in Lhe notice and did not notify
the owner of ifràÚ requirement more than sixty 9.y" ín.advance.

(4) a utiiiiy oi licensee may file with the commission and serve
on the owner "-;påtitíon 

for temp-orary stay' of utítity action con-
taíned ín a notíce received. pursirant Lo subsecLion (3) of this section
withín twenty ã;t; "i 

rãceipt of ?uct1 notice. The petition must be

à,rpfort"d by deciarat,ions or affidavits and Iega1 argument sufficíent
to demonstraEe that the petitioner or ít.s customers will suffer irrep-
arable harm in the absence of the
harm to the owner and íts customer
Iy be successful- on the merits of
Elerve an answer to the Petitíon wi
is filed unless Ehe commÌssion est
answer.

(5) An owner may fÍIe with the commíssíon and serve on the occu-
panr å-i.titiå"-ior åuthority.!o rgTovg. the occupant's abandoned at'-
tachments. .¡frã pãtition must'identífy the attachments and provide- suf-
ficíent evídence to demonstrate that the occupant has abandoned those
attachments. The occupant. must fíle an answer to the petition within
twent,y days "iËãr-irrã'petitíon 

is filed unless the commissíon esLab-
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lishes a different deadline for an answer'
file an answer ôr otherwise respond to the
may authoríze the owner to remove Ehe aÈtac
ceedings.

NEW SECTION

If t.he occuPant does not
petitíon, the commissíon
hments without further Pro-

wAC 480-54-O6O Rates. (l-) e fair, just, reasonable' and suffi-
cient rate for atEachments to or ín facilities shall agsure the owner

the recovery of not less than all the additional costs of procuring
r more Ehan the actual caPital and
compensatíon, of the owner attrib-
liti used for the attachmenEs, in-
pport and clearance space'-1n p5o-
LLachment, as comPared to all ot'her

that, remain available to t'he own-

er' 
e) The forlowing formura for determining a faír, just, reasona-

ble, ånâ sufticient rát" shall apply to attachments to poles:
Net Cost of x CarrYing
a Bare Pole Charge

Rate

Occupied Space

Maximum
Rale

Space
F'actor

x

(3)
ble, and
duits:

Møtimu.m
Rate per

Linear fi,/m.

Where SPace F'aclor

The following formula
sufficient rate shall

Total Usable Space

for determining a fair, just,
apply to attachments to ducts

I Number Nct Conduit Invest¡nent l' of Ducts x System Duct Length (f im')

reasona-
or con-

I
Nurnber of

Ducts

1 Duot
Number of
lnner Ducts

x

Carryìng
x Charge

Rale

(Percentage of Conduit Capacity) (Net Linear Cost of a Conduit)

x

x

simplífíed as:
Møimum
Rale per

Linearft./m.

i"nner duct or
rr 1 Duct divided

I Duct l
Number of
Inner Ducts

only a single
by the Number

I Net Conduit Investmellt ]
System Duct l,,ength (ft./m.)

Carrying
x Charge

Rale

inner duct is installed, t,he
of Inner Ductsrr is Presumed

l-r no
tion
t/2.

frac-
to be

NEW SECTION

úvÀC Vlhenever the commission shall
find, aft by a licensee or by a utility,
that the dèmanded, exacted' charg-ed'. 

- 
or

collected with attachments to lts facili-
ties are able, or by an owner that the rates
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or charges are insuf f ícient to yi-eld a .reasonable compensation for the
attachment, ¡he commission will determine the falt, just, reasonable,
and sufficient rates, terms, and conditiong thereafter to be observed
and in force and fíx the same by final order entered withín three hun-
dred sixty daYs after the filing of
enter an initlal order resolving a
this rule within six months of th
commission may
fixing the rat
the interest o
the interest of the customers of Ehe owner. Except as provided in this
rule, the commiSsionrg procedural rules, chapter 480-07 WAC' g'overn

compiaints fíted pursuant t'o this rule'---"'--(i) Á utiiiti';; Iicensee may file a formal complaint pursuant to
this rule if ¡

(a)Anownerhasd'eniedaccesst,oitsfacilities;
(b) An owner fails to negotiate in good faith the rates, terms'

and cond.itions of an attachment agreementi or
(c) rhe utiiftt ;;-ii"""ãåe áisputes the rates, terms, or condi-

tions in an attachment agreement, thè owner's performance under the
agreement, or the o\^¡ner,É oblígatíons under the agreement or other ap-
plicable law.

(3) An owner may file a formal complaínt pursuant' to this rule

(a) Another utility or licensee is unlawfully making or maíntain-
ing attachments to or iñ tne ownerrs facilíties;

(b) Anothãr utility or licensee faíl-s to negotiate in good faith
the ra¡es, terms, and cänditions of an attachment agreement; or

(c) tfre ownår dísputes the rates, terms, or condítions in an aE-

tachment agreemen!, thè occupantrs-performance under the agreement, or
the occupanc,; ;tiigations ,täd"t thä agreement or other applicable
Iaw.

(4) The execution of an attachment agreement does not preclude
any chailenge to the lawfulness or reasonableness of the rates' terms'
or conditÍons in that agreement, provided t'hat one of the following
circumstances exists:

(a) tfre pãiiies ma¿e good faith efforts Eo negotiate the disputed
rates, terms, or condítionã prior to executing_the agreement but were

unable to resoive-the dÍsput"À d.espite those eiforts, and such chal-
lenge is nrou!t¡-rr-rñi;-;i; monthè from the agreement execution date;
(Jl-

(b)Thepartychallengingtherate,term,orcondítionwagrea-
sonably ,r.ra*"i" o'f tn. other iartyre. ínterpretation of that rate'
¡;;*, är condition when the agreement was executed.

(5) e ""*piáínt 
authrottilea under this section must contain the

cific facts, demonstrating that t'he
ttemPted to engage in good faith,
olve the disPuÉeA íssues raised ín
failed to resolve those issues de-
ons must include the exchange of
essary Eo resolve the disPute in-
formaLion required to calcul"ate
-060;
ons, rates, Lerms, and conditions
sonable, insufficient, or otherwise
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(c) sufficient d.ata or other factual ínformation and legal argu-
ment to suppori trr" àitegations to the extent that the complainant
possesses èüch factual information; and

(d) A copy ðr trr" attachment agreement, if any, between the par-
ties.

(6) The commission will issue a notice of prehearing conference
within flve business days after the
ptained against must answer the co
from the d.ate the commíssíon serve
spond to each allegat.ion in_ the com
er factual information and legal ar
the extent the respondenL possesses

(7) e fícenã¿ã ô; ,-,tiiity has the burden to prove íts right to
attach to ot in the ownerrs fãci]íties and that any attachmenl- re-
quirement, term, 

-ãr condition an owner imposes or seeks to ímpose that
the licensee oi'utility challenges violates any provision of chapter
ãó.sã-ncw. thÍs chapter, or othér applicable law. An owner bears the
burden to prove thaL the att,achment rates it charges or proposes to
;h;;õ; åru^ f"it, just, reasonable, and sufficient or that Lhe ownerrs
¿eniáI of acc"ss Éo its facilit,ies is l-awful and reasonable'

(8)Ïfthecommissiondeterminesthatarate,term,orconditíon
complâined of is not fair, just, r and sufficíent, the com-

mission may prescribe a rate, term tion that iS fair, ju?t,
reasonable,. and sufficient. The co ay require the inclusion
of that rage, t,"i*, or condition i hment ag'reement and to the
é"rã"i authorizãã úy-ãpplícable Ia er a refund or peymgnt of
t,he difference betwèen äny rate th on prescribes and the rate
ùrrãt *.r previouãiy-ctrargåa auring - Èhe owner wag charging the
rate afte? the effective date of thís rule'

(9) If the commission determines that an owner has unlawfully or
,pt"""orrably ¿ånie¿ or delayed access to a facíIity, the commission
*ãv "r¿"r tÍ:e 

-;;;;; 
iã pto.ride access to Lhat facility within a rea-

gonabfe time frame and in accordance wíth fair, just' reasonable, and

sufficient rates, terms, and conditions'
(10) Nothi;; in Crti" section precludes an owner or occupant from

bringing any other complaint that is otherwise authorized' under appli-
cable Iaw.
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